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INTRODUCTION 
This package includes a summary, in section number order, of changes 
to the Personal Income Tax Law <PITL>, the Senior Citizens Property 
Tax Assistance and Postponement Law <SCPTAL>,and the Bank and Corpo-
ration Tax Law <B&CTL>, enacted by the Legislature in 1987, and ap-
proved by the Governor. A section number in parenthesis below the 
number of the section summarized indicates a corresponding change 
was also made in the respective B&CTL or the PITL. 
Also included are changes to the Government Code CGC>, Probate Code 
<PR>, and the Unemployment Insurance Code CUI>, which are related to 
the PITL and the B&CTL. 
Legislative Change Reports CLCs> giving a brief description of each 
legislative bill, are indicated in the right hand column of the 
section-by-section summary. For more detailed information, refer to 
the specific bill. 
Preceding the section-by-section summary are the 
Cor.tacts 
Exemption Credits 
Standard Deduction Amounts 
Low-Income Credit Amounts 
Tax Rate Schedules - PIT 
Tax Tables - PIT 
Composite Corporation Tax 
Rate Schedule 
1987 Chaptered Bills 
MaJor Bills Vetoed 
Sections Added, Amended, 
Repealed 
for taxable and income years beginning on or after January 1, 1987, 
and ending on or before November 30, 1988. 
~AUTIDNARY NOTICE 
A number of sections described herein will be amended or repealed 
and new sections added when the Legislature reconvenes in January, 
1988. The purposes of these changes are to correct technical er- rors, 
eliminate conflicting provisions, and to clairify and expand on some 
of the new provisions. specifically in the areas of the 
Alternative Minimum Tax, Subchapter S Corporations, and NOLs. 
Some of these char.ges will be cat~t~ied or. c•r•e •=•r mot~e "fast-track" 
bills; i.e., bills that are expected to be chaptered before the 
due dates of the 1987 returns, thus making these changes, unless 
otherwise specified, applicable to 1987 returns. 
ii 
CONTACTS 
For information regarding changes in tax law: 
Franchise Tax Board 
Legislative Services Bureau 
Jack Monroe 
P.O. Box 942867 
Sacramento, CA 94267-001 
(916) 369-4334 
For information regarding changes in form design, questions 
on specific forms, and availability of forms or reproduc-
tion proofs for printers and computerized processors: 
Franchise Tax Board 
Tax Forms Design Section 
Frank Lanza 
P.O. Box 1468 
Sacramento, CA 95807-1468 
(916) 369-3444 
For practitioner's orders of Personal Income Tax forms: 
Franchise Tax Board 
Tax Forms Request 
P.O. Box 942840 
Sacramento, CA 94240-0070 
For practitioner's orders of Corporation Tax Forms: 
Franchise Tax Board 
Tax Forms Request 
P.O. Box 942840 
Sacramento, CA 94240-0570 
For copies of legislative bills <one copy of each bill 
will be furnished free>: 
Legislative Bill Room 
State Capitol, Room B-32 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
(916) 445-2323 
iii 
TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1, 1987 
AND ENDING ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 30, 1988 
PERSONAL EXEMPTION CREDITS 
Single or Married filing separate return 
Married filing JOint return, Head of household, 
or Qualifying widowCer> 
Dependent <each) 
65 or over (taxpayer and/or spouse - each) 
Blind <taxpayer and/or spouse - each> 
STANDARD DEDUCTION 
$ 51 
$102 
$ 51 
$ 51 
$ 51 
Single or Married filing separate return 
Married filing JOint return, Head of household, 
or Qualifying widow(er> 
$1,880 
LOW-INCOME CREDIT AMOUNTS 
<Round off to nearest dollar) 
$3,760 
Single, Married filing separate return, or Head of Household 
If AdJusted Gross 
$5,840 or less 
Over $5,840, but 
Ovet" $6,750, but 
Over $7,670, but 
Ovet" $8,580, but 
Over $9,490 
Income 
YtOt ovet~ 
not over 
YtOt over 
not over 
Is 
$6,750 
$7,670 
$8,580 
$9,490 
Percer.tage of 
Computational Tax 
100~ 
80~ 
60~ 
40~ 
20~ 
0~ 
Married filing JOint return, and Qualifying widowCer> 
Pet"cer.t age of 
If Ad,tusted Gross Income Is Computational Tax 
$11,690 0\'" less 100~ 
Over $11' 690, but not over $13,510 80~ 
Over $13,510, b•.tt '1'"10t over $15,330 60~ 
Over $15, 330, but nc•t C•Vet"' $17,160 40~ 
Over $17,160, bllt not over $18,980 20~ 
Over $18,980 0~ 
"Computational tax" is: 
Form 540 
- Lir•e 24, less Sltrl1 of 1 ir.es 25 artd 26. or 1 irte 27 
Fc•rm 540A - Line 16, less sum C•f 1 ines 17, 18, and 19 
Form 540NR 
-
Lirte ·=-~ 
"'";;;;!' less sum of lines 26 artd 27, or 1 ine 28 
- iv 
CALIFORNIA TAX RATES FOR TAXABLE YEAR 1987 
TAX SCHEDULES 
SCHEDULE 1. (A) SINGLE TAXPAYERS 
IF THE TAXABLE 
INCOME IS • • • 
OVER BUT NOT 
OVER 
$0 $3650 
$3650 $8650 
$8650 $13650 
$13650 $18950 
$18950 $23950 
$23950 and over 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
(B) MARRIED FILING SEPARATE RETURNS 
(C) FIDUCIARY TAX RETURNS 
COMPUTED TAX IS ••• 
• . $0.00 PLUS 1.0% 
• . $36.50 PLUS 2.0% 
. • $136.50 PLUS 4.0% 
. • $336.50 PLUS 6.0% 
. . $654.50 PLUS 8.0% 
$1054.50 PLUS 9.3% 
OF AMOUNT 
OVER . . 
so 
$3650 
$8650 
$13650 
$18950 
$23950 
. 
====================================================================== 
SCHEDULE 2. (A) JOINT TAXPAYERS AND 
IF THE TAXABLE 
INCOME IS • • • 
OVER BUT NOT 
OVER 
$0 $7300 
$7300 $17300 
$17300 $27300 
$27300 $37900 
$37900 $47900 
• 
• 
. 
. 
• 
$47900 AND OVER. 
(B) SURVIVING SPOUSES WITH DEPENDENTS 
COMPUTED TAX IS ••• 
• • $0.00 PLUS 1.0% 
. . $73.00 PLUS 2.0% 
• . $273.00 PLUS 4.0% 
• • $673.00 PLUS 6.0% 
. • $1309.00 PLUS 8.0% 
• • $2109.00 PLUS 9.3% 
OF AMOUNT 
OVER • • . 
$0 
$7300 
$17300 
$27300 
$37900 
$47900 
====================================================================== 
SCHEDULE 3. UNMARRIED HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
IF THE TAXABLE 
INCOME IS • • • COMPUTED TAX IS ••• 
OVER BUT NOT OF AMOUNT 
OVER OVER • • . 
$0 $7300 • • . $0.00 PLUS 1.0% $0 $7300 $17300 • • . $73.00 PLUS 2.0% $7300 
$17300 $22300 • . . $273.00 PLUS 4.U% $17300 
$22300 527600 • • • $473.00 PLUS 6.0% $22300 $27600 532600 • • • $791.00 PLUS 8.0% $27600 $32600 AND OVER. • • $1191.00 PLUS 9.3% $32600 
====================================================================== 
- v -
Use this tax table to find the amount of tax lor your filing status. 
Single .....•.....•..•.•.•..•.•...•..•.•.•....•.•• Filing status 1 
Married filing joint .•..••.....•••..•....••.•....••• Filing status 2 
California Tax Table Married filing separate ...••....•..............•.•• Filing status 3 Head of household .•...•••..•...•...•.•...•.••.•• Filing status 4 Qualifying widow(er) •...••••....•••....•.•.•...•• Filing status 5 
If The Taxable The Tax For If The Taxable The Tax For If The Taxable The Tax For 
Income Is ••. Filing Status Income Is ••• Filing Status Income Is ••• Filing Status 
At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 
Least Over Is Is Is least Over Is Is Is least Over Is Is Is 
$1 $50 so $0 $0 $6.451 $6,550 $94 $65 $65 $12,951 $13,050 $311 $187 $187 
$51 $150 $1 $1 $1; $6,551 $6,650 $96 $66 ~ $13,051 $13,150 $315 $189 $189 $151 $25() $2 $2 $2 $6,651 $6,750 $98 $67 $13,151 $13,250 $319 $191 $191 
$251 $350 $3 $3 $3, $6,751 $6,850 $100 $68 $68 $13,251 $13,350 $323 $193 $193 
$351 $450 $4 $4 $4 $6,851 $6,950 $102 $69 $69 $13,351 $13,450 $327 $195 $195 
$451 $550 $5 $5 $5 $6,951 $7,050 $104 $70 $10 $13,451 $13,550 $331 $197 $197 
$551 $650 $6 $6 $6 $7,051 $7,150 $106 $71 $71 $13,551 $13,650 $335 $199 $199 
$651 $750 $7 $7 $1 $7,151 $7,250 $108 $72 $12 $13,651 $13,750 $340 $201 $201 
$751 $850 $8 $8 $8 $7,251 $7,350 $110 $73 $73 $13,751 $13,850 $346 $203 $203 
$851 $950 $9 $9 $9 $7,351 $7,450 $112 $75 $75 $13,851 $13,950 $352 $205 $205 
$951 $1,050 $10 $10 $10 $7.451 $7,550 $114 $17 ~· $13,951 $14,050 $358 $207 $207 $1,051 $1,150 $11 $11 $11 $7,551 $7,650 $116 $79 $14,051 $14,150 $364 $209 $209 
$1,151 $1,250 $12 $12 $12 $7,651 $7,750 $118 $81 ,$61: $14,151 $14,250 $370 $211 $211 
$1,251 $1,350 $13 $13 $13 $7,751 $7,850 $120 $83 . $83 $14,251 $14,350 $376 $213 ~13 $1,351 $1,450 $14 $14 $14 $7,851 $7,950 $122 $85 . $65 $14.351 $14,450 $382 $215 15 
$1,451 $1.550 $15 $15 $15 $7,951 $8,050 $124 $87 $87 $14,451 $14,550 $388 $217 $217 
$1,551 $1,650 $16 $16 $16 $8,051 $8,150 $126 $89 $89 $14,551 $14,650 $394 $219 $219 
$1,651 $1,750 $17 $17 $17 $8,151 $8,250 $128 $91 $91 $14,651 $14,750 $400 $221 $221 
$1,751 $1,850 $18 $18 $18 $8,251 $8,350 $130 $93 $93 $14,751 $14,850 $406 $223 $223 
$1,851 $1,950 $19 $19 $19 $8,351 $8,450 $132 $95 $95 $14,851 $14,950 $412 $225 $225 
$1,951 $2,050 $20 $20 $20 $8,451 $8,550 $134 $97 $97 $14,951 $15,050 $418 $227 $227 ~ 
$2,051 $2,150 $21 $21 $21 $8,551 $8,650 $136 $99 $99 $15,051 $15,150 $424 $229 $229 
$2,151 $2,250 $22 $22 $22 $8,651 $8,750 $139 $101 $101 $15,151 $15,250 $430 $231 '$231 
$2.251 $2,350 $23 $23 $23 $8,751 $8,850 $143 $103 $103 $15,251 $15,350 $436 $233 $233 
$2,351 $2,450 $24 $24 $24 $8,851 $8,950 $147 $105 $105 $15,351 $15,450 $442 $235 $235 
$2,451 $2,550 $25 $25 $25 $8,951 $9,050 $151 $107 $107 $15,451 $15,550 $448 $237 $237. 
$2,551 $2,650 $26 $26 $26 $9,051 $9,150 $155 $109 $109 $15,551 $15,650 $454 $239 $239 
$2,651 $2,750 $27 $27 $21 $9,151 $9,250 $159 $111 $111 $15,651 $15,750 $460 $241 '$241 
$2.751 $2,850 $28 $28 $28 $9,251 $9,350 $163 $113 $113 $15,751 $15,850 $466 $243 $243 
$2,851 $2,950 $29 $29 $29 $9,351 $9,450 $167 $115 $115 $15,851 $15,950 $472 $245 $245 
$2,951 $3,050 $30 $30 $30 $9.451 $9,550 $117 $117 $15,951 $16,050 $478 $247 $247 
$3,051 $3,150 $31 $31 $31 $9,551 $9,650 $119 $119 $16,0:)1 $16,150 $484 $249 $249 
$3,151 $3,250 $32 $32 $32 $9,651 $9,750 $121 $121 $16,151 $16,250 $490 $251 $251 
$3.251 $3,350 $33 $33 $33 $9,751 $9,850 $123 $123 $16,251 $16,350 $496 $253 $253 
$3,351 $3,450 $34 $34 $34 $9,851 $9,950 $125 . $125 $16,351 $16,450 $502 $255 $255 
$3,451 $3,550 $35 $35 $35 $9,951 $10,050 $191 $127 $16,451 $Hl,550 $508 $257 $257 
$3.551 $3.650 $36 $36 $36 $10,051 $10,150 $195 $129 $16,551 $16,650 $514 $259 $259 
$3,651 $3,750 $38 $37 $37 $10,151 $10,250 $199 $131 $16,651 $16,750 $520 $261 $261 
$3,751 $3.850 $40 $38 $36 $10,251 $10,350 $203 $133 $16,751 $16,850 $526 $263 $263 
$3,851 $3,950 $42 $39 $39 $10,351 $10,450 $207 $135 $16,851 $16,950 $532 $265 $265 
$3,951 $4,050 $40 $40 $10,550 $17,050 $538 $267 $267 
$4,051 $4,150 $41 $41 $Hl,650 $17,150 $544 $269 $269 
$4,151 $4,250 $42 $42 $10,750 $17,250 $550 $271 >$271 
$4,251 $4,350 $43 $43 $10,850 $17,350 $556 $273 
$4,351 $4,450 $44 $44 $10,950 $17,450 $562 $277 
$4,451 $4,550 $17,550 $568 $281 "'$281', 
$4,551 $4,650 $17,850 $574 $285 l0>$285~~§; 
$4,651 $4,750 $17,750 $580 $289 :~.:.$2&e.•·• 
$4,761 $4,850 $17,850 $586 $293 lc",$293 
$4.851 $4,9;,() $17,950 $592 $297 ¢?;$297 
$4;951 $18,050 $598 $301 ':.$301 . 
$5,051 $18,150 $604 $305 '$305 
$5,151 $18,250 $610 $309 .•. $309.· 
$5.251 $18,350 $616 $313 ~,~13\: $5,351 $18,450 $622 $317 • H, 
$5,451 $5,550 $55 $11,951 $18,550 $628 $321 $321 
$5.551 $5,650 $56 $12,051 $18,650 $634 $325 $325 
$5,651 $5,750 $57 $12,151 $18,750 $640 $329 $329 
$5,751 $5,850 $58 $12,251 $18,850 $646 $333 . $333•" 
$5,851 $5,950 $59 $12,351 $18,950 $652 $337 $337 
$5,951 $5,050 $84 $60 $60 $12.451 $12,550 $291 $177 $117 $18,951 $19,050 $659 $341 $341 
$6,051 $5,150 $86 $51 $61 $12,551 $12,650 $295 $179 $179 $19,051 $19,150 $667 $345 $345 
$6,151 S6,250 $88 $62 $62 $12,651 $12,750 $299 $181 $181 $19,151 $19,250 $675 $349 $349 
$6.251 $6,;!SO $90 $63 ~a:"l .$12,751 $12,850 $303 $183 $183 $19,251 $19,350 $683 $353 $353 ....... .., 
S6,351 $€,450 $92 $64 $64 $12,851 $12,950 $307 $185 $185 $19,351 $19,450 $691 $357 $357 
_ vi-
To Find Your Tax: 
1. Find the amount of your taxable income on line 15 of Form 540A or 
line 17 of Form 540. 
2. Read down the column titled "If the Taxable Income is ... " Find the 
California Tax Table amounts which apply to your taxable income. 3. Read across the column titled "The Tax For Filing Status." Find the amount of tax which applies to your filing status. 
If The Taxable The Tax For If The Taxable The Tax For If The Taxable The Tax For 
Income Is •.• Filing Status Income Is ••• Filing Status Income Is ••• Filing Status 
AI But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 
least Over Is Is Is least Over Is Is Is least Over Is Is Is 
$19.451 $19,550 $699 $361 $361 $25,951 $26,050 $1,245 $621 $695 $32,451 $32,550 $1,850 $985 $1,183 
$19,551 $19,650 $707 $365 $365 $26,051 $26,150 $1,254 $625 $701 $32,551 $32,SSO $1,859 $991 $1,191 
$19,651 $19,750 $715 $369 $369 $26.151 $26,250 $1,264 $629 $707 $32,651 $32,750 $1,868 $997 $1,200 
$19,751 $19,850 $723 $373 $373 $26.251 $26,350 $1,273 $633 $713 $32,751 $32,850 $1,878 $1,003 $1,210 
$19,851 $19,950 $731 $377 $377 $26,351 $26,450 $1,282 $637 $719 $32,851 $32,950 $1,887 $1,009 $1,219 
$19,951 $20,050 $739 $381 $381 $26,451 $26,550 $1,292 $641 $725 $32,951 $33,050 $1,896 $1,015 $1.228 
$20.051 $20,150 $747 $385 $385 $26,551 $26,650 $1,301 $645 $731 $33,051 $33,150 $1,905 $1,021 $1.238 
$20.151 $20,250 $755 $389 $369 $26,651 $26,750 $1,310 $649 $737 $33,151 $33,250 $1,915 $1,027 $1,247 
$20.251 $20,350 $763 $393 $393 $26,751 $26,850 $1,320 $653 $743 $33,251 $33,350 $1,924 $1,033 $1,256 
$20.351 $20,450 $771 $397 $397 $26,851 $26,950 $1,329 $657 $749 $33,351 $33,450 $1,933 $1,039 $1,265 
$20.451 $20,550 $779 $401 $401 $26,951 $27,050 $1,338 $661 $755 $33,451 $33,550 $1,943 $1,045 $1.275 
$20,551 $20,650 $787 $405 $405 $27.051 $27,150 $1,347 $665 $761 $33,551 $33,650 $1,952 $1,051 $1,284 
$20.651 $20,750 $795 $409 $409 $27,151 $27,250 $1,357 $669 $767 $33,651 $33,750 $1,961 $1,057 $1,293 
$20.751 $20,850 $803 $413 $413 $27,251 $27,350 $1,366 $673 $773 $33,751 $33,850 $1,971 $1,063 $1,303 
$20,851 $20,950 $811 $411 $417 $27,351 $27,450 $1,375 $679 $779 $33,851 $33,950 $1,980 $1,069 $1.312 
$20,951 $21,050 $819 $421 $421 $27,451 $27,550 $1,385 $685 $785 $33,951 $34,050 $1,989 $1,075 $1.321 
$21,051 $21,150 $827 $425 $425 $27,551 $27,650 $1,394 $691 $791 $34,051 $34,150 $1,998 $1,081 ~~ $21,151 $21,250 $835 $429 $429 $27,651 $27,750 $1,403 $697 $799 $34,151 $34,250 $2,008 $1,087 
$21,251 $21,350 $843 $433 $433 $27,751 $27,850 $1,413 $703 $807 $34,251 $34,350 $2,017 $1,093 $1,349 
$21.351 $21,450 $851 $437 $437 $27,851 $27,950 $1,422 $709 $615 $34,351 $34,450 $2,026 $1,099 $1,358 
$21.451 $21,550 $859 $441 $441 $27.951 $28,050 $1,431 $715 $823 $34,451 $34,550 $2,036 $1,105 $1.368 
$21,551 $21,650 $867 $445 $445 $28,051 $28,150 $1,440 $721 $831 $34,551 $34,650 $2,045 $1,111 $1.371 
$21,651 $21,750 $875 $449 $449 $28,151 $28,250 $1,450 $727 $839 $34,651 $34,750 $2,054 $1,117 $1,386 
$21,751 $21,850 $883 $453 $453 $28,251 $28,350 $1,459 $733 $847 $34,751 $34,850 $2,064 $1,123 $1.396 
$21,351 $21,950 $891 $457 $457 $28,351 $28,450 $1,468 $739 $855 $34,851 $34,950 $2,073 $1,129 $1.405 
$21,951 $22,050 $899 $461 $461 $28,451 $28,550 $1,478 $745 $863 $34,951 $35,050 $2,082 $1,135 $1,414 
$22.051 $22,150 $907 $465 $465 $28,551 $28,650 $1,487 $751 $671 $35,051 $35,150 $2,091 $1,141 $1,424 
$22,151 $22,250 $915 $469 $469 $28,651 $28,750 $1,496 $757 $879 $35,151 $35,250 $2,101 $1,147 $1.433 
$22.251 $22,350 $923 $473 $473 $28,751 $28,850 $1,506 $763 $887 $35,251 $35,350 $2,110 $1,153 $1,442 
$22,351 $22,450 $931 $477 $479 $28,851 $28,950 $1,515 $769 $895 $35,351 $35,450 $2,119 $1,159 $1.451 
$22.451 $22,550 $939 $481 $465 $28,951 $29,050 $1,524 $775 $903 $35,451 $35,550 $2,129 $1,165 $1,461 
$22,551 $22,650 $947 $485 $491 $29,051 $29,150 $1,533 $781 $911 $35.551 $35,650 $2,138 $1,171 $1,470 
$22.651 $22,750 $955 $489 $497 $29,151 $29,250 $1,543 $787 $919 $35,651 $35,750 $2,147 $1,177 $1,479 
$22,751 $22,850 $963 $493 $503 $29,251 $29,350 $1,552 $7!13 $927 $35,751 $35,850 $2,157 $1,183 $1,489 
$22.851 $22,950 $971 $497 $509 $29.351 $29,450 $1,561 $799 $935 $35,851 $35,950 $2,166 $1,189 $1.498 
$22,951 $23,050 $979 $501 $515 $29.451 $29,550 $1,571 $805 $943 $35,951 $36,050 $2,175 sf,195 $1,507 
$23,051 $23,150 $987 $505 $521 $29,551 $29,650 $1,580 $811 $951 $36,051 $36,150 $2,1134 $1,201 $1.517 
$23.151 $23,250 $995 $509 $527 $29,651 $29,750 $1,589 $817 $959 $36,151 $36,250 $2,194 $1,207 $1,526 
$23.251 $23,350 $1,003 $513 $533 $29,751 $29,850 $1,599 $823 $967 $36,251 $36,350 $2,203 $1,213 $1,535 
$23.351 $23,450 $1,011 $517 $539 $29.851 $29,950 $1,608 $829 $975 $36,351 $36,450 $2,212 $1,219 $1,544 
$23.451 $23,550 $1,019 $521 $545 $835 $983 $36,550 $2,222 $1,225 $1,554 
$23,.'551 $23,650 $1,027 $525 $551 $841 $991 $36,650 $2.231 $1,231 $1,563 
$23.651 $23,750 $1,035 $529 $557 $847 $999 $36,750 $2,240 $1,237 $1,572 
$23,751 $23,1'150 $1,043 $533 $563 $1'153 $1,007 $36,850 $2,250 $1,243 $1,582 
$23,851 $23,950 $1,051 $537 $569 $859 $1,015 $36,950 $2,259 $1,249 $1,591 
$23.951 $24,050 $541 $575 $865 $1,023 $37,050 $2,268 $1,255 $1,600 
$24,051 $24,150 $545 $581 $871 $1,031 $37,150 $2.277 $1,261 $1,610 
$24,151 $24,250 $549 $587 $811 $1,039 $37.250 $2,287 $1,267 $1,&19 
$24,25"1 $24.3Sr $553 $593 $883 $1,()47 $37,350 $2,296 $1,273 $1.628 
$24.351 $24,450 $557 $599 $889 $1,055 $37,450 $2,305 $1,279 "$'1,837 
$24.451 $24,550 $1,106 $561 $605 $895 $1,003 $37,550 $2,315 $1,285 $1,647 
$24.551 $24.650 51,115 $565 $611 $901 $1,071 $37,650 $2,324 $1,291' $1,656 
$24,651 $24,750 $1,124 $569 $617 $907 $1,079 . $37,750 $2,333 $1,297 $1,665 
524,751 $24,850 $1134 $573 $623 $913 $1,087 $37,850 $2,343 $1,303 $1,675 
$24,851 $24,950 $1.143 $577 $629 $919 $1,095 $37,950 $2.352 $1,309 $1,684 
$24,951 $25,050 $1.152 $581 $635 $925 $1,103 $37,951 $38,050 $2,361 $1,311 $1,693 
$25.051 $25,150 $1,161 $585 $641 $931 $1,111 $38,051 $38,150 $2,370 $1,325 $1,703 
$25.151 $25,250 $1,171 $589 $647 $937 $1,119 $38,151 $38,250 $2,380 $1,333 $1,712 
$25.251 $25,350 $1.180 $593 $653 $943 $1,127 $38,251 $38,350 $2,389 $1,341 $1,721 
S23.351 $2~.450 $1,189 $597 $659 $949 $1,135 $38,351 $38,450 $2,398 $1,349 $1,730 
$25,451 $25,550 $1.199 $601 $665 $31,951 $32,050 $1,803 $955 $1,143 $38,451 $38,550 $2,408 $1,357 $1,740 
$25,551 $25,650 $1.208 $605 $671 $32,051 $32,150 $1,812 $961 $1,151 $38,551 $38,650 $2,417 $1,365 $1,749 
$25,651 $25,750 $1.217 $609 $677 $32.151 $32,250 $1,822 $!167 $1,159 $38,651 $38,750 $2,426 $1,373 $1,758 
£25.751 $25.250 $1.227 $613 $683 $32.251 $32,350 $1,831 $973 $1,167 $38,751 $38,850 $2,4::!6 $1,381 $1,768 
$25.851 $25,950 $1,236 $617 $689 $32,351 $32,450 $1,840 $979 $1,175 $38,851 $38,950 $2,445 $1,389 s1.1n 
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California Tax Table 
If The Taxabl& The Tax For If The Taxable 
Income Is ••• Filing Status Income Is ••• 
At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 
Least Over Is Is Is Least Over 
$38,951 $39,050 $2,454 $1,397 $1,786 $41,951 $42,050 
$39.051 $39,150 $2,463 $1,405 $1,796 $42,051 $42,150 
$39,151 $39,250 $2,473 $1,413 $1,805 $42,151 $42,250 
$39.251 $39,350 $2.482 $1,421 $1,814 $42.251 $42,350 
$39,351 $39,450 $2,491 $1,429 $1,823 $42,351 $42,450 
$39.451 $39,550 $2.501 $1,437 $1,833 $42.451 $42,550 
$39,551 $39,650 $2.510 $1,445 $1.842 $42.551 $42,650 
$39,651 $39,750 $2,519 $1,453 $1,851 $42,651 $42,750 
$39,751 $39,850 $2,529 $1,461 $1,861 $42,751 $42,850 
$39,851 $39,950 $2,538 $1,469 $1,870 $42,851 $42,950 
$39,951 $40,050 $2,547 $1,477 $1,879 $42,951 $43,050 
$40,051 $40,150 $2,556 $1,485 $1,889 $43,051 $43,150 
$40,151 $40,250 $2,566 $1,493 $1,898 $43,151 $43,250 
$40,251 $40,350 $2,575 $1,501 $1,907 $43,251 $43,350 
$40,351 $40,450 $2,584 $1,509 $1,916 $43.351 $43,450 
$40.451 $40,550 $2,594 $1,517 $1,926 $43,451 $43,550 
$40,551 $40,650 $2,603 $1,525 $1,935 $43,551 $43,650 
$40,651 $40,750 $2,612 $1,533 $1,944 $43,651 $43,750 
$40,751 $40,850 $2,622 $1,541 $1,954 $43,751 $43,850 
$40,851 $40,950 $2,631 $1,549 $1,963 $43.851 $43,950 
$40,951 $41,050 $2.640 $1,557 $1,972 $43,951 $44,050 
$41,051 $41,150 $2,649 $1,565 $1,982 $44,051 $44,150 
$41,151 $41,250 $2,659 $1,573 $1,991 $44,151 $44,250 
$41,251 $41,350 $2,668 $1,581 $2,000 $44,251 $44,350 
$41,351 $41,450 $2,677 $1,589 $2,009 $44,351 $44,450 
$41,451 $41,550 $2,687 $1,597 $2.019 $44,451 $44,550 
$41,551 $41,650 $2,696 $1,605 $2.028 $44,551 $44,650 
$41,651 $41,750 $2,705 $1,613 $2,037 $44,651 $44,750 
$41,751 $41,850 $2,715 $1,621 .$2.047 $44,751 $44,850 
$41,851 $41,950 $2,724 $1,629 $2.056 $44,851 $44,950 
To Find Your Tax: 
1. Find the amount of your taxable income on line 15 of Form 540A or 
line 17 of Form 540. 
2. Read down the column titled "If the Taxable Income is ... " Find the 
amounts which apply to your taxabie income. 
3. Read across the column titled "The Tax For Filing Status." Find the 
amount of tax which applies to your filing status. 
The Tax For If The Taxable The Tax For 
Filing Status Income Is ••• Filing Status 
1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 At But Not 1 Or 3 2 Or 5 4 
Is Is Is Least Over Is Is Is 
$2,733 $1,637 $2.065 $44,951 $45,050 $3,012 $1,877 $2,344 $2,742 $1,645 $2.075 $45,051 $45,150 $3,021 $1,885 $2.354 $2,752 $1,653 $2,()84 $45,151 $45,250 $3,031 $1,893 $2.363 $2,761 $1,661 $2,093 $45,251 $45,350 $3,040 $1,901 $2.372 
$2,770 $1,669 $2.102 $45.351 $45,450 $3,049 $1,909 $2.381 
$2,780 $1,677 $2.112 $45.451 S45,5SO $3,059 $1,917 $2.391 
$2,789 $1,685 $2.121 $45,551 $45,650 $3,068' $1,925 $2AOO 
$2.798 $1,693 $2.130 $45,651 $45,750 $3,077 $1,933 $2,409 
$2,808 $1,701 $2,140 $45,751 $45,850 $3,087 $1,941 fi::19 $2,817 $1,709 $2,149 $45,851 $45,950 $3,096 $1,949 28 
$2,826 $1,717 $2.158 $45,951 $46,050 $3,105 $1,957 $2.437. 
$2,835 $1,725 $2.168 $46,051 $46,150 $3,114 $1,965 $2.441 $2,845 $1,733 .$2.177 $46,151 $46,250 $3,124 $1,973 $2.456 
$2,854 $1,741 $2,186 $46,251 $46,350 $3,133 $1,981 $2,465 
$2,863 $1,749 $2.195 $46.351 $46,450 $3,142 $1,989 $2,474 
$2,873 $1,757 $2.205 $46.451 $46,550 $3,152 $1,997 $2.484 
$2,882 $1,765 $2.214 $46,551 $46,650 $3,161 $2,005 $2.493 
$2,891 $1,773 >$2.223 $46,651 $46,750 $3,170 $2,013 $2,502 $2,901 $1,781 $2.233 $46,751 $46,850 $3,180 $2,021 ,$2.512 
$2,910 $1,789 $2,242 $46,851 $46,950 $3,189 $2,029 $2.521 
$2,919 $1,797 $2,251 $46,951 $47,050 $3,198 $2,037 $2.530 
$2,928 $1,805 $2.261 $47,051 $47,150 $3,207 $2,045 c$2.540 
$2,938 $1,813 $2.270 $47,151 $47,250 $3,217 $2,053 $2.549 
$2,947 $1,821 $2,279 $47,251 $47,350 $3,226 $2,061 $2.558 
$2,956 $1,829 $2,288 $47.351 $47,450 $3,235 $2,069 $2,567· 
$2,966 $1,837 •. $2.298 $47.451 $47,550 $3,245 $2,077 
= 
$2,975 $1,845 ;.$2,307 $47,551 $47,650 $3,254 $2,085 
$2,984 $1,853 •$2,316 $47,651 $47,750 $3,263 $2,093 
$2,994 $1,861 $2.326 $47,751 $47,850 $3,273 $2,101 =~ $3,003 $1,869 $2,335 $47,851 $47,950 $3,282 $2,109 $47,951 $48,050 $3,291 $2,118 ;$2.823· 
OVER $48,050 $3,296 • $2,123 ti.$2A28f 
PLUS 9.3% OF THE AMOUNT OVER $48,050 
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CORPORATE TAX RATE - 1987 
Effective for income years ending in 1987, the general tax rate is 
reduced to 9.3 percent <was 9.6~) [Sec. 23151]. 
For corporations with fiscal income years ending in 1987, this change 
results in the tax rate being prorated; i.e., the tax rate is a com-
posite of the 9.6 percent rate for 1986 and the 9.3 percent rate for 
1987, based on the portions of the fiscal year falling in 1986 and 
1987, respectively [Sec. 24251J. Following is a chart showing the 
rates based on on when the accounting period ends. 
Accounting Composite Accounting Composite 
Period Ending Rate Period Ending Rate 
January 9.5751. July 9.4251. 
February 9.550~ August 9.400~ 
March 9.525~ September 9.3751. 
April 9.500~ October 9.350~ 
May 9.4751. November 9.325~ 
June 9.450~ December 9.300~ 
The minimum franchise tax for 1987 was increased to $300 <was $200>. 
No proration is applicable to this change in the minimum tax as it 
is specifically provided that the new minimum tax applies to income 
years beginning after December 31, 1986 [Sees. 23151, 23153, and 
23181]. 
For corporations which have filed returns for calendar or fiscal 
years ending in 1987, the FTB will recalculate the tax Cand any 
penalties or interst> and send either a refund or a notice of tax 
due. If the corporation has an outstanding tax liability, any re-
fund will be offset against that amount, and the corporation noti-
fied of the adJustment. 
Because of the large volume of returns affected by the change in the 
corporate tax rate and the minimum tax, and because a significant 
number of calculations will have to be done manually, the refund 
checks and notices are not expected to be mailed until late January or 
early February, 1988. 
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1987 CHAPTERED BILLS 
Bill Number Order 
Bill No. Chapter No, LC No. Bill No. Chapter No. LC No. 
AB 7X 3X 18 SB 2X 5X 19 
AB 53 1138 9 SB 47 908 14 
AB 129 918 7 SB 78 440 5 
AB 239 1463 12 SB 98 399 3 
AB 292 504 SB 214 944 8 
AB 423 226 1 SB 570 1442 17 
AB 426 1363 SB 572 1139 9 
AB 430 1481 16 SB 574 339 2 
AB 708 923 10 
AB 992 1193 11 
AB 1064 473 
AB 1581 1465 15 
AB 1865 945 6 
AB 2009 1428 13 
AB 2048 613 4 
Chapter Numbet"' Order 
Chapter No. Bill No. LC No. Chapter No. Bill No. LC No. 
3X AB 7X 18 944 SB 214 8 
5X SB 2X 19 945 AB 1865 6 
226 AB 423 1 1138 AB 53 9 
339 SB 574 2 1139 SB 572 9 
399 SB 98 3 1193 AB 992 11 
440 SB 78 5 1363 AB 426 
473 AB 1064 1428 AB 2009 13 
504 AB 292 1442 SB 570 17 
613 AB 2048 4 1463 AB 239 12 
908 SB 47 14 1465 AB 1581 15 
918 AB 129 7 1481 AB 430 16 
923 AB 708 10 
"X" denotes legislative bills enacted in the First Extraord i rtary 
Session of 1987. 
Note: Legislative Changes CLCs> not issued for bills which made 
only minor technical corrections to the PITL and the B&CTL, 
or bills which made changes to the Government Code, relat-
ing to programs administered by the FrancJise Tax Board. 
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MAJOR BILLS VETOED 
AB 11 <Kelley> AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS: DONATIONS: TAX DEDUCTIONS. 
Would have reinstated a tax deduction for agricul-
tural products donated to private charities. 
Reason for Veto: This bill would undermine the gains made in 
landmark legislation passed by the Legislature which simplifies 
the preparation of California tax returns by closely conforming 
to Fedet~al law. 
This bill would undermine the gains made in that legislation by 
adding complexity to the tax structure. It would also invite 
additional requests for nonconformity on a piecemeal basis. 
These attempts must be resisted to ensure that we maintain the 
progress we have made in establishing a simpler tax law. 
AB 278 <Hayder•> CALIFORNIA EDUCATION TRUST. Would have ct~eated the 
California Education Trust, a program designed to 
permit families to save for the future payment of a 
student's college expenses by investing with the 
state. 
Reason for Veto: The plan established in this bill is untested. 
Although the program is required to be actuarially sound, in 
the event a default should occur the state General Fund would 
have a moral obligation to make good its commitment to the fam-
ilies. Consequently, the plan may have a hidden General Fund 
cost. 
AB 563 <Klehs> INCOME TAXES: CREDITS: CONTRIBUTIONS: AIDS RESEARCH. 
Would have authorized a tax credit under both the Per-
sonal Income Tax Law and the Bank and Corporation Tax 
Law equal to 55 percent of contributions made to the 
AIDS Research Trust Fund. This fund would be adminis-
tered by an independent AIDS Research Trust Board cre-
ated by companion legislation, AB 603. 
Reason for Veto: Together AB 563 and AB 603 establish a public 
entity to receive private contributions and, in reality, match-
ing public funds. This entity, however, is not accountable to 
the public or to the Legislative or Executive branch of govern-
ment. Their expenditures would not be subJect to the normal 
budget review process that exists for all other agencies of 
state government. The comprehensive tax reform measure, re-
cently signed into law, provides for a deduction for charitable 
contributions identical to that under federal law. These bills 
would provide a maJor departure for only one of many worthy 
causes. We have not provided special tax credits for devas-
tating life threatening effects of numerous diseases and ill-
nesses including polio. cancer, heart diseases, muscular dys-
trophy, arthritis, mental illness and others. 
xi 
AB 603 <Klehs> AIDS RESEARCH TRUST BOARD. Would have created ar1 in-
dependent AIDS Research Trust Board to administer the 
AIDS Research Trust Fund created by companion legis-
lat ior., AB 563. 
Reason for Veto: See AB 563, above. 
AB 790 <Roos) INCOME TAXES: AMNESTY PROGRAM: ILLEGAL ALIENS. Would 
have enacted a state income tax penalty amnesty pro-
gram for former illegal aliens granted lawful temporary 
resident status under the Federal Immigration Reform 
and Control Act of 1986 <Public Law 99-603). 
Reason fQr Veto: This bill would convey an erroneous impression 
of tax law enforcement contrary to good public policy. Legisla-
tion signed in 1984 <Chapter 1490, Statutes of 1984) created a 
one-time tax penalty amnesty program coupled with tough new pen-
alties to encourage future compliance. Initiating yet another 
amnesty program in so close a succession would undermine the pub-
lic's confidence in the state's resolve to enforce its tax laws 
vigorously and fairly towards all residents. 
AB 979 <Cortese> INCOME TAX RETURNS: CONTRIBUTIONS TO CALIFORNIA 
FIRE FOUNDATION. Would have established a checkoff 
on the personal income tax return for contributions 
to the California Fire Foundation. 
Reason for Veto: Existing law provides for designating tax de-
ductible contributions on the tax form to seven other special 
funds. There are clearly limits to the number of designations 
that can be reasonably accommodated. We have reached a satura-
tion point beyond which the addition of more charitable desig-
nations diminishes the effectiveness of the existing designations. 
AB 2131 <Cortese) CHILD CARE. Would have ir.creased the personal in-
come tax credit for child care expenses and provide 
that the credit is a return of revenues as required 
by Article XIII of the Constitution. 
Reason for Veto: This legislation is unnecessary. AB 53, the 
Federal tax conformity measure recently signed into law, con-
tains the provisions specified in this bill. In addition, tax 
rebate bills, AB 2609 and SB 47 signed into law, provide across 
the board rebates to all taxpayers which is preferable to the 
targeted approach offered in this bill. 
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SECTIONS ADDED, AMENDED, REPEALED 
Section Acti•::m Page Sect ic•r• Action Page 
GOVERNMENT CODE 17063.3 Repealed 7 
7082 Amer.ded 61 17063.4 Repealed 7 
12419.3 Amended 61 17063.11 Repealed 7 
14913 Add/Repeal 61 17064.5 Repealed 7 
17064.7 Repealed 7 
17064.8 Repealed 7 
PROBATE CODE 17069 Amertd I Repea 1 8 
9150 Added 61 17070 Add/Repeal 8 
17070.1 Add/Repeal 8 
17070.2 Add/Repeal 8 
REVENUE AND TAXATION CODE 17072 Amended 9 
17020,1 Added 1 17073 Amer.ded 9 
17020.2 Added 1 17073.5 Added 9 
17020.3 Added 1 17076 Added 9 
17020.4 Added 1 17078 Added 9 
17020.9 Added 1 17082 Repealed 10 
17020.11 Added 1 17084 Repealed 10 
17021. 5 Amertded 1 17085 Repeal/Add 10 
17024.5 Amended 2 17087 Amended 10 
17027 Amer.ded 2 17087.5 Added 10 
17029.5 Added 2 17088 Repealed 11 
17041 Amended 2 17090 Repealed 11 
17042 Amertded 3 17091 Repealed 11 
17042.5 Repealed 3 17133 Amertded 11 
17043 Added 3 17134 Repealed 11 
17052.2 Repealed 3 17135 Added 11 
17052.4 Add/Repeal 3 17137 Amended 11 
17052.6 AmeY•d IRe pea 1 4 17138 Repealed 12 
17052.9 Amend/Repeal 4 17139 Repealed 12 
17052. 12 Add/Repeal 4 17140 Repealed 12 
17052.13 Amend/Repeal 4 17142 Repealed 12 
17053 Repealed 4 17143 Amer.ded 12 
17053.1 Repealed 4 17144 Repealed 12 
17053.8 AmeYtded 4 17149 Repealed 12 
17053.9 Amertd I Repea 1 5 17205 Repealed 12 
17053.11 Amer.ded 5 17207 Amended 12 
17053.13 Add/Repeal 5 17211 Repealed 13 
17053.14 Add/Repeal 5 17220 Amended 13 
17054 Amended 5 17224 Amended 13 
17054.5 Repeal/Add 6 17225 Repealed 13 
17054.6 Repealed 6 17225.5 Repealed 13 
17057 Add/Repeal 6 17231 Amend/Repeal 13 
17058 Add/Repeal 6 17240 Amended 14 
17061.3 Repealed 7 17241 Repealed 14 
17061.5 Repeal/Add 7 17243 Repealed 14 
17062 Repeal/Add 7 17244 Repealed 14 
17062 Amertded 8 17245 Repealed 14 
17062.1 Repealed 7 17250 Amended 14 
17062.2 Repealed 7 17250.5 Repealed 14 
17063 Repeal/Add 7, 8 17252 Repealed 15 
17063.1 Repealed 7 17252.5 Repealed 15 
17063.2 Amend/Repeal 7 17254 Repealed 15 
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Section Action Page Section Action Page 
17255 Repealed 15 18153 Repealed 22 
17260 Amertded 15 18154 Repealed 22 
17261 Repealed 15 18155 Repealed 22 
17262 Repealed 15 18161 Add/Repeal 22 
17265 Amend/Repeal 15 18162.5 Repealed 23 
17269 Added 16 18169 Repealed 23 
17270 Amended 16 18172 Repealed 23 
17272 Add/Repeal 16 18173 Repealed 23 
17276 Amertded 16 18175 Repealed 23 
17276.5 Repealed 16 18176 Repealed 23 
17280 Amended 16 18177 Added 23 
17288 Repealed 17 18178 Added 23 
17323 Repealed 17 18241 Repealed 23 
17503 Repealed 17 18242 Repealed 23 
17504 Amended 17 18243 Repealed 23 
17505 Repealed 17 18244 Repealed 23 
17506 Amended 18 18245 Repealed 23 
17507 Amended 18 18401 Amertded 24 
17508 Added 18 18402 Amended 24 
17510 Repealed 18 18405 Arnertded 24 
17513 Repealed 18 18408.5 Added 24 
17515 Added 18 18410 Amertded 24 
17551.5 Added 19 18431. 5 Added 24 
17552.5 Repealed 19 18504 Repeal/Add 24 
17560 Added 19 18513 Add/Repeal 24 
17651 Amertded 19 18513 Added 25 
17672 Repealed 19 18513. 1 Added 25 
17681 Repeal/Add 19, 20 18513.2 Added 25 
17682 Repeal/Add 19, 20 18521 Amended 25 
17683 Added 20 18525 Repeal/Add 25 
17684 Added 20 18534 Add/Repeal 25 
17686 Repealed 19 18540 Add/Repeal 25 
17686.5 Repealed 19 18541 Add/Repeal 25 
17687 Repealed 19 18542 Add/Repeal 25 
17687.5 Repealed 19 18543 Add/Repeal 25 
17688 Repealed 19 18544 Add/Repeal 25 
17689.5 Repealed 19 18545 Add/Repeal 25 
17690 Repealed 19 18586.7 Amended 25 
17711 Repealed 19 18654 Amended 25 
17720 Repealed 19 18681.1 Amended 26 
17737 Amended 20 18681. 5 Added 26 
17740 Repeal/Add 20 18681.6 Amended 26 
17851 Arnertded 20 18681.7 Repealed 26 
17852 Amertded 20 18681.9 Amended 26 
17932 Amended 20 18682 Amended 26 
17940 Added 21 18682.5 Add/Repeal 27 
18001.5 Added 21 18683.5 Added 27 
18033 Repealed 21 18684 Repeal/Add 27 
18035 Repealed 21 18684.2 Amended 27 
18035.5 Added 21 18685 Repealed 27 
18036 Amertded 22 18685.07 Amended 27 
18037 Amertded 22 18688 Amended 27 
18040 Amended 22 18698.5 Amended 28 
18152 Repeal/Add 22 18765 Add/Repeal 28 
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Sect iort Act ic•n Page Sect ior. Act iQn Page 
18802 Amended 28 23607 Repealed 36 
18802.1 Amer.ded 28 23609 Repeal/Add 36 
18802.4 Amertded 28 23609.5 Add/Repeal 36 
18802.5 Amertded 28 23610.5 Add/Repeal 37 
18802.6 Amended 28 23612 Amertd IRe pea 1 37 
18802.8 Amertded 28 23701rn Repeal/Add 37 
18802.9 Added 29 23701n Amertded 37 
18803 Repeal/Add 29 23701'1'~ Amer.ded 37 
18803.2 Added 29 23701s Amended 38 
18805 Amertded 29 237011.1 Added 38 
18807 Added 29 23701u Added 38 
18810 Added 29 23701v Added 38 
18817.3 Added 30 23710 Repealed 38 
18838 Add/Repeal 30 23731 Amertded 38 
18839 Add/Repeal 30 23732 Repeal/Add 39 
19265 Amended 30 23734 Repeal/Add 39 
19269 Amertded 30 23734a Repealed 39 
19286.8 Amended 30 23734b Repealed 39 
19310 Added 30 23734c Repealed 39 
19311 Added 30 23734d Repealed 39 
19414 Amended 31 23735 Repeal/Add 39 
19420 Amended 31 23735a Repealed 39 
19421 Added 31 23735b Repealed 39 
20503 Arnertded 31 23735c Repealed 39 
20563 Amertded 31 23778 Amended 39 
23041 Amended 32 23800 Added 39 
23042 Amended 32 23801 Added 39 
23045.1 Added 32 22802 Added 39 
23045.2 Added 32 23803 Added 39 
23045.3 Added 32 23804 Added 39 
23045.4 Added 32 23805 Added 39 
23045.5 Added 32 23806 Added 39 
23048 Added 32 23807 Added 39 
23049 Added 32 23808 Added 39 
23051.5 Amended 33 23809 Added 39 
23051.7 Added 33 23810 Added 39 
23053.5 Added 33 24271 Repeal/Add 40 
23081 Added 34 24272.2 Added 40 
23151 Amended 34 24272.5 Repealed 40 
23153 Amertded 34 24274 Repeal/Add 41 
23181 Amended 34 24307 Repeal/Add 41 
23184 Amended 34 24330 Amended 41 
233.33 Amended 35 24331 Amertded 41 
23400 Repeal/Add 35 24333 Amended 41 
23400 Amended 35 24342 Repealed 41 
23401 Repeal/Add 35 24343 Repeal/Add 42 
23402 Repealed 35 24343.2 Added 42 
23403 Repealed 35 24343.5 Repealed 42 
23404 Repealed 35 24344 Amended 42 
23405 Repealed 35 24344.5 Amer.ded 42 
23601.4 Add/Repeal 36 24345 Amended 42 
23603 Amended 36 24349 Amertded 43 
23604 Repealed 36 24357 Amertded 43 
23605 Repealed 36 24357.8 Amended 43 
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Section Action Page Sect ior• Action Page 
24373.5 Repealed 43 24585 Repeal/Add 49 
24379 Added 43 24591 Amertded 49 
24382 Repeal/Add 4-... ~~ 24592 Arner.ded 49 
24405 Amended 44 24593 Arnertded 49 
24413 Repeal/Add 44 24601 Repeal/Add 50 
24413.2 Added 44 24602 Repeal/Add 50 
24413.3 Added 44 24603 Repeal/Add 50 
24416 Arneraded 44 24605 Repealed 50 
24417 Repealed 44 24606 Repealed 50 
24422.3 Added 45 24607 Repealed 50 
24422.5 Repealed 45 24608 Repealed 50 
24423 Amertded 45 24609 Repealed 50 
24424 Amended 45 24610 Repealed 50 
24437 Repeal/Add 45 24610.5 Repealed 50 
24439 Amended 45 24611 Repealed 50 
24443 Repeal/Add 46 24612 Repealed 50 
24444 Repealed 46 24613 Repealed 50 
2'+445 Repealed 46 24614 Repealed 50 
24445.5 Repealed 46 24615 Repealed 50 
c::4446 Repealed 46 24633.5 Added 50 
24449 Added 46 24651 Amended 50 
24457 Repeal/Add 46 24652 Repeal/Add 50 
24481 Repeal/Add 46 24653 Repealed 51 
2'+482 Repealed 46 24654 Added 51 
24483 Repealed 46 24661 Repeal/Add 51 
24483.5 Repealed 46 24662 Repealed 51 
24484 Repeal/Add 46 24667 Repeal/Add 51 
24485 Repealed 46 24668 Repealed 52 
24486 Repealed 46 24669 Repealed 52 
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PIT 
SECTION 
17020.1 
<New> 
{23045. 1) 
17020.2 
<New> 
<23045.2> 
17020.3 
<New> 
<23045.3) 
17020.4 
<New> 
{;,?3045. 4> 
17020.9 
<New> 
<231,)45. 5> 
IRC 
SEG.T1_QN 
SECTION-BY-SECTION SUMMARY 
SC = Substantive Change 
TC = Technical Change 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX LAW 
General Provisions ~ Definitions 
7701<a><42> "SUBSTITUTED BASIS PROPERTY" <SC> 
Confot~ms to fedet~.al 1 aw in the mer:.:~ni ng 
given to the term "substituted basis 
pt~opet~ty". Opet•ative fot• taxable }'eat•s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
t.AS 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
7701 <a> <43> "TRANSFERRED BASIS PROPERTY" <SC> 
Conforms to federal law in the meaning 
given to the ter•m "t r•ar,s fet•r·ed basis 
pt•opert }'". Opet~at i ve fot· taxable yeat·s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AS 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
7701<a><44> "EXCHANGED BASIS PROPERTY" <SC> 
Conforms to federal law in the meaning 
given to the tet•m "exchanged basis 
pt•operty". Opet~ative fot~ taxable years 
beginning on ot• a fter• Janu.ar•y 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
7701<a><45) "NONRECOGNITION TRANSACTION" <SC> 
Confc•t·ms to federa 1 1 aw in the meaning 
giver, to the ter•m "nont•ecognition 
tt~.ansaction". Opet~.ative fot• taxable 
years beginning or or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
87--9 
87-9 
87-9 
7701<a> <19) "DOMESTIC BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION" 87-9 
<SC> Confot·ms to fedet·al law in the mean-
ing given to the term "domestic building 
.and loan association". Operative fot· 
taxable yeat•s beginning on ot• after• 
.J.anuaJ··y 1, 1987. <AS 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
17oeo.11 7701 <h> 
<New> 
MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATING LEASES <SC> 
Provides that IRC Section 7701<h>, 
relating to motor vehicle operating 
leases is applicable. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or after 
J.anuat•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch~ 87-1138> 
87-9 
<23049) 
17021.5 
<Amend) 
7703 "MARITAL STATUS" <TC> Cot•r·ects t•efet·-
ence to IRC Section 7703 <was Section 
143>. Oper•at i ve September• ;.?6, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
1 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
170e~t.s 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECTION 
17024.5Ca) (1) 
< 23051. 5 < a> ) 
17(l24.5<a> <3> 
<23051.5Cb)) 
17(l24. 5 (b) 
17024.5Ci) 
(23051. 5 {C) (4)) 
SPECIFIED DATES AND GENERAL PROVISIONS 
CSC> Operative for taxable years begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1987. CAB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
i~dds the tet~ms "Intet~nal ReverH.ce Code of 
1954" and "Internal Revenue Code of 1986" 
in the r~efer~ersce to Title 2€. of the 
United States Code; and updates the speci-
fied date to January 1, 1987. 
Provides that provisions relating to the 
treatment of debt instruments, contained 
in the Tax Reform Act of 1984 <Public Law 
98-36.9> and Public Law 99-121, shall be 
applicable. 
Provides for the treatment of sharehold-
ers of S corporations similar to federal 
law; and deletes the nonapplicability of 
federal provisions relating to a separate 
tax on lump-sum distributions, short-term 
and long-term gains, expenses of "Section 
179" property, and the deduction for two-
earner married couples. 
Adds that in applying the IRC, any refer-
ence to a specific provision therein shall 
inclt.tde arw modificaticcns of that pr~ovi­
sion included in the PITL. 
170t?!7 
<Amend> 
7701 Ca) C20> "EMPLOYEE" CTC> Adds refer~ence to IRC 
Section 125 when considering a full-time 
life insurance salesman as an employee 
for purposes of the Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act. Operative September 
26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
170~.5 
<New) 
<23t)51. 7> 
17041 
<Amend) 
1 
TRANSITION RULES esc> Pr~ovides that no 
taxpayer will be denied any carryover 
of a credit, excess contributions, or 
loss deduction allowable by prior law. 
Other r~•.tles specify how to deter~m:tne 
adJusted basis of assets acquired prior 
to 1987. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Imposition of Tax 
RATES AND INCOME BRACI<ETS <SC> Reduces 
the number of tax brackets from 11 to 
six (see page v>, reduces the top mar-
ginal tax rate from 11 percent to 9.3 
percent, and provides that when indexing 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
t7o4e 
<Amend) 
17042.5 
(Repeal> 
17043 
<New> 
t?ose.e 
<Repeal) 
<23604) 
17052'.4 
<New> 
<23601.4) 
IRC 
SECTION 
2Cb) 
the income tax bracket amounts they shall 
be rounded to the nearest $1 <was $10). 
Deletes "zer~o bracket amounts". Finally, 
conforms to federal law on the taxation 
of tlr,eat~ned incc•me of a minor~ child. 
Oper~ative for~ taxable ye.:;ws beginning 
on ot' r.:~fter~ J"ant<r.:~t~y 1, 1987. <AB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD, DEFINED t.SC> Conf'c•r~ms 
to qualifying federal time period of 
"more than one-half of taxable year" 
<was "mor~e than 219 days"). Oper~ative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Janur.:~ry 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
.JOINT CUSTODY HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD < SC > 
Repeals the filing status "Joint custody 
head of hot!sehold" r.:~nd the attendant com-
putation of tax and tax credit provisions. 
Dperat i ve for taxable year~s beginning on 
or~ after~ Januar~y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> NOTE: See PIT Section 17054.5, be-
l ow, for~ Joint Custody Head of Household 
tax ct~edit. 
FILING STATUS <SC> Requit~es individuals 
to use the same filing status when filing 
their state irH:::ome tr.:~x r~etur~ns as they 
used on their feder~a l income tax ret ur~ns 
for~ the same taxable year~. Also r~equi r~es 
a husband and wife, one a full-year resi-
dent and the other a nonresident for part 
or all of the taxable year~, to file a Joint 
nor,r~esident income tax r·etw·~n <For~m 540NR> 
if they file a JOint federal income tax 
r~etur·n. Oper~at i ve for~ taxable years be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Tax Credits 
POLLUTION CONTROL - METAL FINISHERS <SC> 
Repea 1 s pt~ovi si\:<ns for~ "metal f i ni sher~s" 
to claim a credit equal to 20- of their 
costs of certain pollution control equip-
ment. Oper~ative fot• taxable year·s begin-
ning on or after January 1 1 1987. CAB 
53, Ch. 87-1138> 
SOLAR ENERGY - COMMERCIAL <SC> Reenacts 
the solar~ enet•gy cr•edi t, which expi r•ed 
at the end of 1986, except that it ap-
plies only to install at ions on commet•cia1 
premises. The amount of the credit is 
3 
8"1-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17052.6 
<Amend) 
17052.9 
<Amend) 
17052'.1~ 
<New) 
Ci=?36«)9) 
17052.13 
<Amend) 
<23612) 
17053 
<Repeal) 
<23605> 
17053.1 
<Repeal) 
17053.8 
<Amend) 
<i2:433:t> 
lRC 
SECTION 
21 
22 
41 
1e~ for 1987 installations and 10~ for 
1988 installations. Operative for tax-
able years beginning on or after January 
1, 1987 and before January 1, 1989. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CHILD CARE CREDIT < SC> I ncr·eases cr·ed it 
to 30~ of allowable feder•al credit t•e-
gardless of income level. Operative for 
taxable yeat•s beginning on Ol" after· 
January 1, 1987 and before January 1, 
1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CREDIT FOR THE ELDERLY '.SC> Pt·ovides that 
this credit shall be t•epealed as of 
Januar·y 1, 1992. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMk::NT EXPENSES < SC > 
Conforms to the federal credit <IRC 
Section 41), except 1.1) amount of credit 
is limited to 8 percent of the incremental 
exper1ses, and <~?> is limited to t•eseat•ch 
conducted in California. Operative for 
amounts incurred on or after January 1, 
1988, and paid ot• incur•t•ed befot•e Januat•y 
1, 1993. Sect ion is t•epealed effective 
Januar•y 1, 1994. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
SALES AND USE TAX CREDIT ON PURCHASE OF 
QUALIFIED PROPERlY <SC> Amended to deny 
adJustment to basis, required by IRC 
Section 164<a>, with respect to sales and 
use tax paid and claimed as a tax credit. 
Also provides that this section is re-
pealed as of January 1, 1993. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Janltar•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
RIDESHARING TAX CREDIT CSC> Ct•edi t r·e-
pealed as of ~Tanuat•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, 
Ch. 87-1138> 
RIDESHARINS - THIRD PARTY <SC> Cr•edi t 
r•epealed as of JarH.lat·y 1, 1987. <AB 53, 
Ch. 87-1138> 
CREDIT FOR WAGES PAID TO DISADVANTAGED 
EMPLOYEE IN AN ENTERPRISE ZONE <SC> 
Provides that this credit is repealed as 
of Januar•y 1, 1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
NOTE: This provision was inadvertently 
chapter·ed out by AB 2()t19, Ch. 87-1428) 
Expands the definition of a qualified 
employee to include an individual certi-
fied under the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit 
4 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-13 
17053 .. 9 
<Amend> 
17053.11 
<Amend> 
<24333> 
17053.13 
<New> 
17053.14 
<New> 
17054 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECT JON 
24 
151 
and 
152 
SUMMARY OF. CHANGE 
Pt~ogt~am. Opet~at i ve for~ taxable year~s 
beg .inning on or~ after~ J anuat~y 1, 1987. 
<AB 2009, Ch. 87-1428> 
CREDIT FOR WAGES RECEIVED BY A QUALIFIED 
DISADVANTAGED EMPLOYEE <SC> Pr~ovides that 
this cr~edit is r~epealed as of Januar~y 1, 
1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CREDIT FOR HIRING OF UNEMPLOYED RESIDENT 
OF HIGH DENSITY UNEMPLOYMENT AREA <SC> 
Provides that this credit is repealed as 
of .Januar~y 1, 1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-11.38> 
NOTE: This pr~ovis.ion was inadver~tently 
chaptet~ed out by AB 2009, Ch. 87-1428. 
Modifies the defirdtion of a busirsess 
qualifying for this credit. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987. CAB 2009, Ch. 87-1428> 
MILITARY COMPENSATION CREDIT <SC> Allows 
tax credit equal to 4 percent <maximum 
$40> of compensation for military active 
duty, reserve pay, retirement pay, and 
National Guard and State Military Re-
set~ve emet~gency duty pay if AS1 is less 
than $27,000. Oper~ative for~ taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
198"7 arsd befor~e Jant«ar~y 1, 1992. CAB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS CREDIT <SC> Adds 
carryover credit for political contribu-
tions equal to 25 per~cent of amotmt con-
tributed. Maximum credit is $50 for 
married taxpayers filing a JOint return, 
head of household, and surviving spouse1 
and $25 for all other individuals. 
Opet•at i ve fot• taxable ye,;;ws beginning ors 
ot~ a ftet~ J arst«at•y 1, 1987 and befot~e 
January 1, 1992. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CREDIT FOR PERSONAL EXEMPTIONS <SC> Jn-
ct~eases the pet•sonal exempt.ion ct•edits 
for single and married filing separate 
return to $51 for taxable years beginning 
in 1987, ar,d to $5f: for· taxable year•s 
beginning .in 1988. For married filing 
JOint return, head of household, and 
surviving spouse the credit is $102 for 
taxable years beginning in 1987 and 
$104 for taxable years beginning in 1988. 
An additional cr•edit of $51 fot~ 1987, 
and $52 for 1988 is allowed if the tax-
payer• or· spc•use is blind or• 65 ot• over·. 
87-9 
87-9 
87-13 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17054.5 
and 
17054.6 
<Repeal> 
17054.5 
<New> 
17057 
<New> 
ca=:3609.5> 
17058 
<New> 
(;23610.5) 
IRC 
SECTION 
28 
42 
Deper1dent cJ·~edit is increased to $51 
and $52 for~ 1987 and 1988, r~espect i vel y. 
For taxable years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1989, the 1988 cr~edi ts wi 11 
be indexed, No cr~edit is allowed fc•t~ 
any individual who is eligible to be 
claimed as a dependent on the return of 
another taxpayer. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
STUDENT CREDIT <SC> cr~edit 'for~ mair,tair,-
ing nor•r~elated, nondeper•dent student in 
taxpayer~'s home r~epealed. Oper~ative 'for·· 
taxable years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
JOINT CUSTODY HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD CREDIT 
<SC> Allows a tax credit for taxpayers 
qualiFying for JOint custody head of 
household. The qualifications are the 
same as under~ for~mer~ Section 17042. 5. 
The cr~edit amo1..tnt is equal to 30 per~cent 
of net tax, not to exceed $200. Opera-
tive for taxable years beginning on or 
after~ Januar~y 1, 1987. <AB 53. Ch. 87--
1138> 
CLINICAL TESTING - ORPHAN DRUGS <SC> 
Confot~ms to 'federal ct~ed it <I RC Sect ion 
c:8>, except that <1> amount of cr~edit is 
15 percent of qualified clinical testing 
expenses, and <2> is limited to testing 
conducted in California. Operative for~ 
taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987 and ending before January 
1, 1993. Credit repealed as of January 1, 
1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
LOW-INCOME HOUSING CREDIT <SC> Conforms 
to federal credit <IRC Section 42>, ex-
cept <1> amount of cr~edit is di'ffer~ent, 
<2> the low-income housing proJect must 
be located in Califot~nia, <3> the length 
of the compliance per~iod is 30 years'~ and 
(4) there are limitations on taxpayer's 
cumulative cash distribution on cash 
investment. <See LC 87-9 for~ details.> 
The total cr~edits allowable under both 
the PlTL and the B&CTL cannot exceed 
$35 mi 11 ion per year~ and ar~e to be 
allocated by the Mor~tgage Bond and Tax 
Cr~edit Allocation Committee. Operative 
for credits granted for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987 
6 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17061.3 
<Repeal) 
(2:3609) 
17061.5 
<Repeal i 
170S1.5 
<New> 
17062 
to 
17064.8 
<Repeal) 
<23400 
to 
23405) 
17063.2 
<Amend) 
17062 
<New> 
<23400) 
IRC 
SECTIO~ 
56(b) 
55-59 
and bef'ot~e Janur::tt~y 1, 1990. Any unused 
credit may be carried over af'ter that 
date. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX CREDIT <SC> Repeals 
inoperative credit for purchase of new 
motor vehicle manuf'actured or assembled 
and sold in California. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or af'ter 
Januat~y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
WORKER CONTRIBUTION CREDIT <SC> Repeals 
excess State Disability Insurance credit 
applicable to taxable year 1979. Opera-
tive September i.~S, 1987. <SB 78. Ch. 87-
440> <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
GAIN ON QUALIFIED ASSETS <SC> Allows tax 
credit equal to 3 percent of net gain 
realized on sale or exchange of qualif'ied 
residential rental property and qualified 
farm property held 1-5 years, and credit 
equal to 4.5 percent of net gain realized 
on st.cch pt~opet~t y he 1 d ovet~ 5 year~s. Oper~­
ative f'or taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1987 and before January 1, 
199c:. <AB 53. Ch. 87-1138> 
Tax 2.!1. Preference Income 
TAX ON PREFERENCE INCOME <SC) Repeals the 
provisions relating to the add-on tax on 
tax pr~ef'et~ence income items. Oper·at i ve 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Januat•y 1, 1987 <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
<See Alternative Minimum Tax below.> 
EXCESS ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS <SC> Clat·i fies. 
for preference tax purposes, that only 
itemized deductions and not all deductions 
are used in determining the amount of ex-
cess itemized deductions subJect to pref-
et·ence tax. <SB 78, Ch. 87-440) NOTE: 
This section was subsequently repealed by 
AB 53, Ch. 87-1138. See PIT Sections 
17062-17064.8, above. 
Alternative Minimum Tax 
ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX <SC> Conf'ot•ms tc• 
federal law <IRC Sections 55-59>, except 
<1> the regular tax is tax imposed by 
Section 17041 reduced by all allowable 
7 
87-9 
87-5 
and 
87--9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-5 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17062 
<Amer,d> 
<23400) 
17063 
<New> 
( 23401) 
17069 
<Amend> 
17070 
17070.1 
17070.2 
<New> 
IRC 
SECTION 
57<a) 
53 
credits other that renter~s credit, excess 
SDI, ~nd tax withheld at source; <2> no 
credits are allowable in computing AMT; 
<3> the tax rate is 7 percent; and <4> 
an adjustment for Private Activity Bonds 
is required only for those bonds on 
which interest is exempt under Califor-
nia law. <But see below.> NOTE: There 
will be a number of computational differ-
ences attributable to depreciation of 
assets placed in ser~vice befor~e 1987 ~nd 
NOL carryovers. Operative for taxable 
ye~rs beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53. Ch. 87-1138> 
Provides that the orovisions of IRC Sec-
tion 57Ca) <5>, relating to tax-exempt 
i nter~est <item '+ above), ar~e not app l i-
cable; i.e., tax exempt interest is not 
an item of tax preference. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
.Jam.t~r~y 1, 1987. <BB 2, Ch. 87-5, Fit~s.t 
Extraordinary Session> 
ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX CREDIT <SC> 
Allows a tax credit for the excess of the 
adJusted minimum tax imposed for ~11 
prior years beginning after 1986 less the 
amount allowable as a credit for those 
prior years over the regular tax for the 
current year. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
Special Tax Credit 
SPECIAL LOW-INCOME CREDIT I.SC> Modified 
to eliminate the gross income test, and 
to provide for repeal of this credit on 
January 1, 1992. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
Tax Rebates 
TAX REBATES CSC> 
excess state revenue received during the 
1986-1987 f i sea 1 year~. Opet'at i ve Sept: em--
bet~ 21, 1987. S!..mset:s ~Tune 30, 1988. <SB 
47, Ch. 87-908> CAB 2609, Ch. 87-915) 
8 
87-19 
87--9 
87-9 
87-14 
PIT 
SEC_! ION 
17072 
<Amend) 
17073 
<Amend) 
17073.5 
<New> 
17076 
<New> 
17(l78 
<New> 
IRC 
se: cr ~ . .Q!:f 
DeFinitions of Gross Income, AdJusted Gross 
Income, Taxable Income.. Etc .. 
62 
63 
63<c> 
67 
988 
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME <SC> Confot~ms tc• 
federal law by allowing deductions for 
long-term capital gains, oension plans 
by 8 corporations, lump-sum distribu-
tions from pension plans, and repay-
ments ccf supplemental unemployment com-
pensation benefits; and, in addition, 
allows a deduction for gains from the 
sale or exchange of small business stock. 
Opet~ative for• t;axable year•s beginnir-.g on 
o1·• a ftet• S anuar~y 1, 1987. < J.1B 53, Ch. 
87-1138) 
TAXABLE INCOME <SC> Deletes deductions 
fr~om taxable income of direct chc.u•i table 
deduction and the zer~o br·acket amount, 
and allows a deduction for the standard 
deduction amount. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
STANDARD DEDUCTION <SC> Replaces the 
zero bracket amount with a standard 
deduction. F'c•t• 1987 the st andat•d de-
duction for single or married filing 
separate return is $1,880, and for all 
other individuals $3,760. For 1988 
and subsequent years the 1987 amounts 
wi 11 be i r1dexed. Oper•at i ve fot• ta><-
able years beginning on or after 
Jam.1ar•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87--1138> 
2-PERCENT FLOOR ON MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED 
DE.OUCTIONS <SC> Confor•ms to fedet·al pt·o-
visions for the limitation of certain 
itemized deductions to the extent they 
exceed 2 pet•cent c•f feder~a 1 AGI. Opel·~a­
tive for~ taxable years beginning on or• 
after· J.anuat•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> 
FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS <SC> 
Provides that the treatment of foreign 
currency transactions shall be in ac-
cot~dance with IRC Secticcn 988. Opet·a-
tive for taxable years beginning on or 
afte1·· Sam.cat•y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> 
9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SEC1'1..0N 
17082 
<Repeal) 
1?084 
'.Repeal> 
17085 
<Reoeal/ 
New> 
17087 
<Amer1d) 
1?087.5 
<New) 
IRC 
SE:CTlQ..~ 
Items Specirically Included in Gross Income 
72<m> 
72< f) 
72 
85 
1355 
to 
1368 
ANNUITIES - PENALTIES FOR EARLY DISTRIBU-
TION OF EMPLOYEE ANNUITIES i,SC> Section 
repealed; provisions transferred to Sec-
tion 17085. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53 Ch. 87-1138> 
ANNUITIES - SPECIAL RULES FOR COMPUTING 
EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS <SC> Sect ion ~·e-· 
pealed; provisions transferred to Sec-
tion 17085. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
87·-9 
87-9 
ANNUITIES; CERTAIN PROCEEDS OF ENDOWMENT 87-9 
AND LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS <SC) Repeals 
separate rules for 5-year and 7-year in-
come a vet• a g i ng, and col'"! for·ms to I RC Sec--
tion 72, except (1) the repeal of the 
special rule for employees' annuities [IRC 
Section 72Cd)J applies only to an individ-
ual whose annuity starting date is after 
December• 31, 1986, or·, at the taxpayer·~ s 
election, after July 1, 1986 and before 
January 1, 1987; <2> the amount of a dis-
tribution from an IRA or annuity shall be 
reduced by the unrecovered basis therein 
attributable to nondeductible deductions 
in prior years; C3> the penalties imposed 
by IRC Sections. 72<m>, <o>, <q>, ar1d <t> 
shall be computed at the rate of 2-1/2 
percent; and (4) the special rules for com-
puting employees~ contributions [IRC Sec-
tion 72Cf) (2)] shall apply without the ex-
ceptions which immediately follow that 
paragraph. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
EXCLUSION FROM INCOME SOCIAL SECURITY, 
RAILROAD RETIREMENT AND SICK PAY BENEFITS 
<TC> Cot~t•ects r~efet•ence to IRC Section 
105Ch) [was 105(i)l. Operative September 
26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
S CORPORATIONS - TAX TREATMENT OF SHARE-
HOLDERS <SC> Cor)for~ms to fedet•al 1 ctw in 
that the taxable income of shareholders 
of an S Corporation shall take into ac-
cot..lnt amot..wsts r~equit•ed to be r·ecognized 
by the shareholder under Chapter 4.5 
<commencing with Section 23800) of the 
10 
87-9 
87-9 
PlT 
SE:£f10N 
17088 
(Repeal) 
<2"+379} 
IRC 
SECT1QN 
83 
17090 7:1. 
17091 682 
{Repeal) 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law, relating 
to S Corporations. Operative for tax-
able years beginning on'or after January 
.1, 1987. <SB 572'1 Ch. 87-.1139> 
PROPERTY TRANSFERRED IN CONNECTION WITH 
PERFORMANCE OF SERVICES <SC> Section t·e--
pealed, thus confor·ming with IRC Section 
83. Oper•ative for· taxable year•s beginning 
on cw a f·t:er· S anuar·y 1, .1 987. < AB 53, Ch 
87-.1138> 
ALIMONY AND SEPARATE MAINTENANCE PAYMENTS 
ANNUITY, ENDOWMENT, OR LIFE INSURANCE 
PAYMENTS <SC> Secti<."<ns r·•elatiJ'lg to nc•n-
conformity to federal changes in the Tax 
Reform Act of 1984 repealed, thus conform-
ing to federal law. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
87-9 
87-·-9 
Items Sgscirically Excluded rrom Gross Income 
17133 
<Arslend) 
17134 
< }(epeal > 
17135 
<New> 
17137 
<Amend) 
1286/,d) 
134 
CONSTITUTIONALLY EXEMPT INCOME <SC> De-
letes surplus language relating to in-
come the state is prohibited from tax-
ing. Adds provision conforming treat-
ment of tax-exempt stripped bonds to 
federal law. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 78, Ch. 87-440> 
EXCLUSION~- TAXPAYER OVER 65 <SC> Section 
allowing taxpayers 65 and older to exclude 
$ 1 , 000 f r•om g t'C<SS i ncome, r·epea 1 ed. See 
Section 17054 for new credit for taxpayers 
65 and older. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
87-5 
87-9 
USE OF AUTOMOBILE - RECORDKEEPlNG REQUIRE- 87-9 
MENTS t.SC> Pr•ovides that the use of' atlto-
mobi les by special agents of feder·al and 
state taxing agencies shall be treated in 
the manner provided by Section 1567 of 
Public Law 99-514. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
EARNINGS OF SHIP CONTRACTORS <TC> Cot·-
rect s. t•e f'et·ence to I RC Sect i c•n :t 35 <a> < "'*) 
[was section :t34Ca> C4>J. Operative Sep-
tember~ 26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
11 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17138 
17139 
17140 
17142 
<Repeal) 
17143 
<Amend) 
17144 
<Repeal) 
17149 
<Repeal) 
17e<rS 
<Repeal) 
17eo7 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SECTION 
103 
116 
124 
165(c) 
165 { i) 
MILITARY EXCLUSION 
MILITARY EXCLUSION 
MILITARY EXCLUSION 
DUTY CSC> 
ACTIVE DUTY <SCI 
PENSIONS <SC> 
OTHER THAN ACTIVE 
MILITARY EXCLUSION NATIONAL GUARD AND 
STATE MILITARY RESERVE <SC> Sections 
providing for the exclusion of up to 
$1,000 of certain military pay repealed. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-
1138) See PIT Section 17053.13 for new 
tax credit for military pay. 
INTEREST - GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS <TC> 
Corrects reference to IRC Sections 141 
to 150 [was Section 103AJ. Operative 
Sept ember~ f:6, 1 987. < AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
DIVIDENDS - PARTIAL EXCLUSION CSC> Re-
peals nonapplicability of IRC Section 
116 <repealed by TRA 1986>, t~elating to 
partial exclusion of dividends. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
COMPENSATION, ETC. FOR PARTICIPATION IN 
EMPLOYER RIDESHARING ARRANGEMENT CSC> 
Repeals provisions allowing an exclusion 
fr~om income for~ the benefits r~eceived by 
an employee participating in an employer 
sponsored ridesharing program. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, :1.987. <AEt 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Deductions 
87-9 
87--9 
87-9 
87-9 
ALIMONY PAYMENTS <SC> Repeals modifica- 87-9 
tion to IRC Section 215Cb>, relating to 
deduction of alimony payments, to con-
form to repeal of Sections 17090 and 17091. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. CAB 53. Ch. 87-
1138> 
DISASTER RELIEF CSC> EHpands pt~ovisions 87-18 
relating to the election to claim casualty 
losses ir1 the taxable year~ immediatel~t' 
preceding the taxable year in which the 
disaster occurred, to include losses sus-
tained in a Presidentially declared dis-
aster area or in any county proclaimed 
by the Governor to be a disaster area 
(1) during 1987 from forest fire or other 
related casualty and <2> during October 
12 
IRC 
SECTION. 
17211 222 
<Repeal> 
17220 164 
<Amend) 
<24345> 
17224 163 (e) 
<Amend) 
<24344.5) 
17i?25 
<Repeal> 
<24382> 
17225.5 
<Repeal) 
t?e:u 
<Amend> 
216 
1987 to the taxpayet~' s pet~e.on.al n;.>sidence 
as a result of earthquake, aftershock or 
other related casualty. Unused losses 
from these added disasters also qualify 
for carryover up to five succeeding tax-
able year~s. Opet•at i ve fot• taxable years 
beg i nn.i ng on ot~ a ftet~ J an<.lat·y 1, 1987. 
CAB 7, Ch. 87-3, F.it~st E:xtt•aot•d.inar•y 
Session> 
ADOPTION EXPENSE <SC> Repeals 1.::wovisicms 87-9 
relating to deduction of .adoption expenses 
in conformity with the repeal of IRC Sec-
tion 222. Operative for taxable years be-
ginning on ot• after~ January 1, 1987. CAB 
53, Ch. 87-1138> 
TAXES CSC> Deletes the provisic•n t•elating 87-9 
to the nondeductibility of sales and use 
taxes paid in connection with the purchase 
of qualified pt•opeJ·•ty fot~ which a credit 
is claimed pw•s<.1ant t:o Sectior, 17052.13. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-
11 3i:).) 
ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT INTEREST CSC> 87-9 
Changes the date in subdivision Ca) 
ft•om Jan<.lat•y 1, 1985 to Jr.:muar~y 1, 1987, 
and the dates in subdivision Cb) from 
June 9, 1984 and Januar~y 1, 1985 to 
Decembet~ 31, 1984 and ~Tan<.lat•y 1, 1987, 
r~espect :i. ve1y. Opet•at i ve fot• taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
TENANT-STOCKHOLDER'S PROPORTIONATE SHARE 
<SC> Conforms to the new federal provi-
sions that allow tenant stockholders to 
deduct their proportionate share of the 
cooperative's real estate taxes and 
i ntet•est. Opet~at i ve f'ot• taxable yeat•s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
DEDUCTION DISAL.LOWED FOR TAX ON COVENANT 
BONDS CSC> Repeals the provision t•elating 
to the denial of a deduction for taxes 
paid on covenant bonds. Opet•at i ve fo1·• 
taxable years beginning on or after 
Januat•y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-138> 
DEDUCTION FOR NET INTEREST AMOUNT esc> 
Provides that the deduction of certain 
inter~est income from investments in 
13 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SEC} ION 
17240 
<Amend) 
172'41 
172'43 
172'44 
<Repeal i 
172'45 
<Repeal) 
172'50 
<Amend> 
17250.5 
<Repeal) 
IRC 
SEC1'IO_N 
170 
170{b) 
170<e> 
170<ei 
168 
167 
enterprise zones and designated program 
areas shall be repealed as of January 1, 
1993. Opet~ative for taxable year~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
CONTRIBUTIONS <SC) 
CONTRIBUTIONS LIMITATION <SC) 
CONTRIBUTIONS ARTISTIC PROPERTY <SC> 
CONTRIBUTIONS OROINARY INCOME AND 
CAPITAL GAIN PROPERTY '.SC> 20-pewcent 
limitation on charitable contributions 
t~epealed. E.l{ceptior, which allowed the 
artist to value contributions at fair 
mat~ket value r~epealed. Confor~ms tc• 
federal provision allowing deduction 
of up to $50 per month for maintaining 
certain students in the taxpayer's 
home as a charitable deduction. Opera-
tive for~ taxable yeat•s begirming or1 or· 
after~ Jam.t.:.:wy 1, 1987. <AB 53. Ch. 
87-1138) 
CONTRIBUTIONS - POLITICAL <SC> Ded~1ct ion 
for political contributions repealed. 
Oper•at i ve for· taxable yeat•s beginning 
<:•n ot• after~ Jan~tat~y 1, 1987. <.AB 53, 
Ch, 87-1138> See Section 17053.14 for 
new political contr•i b~!t ior1s cr•edi t. 
87--9 
87-9 
DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION <SC> Amended 87-9 
to confot•m to fedet~al law with t~espect to 
assets placed in service on or after Jan-
uary 1, 1987. Assets placed in service 
prior to January 1, 1987 continue to be 
depreciated under the 1986 provisions. For 
.1986-87 fiscal year~ taxpayer•s who place 
assets in service on or after January 1, 
1987, an election may be made on their 
FY 1987-88 ret 1.wn to am.;,,r•t i ze over· 6t.."l 
months the difference between allowable 
feder•al depreciation arsd allowable state 
depreciation. Provisions relating to 
amortization of certain railroad rolling 
stc•ck and t•a.tlt·c•ad gr•ading and tunnel 
bores, and capitalization of expenses in 
the planting and development of fruit 
and nut gr·oves have been deleted. Opet•a-
tive for taxable years beginning on or 
after• ~Tanl..tat~y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
DEPRECIATION - ELIGIBLE RESIDENTIAL RENTAL 87-9 
PROPERTY <SC> Pt•ovisions t~elating to de-
preciation of el.tg.tble residential prop-
14 
PIT 
sr::c·noN 
17E.'5f! 
17i?.'52 .. 5 
<Repeal) 
17254 
<Repeal) 
17f!55 
<Repeal) 
17f!60 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SECTION 
179 
179 
188 
280F 
179 
and 
193 
17e61 278 
<Repeal) 
<2"+"+22. 5) 
17262 190 
<Repeal> 
17265 
<Amend) 
erty repealed. Operative for taxable years 
beginrling on c•t• after• Jr.u·H.!ar•y 12, 1987. 
<AB 53f Ch. 87-1138> 
DEPRECIATION - FIRST YEAR ADDITION <SC> 
DEPRECIATION - ENTERPRISE ZONE PROPERTY 
<SC> Provisions repealed inasmuch as IRC 
Sect ic<n 179, t:o which Ca 1 i fot•ni .a now cor~­
forms, .allows .a more liberal write-off. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or .after January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> 
DEPRECIATION - CHILD CARE FACILITIES CSC> 
Provisions repealed in conformity with 
sunsetting of federal provisions <IRC Sec-
tion 188> on January 1, 1982. Operative 
fot• taxable yeat•s beginning em or• after 
January 1., 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
LUXURY AUTOMOBILES AND MIXED USE PROPERTY 
CSC> Modifications of the provisions of 
1RC Section 280F r·epealed in cc•r,for•mity 
with amendments to Sect ion 17250. Opet·a-
tive for taxable years beginning on or 
.after· Jan1..!ary 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES <SC> Pt•ovisions t•e-
l.ating to the exception to the write-off 
of certain depreciable business assets as 
pt•ovided fot• by IRC Section 179 deleted. 
The exception to the deduction of tertiary 
inJectant expenses CIRC Section 193) re-
mains. Operative for taxable years begin-
ning on ot• aftet• J.anuar·y 1, 1987. CAB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES - FRUIT AND NUT 87-9 
GROWERS CSC) Pt•ovisions t•epe.aled in con-
fot•mity l<'lith r•epeal of !RC Section 278 by 
TRA 1986 <P.L. 99-514>. 0p£wative for• tax-
able years beginning on or after January 
1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES - HANDICAPPED OR 87-9 
ELDERLY PERSONS CSC> Section t•epe.aled., 
thus confot•ming to IRC Section 190, 
which limits this expenditure to property 
used in .a trade or business. Operative 
for• taxable year·s begirm:i.ng on o1·· .after• 
January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES - SECTION 17265 
PROPERTY <SC) Section .amended to pt~ovide 
that the accelerated write-off of certain 
15 
87-9 
17269 
<New> 
(24343. 2) 
17270 
<Amend) 
<24443) 
17272 
{Repeal> 
<New> 
17276 
<Amersd) 
17276.5 
<Repeal) 
<24416 
arsd 
24417) 
17280 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SE:CTlQ!:'l 
274(h) 
and 
190 
219 
172 
property used in a designated program 
area shall be repealed as of January 1. 
1993. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
DISALLOWANCE OF EXPENSES - DISCRIMINA-
TORY CLUBS <SC) Disallows btcsiness ex-
pense deductions for expenditures made 
at, or payment made to, a club which 
restricts membership or the use of its 
facilities or services on the basis of 
age, sex, r·.ace, r•eli g:i.ors-s color·, arsces-
try, or national origin. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or after 
Janu.ar·y 1, 199(). <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CAB 239, Ch. 87-1463> NOTE: Regulation 
Section 17201, effective January 1, 1988, 
provides for disallowance of business 
expenses under similar criteria. 
TRADE OR BUSINESS EXPENSES <SC> Deletes 
exception to federal provisions allowing 
deduction of travel expenses relating to 
conventions in the Caribbean Basin. Also 
deleted r·efer•ence to for•mer· Sect ion 1 ?26;::;: 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or· after• Januar·y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87··· 
1138) 
RETIREMENT SAVINGS <SC> Now corsfot•rsJs to 
federal law relating to deductions for 
contributions to IRAs <using federal ABI 
where limitations apply> and .acquisition 
of basis for nondeductible contributions. 
Operative for t.ax.able years beginning on 
or• after• Januar·y 12, 1987. <AB 53. Ch. 
87-1138) 
NET OPERATING LOSSES <SC> 
NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYOVERS - QUALIFIED 
TAXPAYERS <SC> Pt·o•.dsions limiting the de-
duction of net operating losses to new 
small businesses, farmers, and qualified 
businesses in Program Areas and Enterprise 
Zones r•epea 1 ed. Ca 1 i f'or·n i a now con for•ms, 
with specified limitations, to federal 
law. Operative for taxable years begin-
rdng on or• .after• ~T.anu.ar·y 1, 1987. CAB 53, 
Ch, 87-1138> 
255<a><6> EXPENSES RELATED TO EXEMPT INCOME <SC> 
Codifies provisions relating to allowance 
of parsonage and military housing expenses 
in situations where they would otherwise 
be denied because of the receipt of t.ax-
15 
87-9 
and 
S7-12 
87-9 
87·-9 
87-9 
87-9 
P!T 
s~c-r:roN 
17~88 
<Repeal> 
173e3 
<Repeal> 
17503 
<Repeal> 
17504 
<Amend) 
17505 
<Repeal> 
2808 
305<e> 
401{.]) 
402{a) 
and 
40f:<e> 
exempt housing allowances. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or after Jan-
uary 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
GOLDEN PARACHUTE PAYMENTS {SC> Exception 87-9 
to federal provisions repealed. Opera-
tive for taxable years beginning on or 
artet~ JarH.car~y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Corporate Distributions and AdJustments 
DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT IN STOCK OF PUBLIC 
UTILITIES <BC> Provisions relating to 
nonapplicability of dividend reinvest-
ment in stock of public utilities re-
pealed. Operative For~ taxable year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AS 53. Ch. 87-1138> 
Deferred Compensation 
PENSIONS - SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS <SC> 
Pr~ov i sions modi fyir•g :r RC Sect ion 401 < ~l >, 
relating to defined benefit plans for 
self-employed individuals, repealed. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or~ after~ Januar~y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 
87-1138> 
PENSIONS - TAXABILITY OF BENEFICIARY OF 
EXEMPT TRUST t.SC> Deletes modification 
of !RC Section 40f:<a> ;~elating tc• distr~i­
butions qualifying for capital gain 
treatment. Provides that the tax on lump-
sum distributions shall be under tax 
r~ates set for~th in Section 17041 in lieu 
of the federal rates1 and that the age 
59-1/f: r~equir~ement !:!RC Section 40f:<e> <4> 
CB><i>l shall not apply to any lump-sum 
distribution received with respect to an 
individ(.fal who has attained age 50 befot~e 
January 1, 1986. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
PENSIONS - TAX ON LUMP-SUM DISTRIBUTIONS 
<SC> Sect ic•n r~epealed to confor~m to r~e­
peal of old Section 17085. Oper~ative fc•t~ 
taxable years beginning on or after Jan-
uary 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
17 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SEC"rlON 
17506 
<Amend) 
1?507 
<Amend> 
17508 
<New) 
IRC 
SECTION 
403 
408 
4C~fHo) 
17510 415 
< Repe.al > 
17513 
<Repe.al> 
17515 
<New) 
401 
458B 
SUMMARY OF ~tlAN?E 
PENSIONS - TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE ANNUITIES 
CBC> Deletes provisions relating to em-
ployee .annuities qualifying for capit.al 
gain tr~e.atment; and pr~ovides that the 
.amendments and transitional rules made by 
P. L. 99-514 [other than those rules re-
lating to IRC Section 403Ca)J shall .apply 
for~ the s.ame t r~ansact ions ,ar,d same ye.at•s 
.as for federal. Operative for taxable ye.ars 
beginning on or after· Januar·y 1., 1987. 
CAB 53, CH. 87-1138> 
PENSIONS - INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS 
CTC> M.akes technic.al changes relating to 
PIT Section 17085. Operative for taxable 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
NONDEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO IRA PLANS 
CSC> I ncot•por·ates the pr•ovi sions of I RC 
Section 4(.18Co>, t•elating to nondeductible 
contr~ib~ttior,s to IRAs; and pr~ovides that 
r•equi t•ed i nfot•mat ior' t•epor~ts sha 11 be 
made to FTB. Oper•at i ve fot• taxable year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
PENSIONS - LIMITATIONS ON BENEFITS AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS UN»ER QUALIFIE» PLANS esc> 
Provisions relating to limited deductions 
to Defined Benefit Plans and Defined 
Contribution Plans repealed. Operative 
for~ taxable ye.ar•s beginning on or~ after• 
Januar~y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
PENSIONS - SPECIAL LIMITATIONS FOR SELF-
EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS CSC> Provisions t•e-
l.ating to limited deductions to Keogh 
Plans repealed. Operative for t.ax.able 
ye.ar•s begirmir•g on ot• after• Januar•y 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
DESIGNATED SETTLEMENT FUN»S <SC> 
Conforms to federal rules relating to 
str•uctur~ed settlement agt•eements to 
cl.aims involving physical inJury or 
physical sickness; except that the t.ax 
imposed shall be at the maximum rate 
undet• Section 17041, and no deduction 
is allowed for state and local t.axes 
on, or according to, or• meas~ct·ed by, 
income or· profits. Operative for• tax-
able yeat•s beginrling or. or· after~ .r.an-
~lat•y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
18 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
IRC 
SECTION 
Accountjng Periods and Methods oF Accounting 
17551.5 442 
(New> and 
{;.:?4633.5> 443 
17552. 5 453C 
< Reper.al > 
17560 
<New> 
17651 
<Amend) 
17672 
<Repeal> 
51.1 
17681 611 
to tc• 
17720 6.36 
<Repeal> 
<248.3.1 
to 
24840) 
REQUIRED CHANGE OF ACCOUNTING PERIOD <SC> 
Confc•t~ms to fedet~al r<.tles t~egar~ding adop-
tion of a calendar year as the taxable 
year of trusts, partnerships and B Corp-
ot•at ic•ns. Opet•at i ve f'ot• taxable year•s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-.1138> 
INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS <BC> Conf'or~ms to 
federal changes by repealing this section. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
c•t• after~ Janu,;;wy 1, .1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> 
EXCEPTION TO SECTION 17552.5 <SC> Allows 
taxpayet~s to elect not to have IRC Sec-
tion 453C, relating to certain indebted-
ness tt·eated as a payment on an install-
ment obligation, apply. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or after Jan-
u.au·y 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Exempt Trusts and Common Trust Funds 
IMPOSITION OF TAX <TC> Makes nonsubstan-
t i ve technical cot~rect ions. <AB 53, Ch. 
87-1138> 
DENIAL OF POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS <SC> 
Pt•ovisions relating to nondeductibility 
of political contributions repealed to 
confot~m to t''epeal of Section 17245. 
Opet•at i ve for• taxable year~s beginning 
on ot~ after Jan<.tary 1, 1987. <AB 53, 
Ch. 87-.1.138> 
Natural Resources 
NATURAL RESOURCES < SC > Cal i fot•n i a prov i -
sions relating to deductions, sales and 
exchanges, •nd mineral production pay-
ments r·epealed. <See r1ew pt•ovisions be-
low.) Operative for taxable years begin-
ning on or• after· .Januar·y 1, 1987. <AB 
53, Ch. 87-11.38> 
19 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
17681 
to 
17684 
<New> 
<24831 
to 
23834> 
17737 
<Amend> 
17740 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
1?851 
<Amend> 
<23081) 
1?ase 
<Amend> 
17932 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECTION 
611 
to 
636 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
NATURAL RESOURCES <SC> Confot~ms to fed-
eral law relating to natural resources, 
except for percentage depletion for oil 
and gas wells and geothet~mal deposits 
<22 percent>, and the limitation on 
depletion when the total exceeds $1.5 
million. Also the provisions of IRC 
Sectiors 621, r"'elating to payments to 
encoltrage explot~at ion, development, and 
mining fot~ defersse ptn"'poses, ar~e not 
applicable. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or• after~ Januat~y 1, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Estates, Trusts, Beneficiaries. and Dec@dents 
682 
858 
701 
to 
761 
6031 
INCOME OF AN ESTATE OR TRUST IN CASE OF 
DIVORCE, ETC. <SC) Deleted nonconfot~mi ty 
provision relating to alimony, thtts con-
fot•ming to feder•al law. Oper"'at i ve for· 
taxable years beginning on after January 
1987. <AS 53. Ch. 87-1138> 
DIVIDENDS RECEIVED FROM A REAL ESTATE IN-
VESTMENT TRUST <SC> Conforms to fedet•al 
law relating to the taxation of Real 
Estate 1 nvestment Tt•usts. Oper·at i ve fot"' 
taxable years beginning on ot"' aftet"' Jan-
uar·y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
PARTNERS AND PARTNERSHIPS - CONFORMITY 
TO IRC <SC) Adds r"'efet"'ence to Sect ion 
23()81, t"'elating to taxation of limited 
partnerships. Operative for taxable 
year"'s beginning on or• aftet"' January 1, 
1988. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS CSC> Changes 
deduction to "credit for" partnership's 
political contt•i but ions. Oper"'at i ve fot"' 
taxable year~s beginning on ot"' after 
.Januat"'y 1, 1987. <AS 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
RETURN OF PARTNERSHIP INCOME CSC> Adds 
provisions in co"formity with federal 
law relating to persons holding an in-
terest in a partnership as a nominee. 
Operative for taxable years beginning 
on or• after~ Januar•y 1, 1987. CAB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
P!T 
SECTION 
17940 
<New> 
(24870> 
18001.5 
<New> 
18033 
<Repeal> 
18035 
<Repeal) 
<24953> 
18035.5 
<New> 
<.::::4953. 5> 
IRC 
SECTION 
Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits 
860<A> Cb> TAXATION OF REMIC•S <SC> Con'fot~ms to 
federal law providing that the income 
of a Real Estate Mot~tgage Investment 
Cond~ci t <REM!C> shall be taxable to 
the holder~s or intet~est in the REM!C. 
Operative for taxable years beginning 
on or~ after~ Januar~y 1' 1987. csa 574, 
Ch. 87-339> 
1014 
1039 
Cr@dit ror Taxes Paid 
CREDIT FOR TAXES PAID - SHAREHOLDERS 
OF S CORPORATIONS <SC> Pr~ovides that 
a tax credit, subJect to all of the 
conditions and limitations of Section 
180t)l, shall be allowed for~ taxes paid 
to another state by a resident share-
holder or an S Corporation in both the 
other• state and in Califot•nia undet• 
Chapter 4.5 <commencing with Section 
E:3800> or the B&CTL. Oper•at i ve fot" 
taxable yeat•s beginning on c•r after 
Januar~y 1., 1987. CSB 572., Ch. 87-1139> 
Gain m:. Loss sm. Disposition e.f. Prowrtv 
BASIS OR P~PERTV ACQUIRED FROM A 
DECEDENT <SC> Provision that limited 
the surviving spouse's basis in com-
m~mity propet"ty to the decedent's one-
halF of the 'fair market value and the 
spo~cse' s one-half or cost repealed. 
Operative rot" taxable year~s beginning 
on or after· January 1, 1987. CAS 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
CERTAIN SALES OF LOW-INCOME HOUSING 
PROJECTS CSC> Section repealed, thus 
confot~ming to !RC Section 1039. Oper•a-
tive for~ taxable years beginning on 
after Janu.:.:wy 1, 1987. <AS 53, Ch. 
87-1138> 
CERTAIN SALES OF QUALIFIED HOUSING 
PROJECTS <SC> Pr~ovisions added, t~e­
lating to the nonrecognition of gain 
on the sale or disposition of a quali-
fied housirlg pt"'OJect. Opet"ative rot• 
taxable years beginning on or after 
Jan~car·y 1., 1987. CAB 53., Ch. 87-1138> 
21 
87-2 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SgCTION 
18036 
<Amend> 
<24916) 
18037 
<Amend) 
18040 
<Amend> 
1815e 
<Repeal> 
18152 
<New> 
18153 
18154 
18155 
<Repeal> 
18161 
<New> 
<24904) 
IRC 
SECTION 
1016 
1033 
1061 
1212 
1211 
1212 
1212 
SUMMARY pF CHANGE 
ADJUSTMENT TO BASIS <SC> Provides that 
no .ad ... tustmer,t to basis shall be made 
For sales or use tax that is paid or 
incurred in connection with the .acquisi-
tion oF propet~ty for~ which .a tax c.-~ed it 
is claimed pursuant to Section 17052.13. 
Oper~.at i ve fot• taxable years beg i nrd ng 
on or• .after· J.antc.ar~y 1, 1987. <AB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
INVOLUNTARY CONVERSIONS <SC> Deletes 
r•eFer~ence to repealed Sect ion 17252, 
relating to .additional fit•st ye.at• de-
preciation. Operative for taxable 
years beginning or or .after January 1, 
1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
NONRECOGNITION OF GAIN FOR CERTAIN 
VESSELS <TC> Corr·ects reFer•ence to 
l RC Sect ion 1061 <was Sect ion 106(l). 
Operative September 26, 1987. <AB 
53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Capital Gains end Losses 
LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES <SC> 
State limitations on capital losses 
repealed, thus conforming to federal 
law. Operative fot• taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
LOSSES ON DISPOSITION OF SMALL BUSINESS 
STOCK <SC> Adds a new limitation on 
losses of small business stock acquired 
after Septembet• 16, 1981, and sold or· 
exchanged befor~e Octobet~ 1, 1987. Oper·.a-
t i ve for taxable ye.ar·s beginning on ot• 
after January 1, 1987. Section repealed 
.as of January 1, 1989. <AB 53, Ch. 87-
1138> 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSSES <SC> 87-9 
LIMITATION ON CAPITAL LOSS CARRYOVERS <SC> 
DENIAL OF CAPITAL LOSS CARRY8ACHS <SC> 
Pt•ovisions t•epe.aled, thtcs conforming to 
fedet~al law. Oper·at i ve for• taxable ye.ar·s 
beginning on ot• aftet• Januar·y 1, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
BAINS ON DISPOSITION OF SMALL BUSINESS 
STOCK <SC> Allows a deduction on gains 
of small business stock .acquired .after 
September· 16, 1981, and sold or· exchanged 
87-9 
PIT 
SE:CT!ON 
1816e.5 
18169 
18172 
18173 
18175 
18176 
<Repeal> 
18177 
<New> 
<24991) 
18178 
<New> 
<24994) 
182'41 
to 
1~45 
<Repea.l > 
IRC 
SEC1"10N 
1202 
1231 
1250 
1250 
1254 
1256 
1275 
1272 
1301 
to 
1305 
SUMMARY QE CHANGE 
befor~e October 1, 1987. Operative for 
taxable year•s beginning on or after Jan-
uary 1, 1987. Section repealed as of 
.Januar·y 1, 1989.. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
TAXABILITY OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES <SC> 87-9 
DEFINITION OF PROPERTY USED IN THE 
TRADE OR BUSINESS <SC> 
QUALIFIED LOW-INCOME HOUSING <SC> 
RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTY <SC> 
GAIN FROM DISPOSITION OF INTEREST IN 
OIL~ BAS~ OR GEOTHERMAL PROPERTY <SC> 
REGULATED FUTURES CONTRACTS - COMMODITY 
STRADDLES <SC} Pt•ovisiorss repealedf thus 
confot•mi ng with feder~a 1 law. Opet•at .i. ve 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Janu.:n·y 1 1 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
TAX EXEMPT OBLIGATIONS - DEFINITION <SC> 
Provides that the term "tax-exempt 
obligations" tiRC Section 1275<.a> <3>J 
means obligations the irster•est of which 
is exempt f't~om tax 1..mder• Califot•rsi.a law. 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
ot• after~ .Janl..fat•y 1, 1987.. <AB 53, Ch. 
87-1138> 
CURRENT INCLUSION IN INCOME OF ORIGINAL 
ISSUE DISCOUNT <SC> Confot·ms to fedet•al 
1 raw and pr•ovides that the di ffet•ence be-
tween the amo1..mt included in fedet~al in-
come and the amount included in state 
income with respect to obligations issued 
after· 1984, for~ yer.ws beginnirsg befor•e 
January 1, 1987, shall be included in in-
come in the year the debt obligation ma-
t twes, OJ""' is disposed of. Opet•a t i ve fot• 
traxable year•s beginrdng on or~ after• Jan-
uary 1, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Income Averaaing 
INCOME AVERAGING <SC> Confot·ms to Federal 
law ors the r•eperal of income aver•aging. 
Opet~ative for taxable yeat•s beginnirsg ors 
or· after• Jrantfar~y 1, 1987. <AB 53. Ch. 87-
1138> 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SE:CTlON 
18401 
18402 
18405 
<Amend) 
18408.5 
<New) 
18410 
<Amend) 
18431.5 
<New> 
IRC 
SECTlON 
6012 
6.013 
5012(b) 
5013 
SUMMARY QE CHANG~ 
Filing Requirements 
RETURNS, FILING REQUIREMENTS <SC> 
HUSBAND AND WIFE RETURNS CSC> 
FIDUCIARY RETURNS CSC> Updates filing 
J·~equit~ements to confor~m to new standard 
deductions and higher personal exemption 
credits. Also requires the fiduciary of 
an estate or trust to furnish each bene-
ficiary Cor nominee thereof) a state-
ment ir1 accor~dance with the pr~ovisior,s 
of IRC Section 6034A. Operative for 
taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
NONRESIDENT PARTNERS - GROUP RETURN CSC> 
Allows nonresident partners of a partner-
ship doing business in, or deriving in-
come from sources in, California to file 
a group return with the partnership act-
ing as the partners' agent. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Janu.:wy 1, 1987. CAB 129, Ch. 87-·918> 
JOINT RETURN AFTER FILING SEPARATE RE-
TURN CSC> Pt~c•vides that an individual, 
after filing a separate return, may file 
a JOint return with his or her spouse 
if a JOint federal return is filed un-
der the provisions of IRC Section 6013Cb). 
Operative for taxable years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. CAB 53. Ch. 
1138> 
TAX FORMS - DESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS <SC> 
Permits FTB to utilize a separate schedule 
<rather than the return form> for designa-
tion of voluntary contributions. Operative 
for taxable years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Designations 2f Contribution's to Special Funds 
18504 ----
<Repeal/ 
New> 
18513 
<New> 
STATE CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND - INOPERATIVE 
DATE CSC> Repeals the provisions for 
designating contributions to the State 
Children's Trust Fund effective January 
1, 1992. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
CALIFORNIA FUND FOR SENIOR CITIZENS 
- INOPERATIVE DATE i,SC> Repeals the pr~o­
visions for designating contributions t6 
the California Fund for Senior Citizens 
effective J.am.tary 1, 199..:::. CAB 53, Ch. 
87-1138) 
87-9 
87-7 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
18513 
18513.1 
18513.2 
<New> 
18521 
<Amend) 
18525 
r.Repeal/ 
New) 
18534 
<NeJoo~) 
18540 
to 
18545 
<New> 
18586.7 
<Amend> 
<25663d) 
18654 
!,Amend) 
IRC 
SECTION 
7609(e) 
6867 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL FUND <SC) Adds 
provision for the designation of contri-
b<.«tions tc• the VietJ'lam Vetet~ans. Memc•r~ial 
Fund. Opet•ative fot• taxable yeat•s begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1987 and be-
fore Januat•y 1, 1991. <AB 992, Ch. 87-
1193> 
RARE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM - ANNUAL DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT 
DESIGNATED <SC> Authot•izes the Contt·ollet· 
to transfer to the FTB its costs of col-
lecting and processing contributions to 
the Fish ar1d Game Pr•eset•vatic•n F<.md. 
Operative September• 8, 1987. <SB 78. Ch. 
87-4"+0) 
RARE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM - INOPERATIVE DATE <SC> Repeals 
the provisions for designating contri-
butions to Rare and Endangered Species 
Pt•eser•vat ion Pr•ogt·am effective Januar·y 
1, 1992. <AS 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
U.S. OLYMPIC COMMITTEE FUND - INOPERATIVE 
DATE t.SC) Repeals the pt•ovisions for des-
ignating contt·i but ions to the u.S. 01 ympic 
Cc•mmi ttee Ft.11""1d effective .Jan<.«al''Y 1, 1992. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
ALZHEIMER•s DISEASE AND RELATED DISORDERS 
RESEARCH FUND <SC> Adds pt•ovis.ions fot• 
the designation of contributions to the 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders 
Fund. Operative for taxable years begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1987 and be-
fc•t~e Januat•y 1, 1992. <SB 214. Ch. 87-
944> <AB 1865, Ch. 87-945> 
Payments and Assessments 
SUSPENSION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS <SC> 
Cord'ot•ms to fedet•a 1 charsges regat•d i ng sus-
pension of the statute of limitations be-
cause of third party delays during the 
summons <subpoena> process. Operative 
September c:6, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
PRESUMPTION WHERE OWNER OF LARGE AMOUNT 
OF CASH IS NOT IDENTIFIED <SC> P1·•ovides 
that the income shall be treated as t.3x-
able at the maximum rate under Section 
17041 <currently 9.3•; was 11~> Opera-
87-11 
87-5 
87-9 
87-9 
87-6 
and 
87-8 
87-9 
87-9' 
PIT 
SECTION 
1&681.1 
<Amend) 
18681.1 
<Amend> 
18681.5 
<New) 
(25957.3> 
186E:U. 6 
<Amend> 
18681.7 
<Repeal> 
18681.9 
<Amend> 
186.8~ 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SECT10N 
6652 
5721 
67f:2 
6723 
and 
6724 
6706 
6678 
5593(b) 
5554 
tive fo~ taxable yea~s 
.aft;er~ Jar1uar·y 1, 1987. 
1138) 
beginnir•g on o~ 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-
FAILURE TO FILE INFORMATION RETURNS <SC> 
Excludes from the rules applicable to 
deficiency assessments, penalties assessed 
fo~ failu~e to file specific information 
returns. Ope~ative Janua~y 1, 1988. 
CAB 129, Ch. 87-918) NOTE: This pr•ovisior1 
was cho:~ptet•ed ottt by AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Cc<nfc•t•ms to the IRC r·elating to penalties 
f..:w fa:i.ltn-e to file specific infot·mation 
retu~ns. Also provides that any penalty 
imposed under the PITL shall be paid on 
not .ice and demand by the FT.B ar1d in the 
same manrser~ as tax. Opet~at i ve Septembet~ 
26, 1987. <A.B 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT INFORMATION RE-
QUIREMENTS <SC) Pr·ovides that a penalty 
shall be imposed in accordance with IRC 
Section 6706 fo~ failu~e to meet the ori-
ginal issue discount ~epo~ting require-
ments of Section 18803.2. Dpet•ative Sep-
tember· 26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
UNREPORTED COMPENSATION, PENAL TV < TC > 
Changes the penalty to the maximum rate 
dete~mined unde~ Section 17041 Ccu~~ently 
9.3~; was 11~>. Ope~ative Septembe~ 25, 
1987. <A.B 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
FAILURE TO FURNISH CERTAIN STATEMENTS <SC) 
Sect ion t•epealed. P~ovisior,s tr·ar.sfet•t•ed 
Sect ion 18681. L Opet•at i ve September· 25, 
1987. <Af.{ 53, Ch. B7-1 1:38> 
FAILURE TO PROVIDE REPORTS ON INDIVIDUAL 
RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS AND ANNUITIES < SC> 
Confo~ms to the fede~al penalty of $100 
fo~ each ove~statement of nondeductible 
cont~ibutions ~epo~table unde~ Section 
17508. Opet•at i ve September· 26, 1987. 
CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
FAILURE 9V INDIVIDUAL TO PAY ESTIMATED 
INCOME TAX <SCi Modifies IRC Section 
6654 I, d) by r•et a i rsi ng the 8() pet•cent pr·o-
visions in lieu of the fede~al 90 pe~­
cent. Opet•ative fot• taxable year•s be-
ginning on or• after· Januar·y 1, 1987. 
t.AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
26 
87-7 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
P!T 
SECTION 
.1~.5 
<New) 
(;25951. 5> 
18683.5 
<New> 
1868-4 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
.18685 
<Repeal> 
<Z:5934> 
{24935> 
18S84.~ 
<Amend> 
<25934. :.7::> 
l'RC 
SECTION 
5554 
6553 
5651 
18685.07 5575 
<Amend) 
18688 
<Amend> 
<Z'5901b) 
5404<e> 
SUMMARY OF CHANG~ 
WAIVER OF ESTIMATED TAX PENALTIES <SC> 
Provides that no penalty will be assessed 
f'ot~ any pet~iod bef'ot~e Apt~il 15, 1988 with 
t•espect to tmder~paymer,t of estimated tax 
that is attributable to changes in the law 
enacted by AB 53, Ch. 87-1138. Operative 
Septembet~ 26~ 1987. Pr•ovi sion t~epealed 
effective ~Tanur:n·y 1.1 1993. <AB 53, Ch. 
87-113iH 
87-9 
PENALTY FOR OVERSTATEMENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS 87-9 
TO AN ANNUITY <SC> Pt·ovides $100 penalty 
fot• ovet•statement of contt~ibutions to an 
annuity or pension recoverable under the 
thr•ee-yeat• t•ule. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
NOTE: This pJ·•ovision is inopet~ative be-
cause the specific provision referred to 
[subdivision <c> of Section 17085, relat-
ing to the tht·ee-yeat• t•ecovet~y t•t«leJ does 
not exist. 
NEGLIGENCE AND FRAUD PENALTIES <SC> Con-
fot~ms to the increase in the f't~attd pen-
alty <ft•om 50 tc• "75 pet•cent> and pat~­
tially conforms to other federal changes 
relating to these penalties. Provisions 
of former Section 18585 (fraud penalty>, 
with changes indicated above made pat•t 
of Sect ion 18684. Opet•at i ve Septembet~ 
26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
FAILURE TO PAY TAX BY DUE DATE <SC> Adds 
norspayment of t.-~x t•equit•ed to be shown 
on the return (including mathematical 
errors> within 10 days of the notice and 
demand thet~efol"~ as being subJect to the 
penalties imposed by this section. Oper-
ative Septembet• 26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 
87-11 :.18> 
FAILURE TO SUPPLY IDENTIFYING NUMBER <SC> 
Increases the maximum penalty imposed 
on any pet•son to $20,000 <was $10, 000). 
Opet•at i ve September 26, 1987. <AB 53, 
Ch. 87-1138> 
DEFICIENCY ASSESSMENTS9 INTEREST <SC> 
Pt•ovides for~ abatement of intet~est whet•e 
the FTB has unduly delayed collection of 
the tax. Opet•at i ve Septembet~ 26, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
27 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
18&98.5 
<Amend) 
18765 
<New> 
18802 
<Amend> 
18802 
18802.1 
18802.4 
18802.5 
18802.8 
<Amend> 
18802.6 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SECT10N 
6653 (f) 
6041Ca> 
6041 
6044 
6045 
6052 
6050A 
6050N 
6039C 
SUI'>'IMARY Qf.:. CHANGE 
FAILURE TO REPORT UNREALIZED BAIN - COM-
MODITY STRADDLES <SC> Amended to delete 
"intentional" in r~efer~ence to dist~egard 
of rules and regulations. Operative 
September 26., 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Cali~ornia Election Campaign ~ 
87-9 
REPEALER CSC> Pt~c•vides that the pr~ovisions 87-9 
allowing for voluntary contributions to 
the California Election Campaign Fund will 
be r~epealed effective Januar·y 1, 1992. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
Collection o~ Tax 
INFORMATION RETURNS, GENERAL <SC> Pr~ovides 87-7 
that, in lieu of C.alifor~nia infor~m.atior·, 
returns reporting payments made in the 
course of a trade or business, the FTB 
may require that copies of federal in-
formation returns be filed. Operative 
January 1, 1988. CAB 129, Ch. 87-918> 
NOTE: This provision was inadvertently 
chaptered out by AB 53, Ch.87-1138, but 
the substitution of copies of federal 
information returns for California in-
formation returns is acceptable. 
INFORMATION RETURNS, GENERAL <SC> 87-9 
INFORMATION RETURNS, COOPERATIVES <SC> 
INFORMATION RETURNS, BROKERS <SC> 
RETURNS REGARDING PAYMENT OF WAGES IN 
THE FORM OF BROUP-TERM LIFE INSURANCE CSC> 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS OF CERTAIN FISHING 
BOAT OPERATORS <SC> Confot~ms to feder~al 
changes which stress "person required to 
make the retttt~n" and "the infor~mat ion r~e­
quired to be reported" rather than the 
one .actually making the return and the 
information actually reported. Operative 
September 26, 1987. <AB 53. Ch. 87-1138) 
COPIES OF FEDERAL INFORMATION RETURNS 
REQUIRED <SC> Adds feder~al i nfor~mat ion 
returns relating to the payment of roy-
alties and information returns relating 
to foreign persons holding direct in-
vestments in United States real property 
interests if that person holds a direct 
investment in a Califor~nia r~eal pr~oper~ty 
i nter~est. Operative Septembet~ 26, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
87-9 
PIT 
SECTION 
taooe.9 
<New) 
18803 
<Repe.al/ 
New> 
t8&03.e 
<New) 
<2499;.:::> 
18805 
<Amend) 
<26:1.31) 
18807 
<New> 
18810 
<New> 
<26132.3> 
!RC 
SECTION 
6050M 
6042 
6049 
1275 
1445 
1446 
RETURNS RELATING TO PERSONS RECEIVING 
CONTRACTS FROM STATE AGENCIES <SC> 
Conforms, in concept, to feder.al l.aw 
by requiring st.ate inform.ation returns 
on contr.acts with the St.ate of C.alif-
OI·'n.i .a. Opet•.at i ve September• 26, 1987. 
<A& 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
INFORMATION RETURNS - DIVIDENDS AND 
INTEREST <SC> Pt•ovides th.at .arw pet·sor1 
required to file .an information return 
with the IRS relating to the payment 
oF dividends c•t' .i r1tet·est is t•eqt! .i t•ed 
to report that information to the FTB; 
and shall also furnish a statement to 
each per·sor1 whose l'"lr:llme is inc 1 uded i ,~, 
in the information return. Operative 
Septembet• 25, 1987. <AD 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
INFORMATION RETURNS - ORIGINAL ISSUE 
DISCOUNT I, SC> Reqtd t•es a copy of' the 
information return furnished pursuant 
to IRC Section 1275Cc> <2>, relating to 
issue of' publicly offered debt .instru-
ments having original issue discount, 
to be filed with the FTB. Operative 
September 25, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
WITHHOLDING OF TAX ON DISPOSITIONS OF 
CALIFORNIA REAL PROPERTY INTERESTS <SC> 
Requires in the case of .any disposition 
of a California real property interest 
by a foreign person, that California tax 
be withheld in an .amo1.mt equal to ccne-
third of' the federal tax withheld. 
Opet•.ative September 26, 1987. <AB 53, 
Ch. 87-ll3B> 
WITHHOLDING OF TAX ON AMOUNTS PAID 9Y 
PARTNERSHIPS TO FOREIGN PARTNERS CSC> 
Provides that withholding of tax on 
amot<nts paid by partner•ships to fot•eign 
partnet•s shall be detet•mined in accot•d-
ance with 1RC Section 1446, but at the 
maximum rate specified in Section 17041. 
Opet•ative September• 26, 1987. <AB 53. 
Ch. 87-1138> 
FEDERAL FORMS W-4 AND W-4A I.SC> Pt•ovides 
that the FTB may require employers to 
submit a copy of an employee's income 
tax withholding certific.ate, and provides 
for· pt•ocedtwes <inclt<ding appeals> to be 
followed if it is determined that the 
certificate is .invalid. 
1, 1988. CAB 129-918> 
Operative January 
87-9 
87-9 
87--9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-7 
PIT 
SECTION 
18&17.3 
<New> 
<26132:. 05) 
18838 
<New) 
C2G255> 
18839 
<New> 
<2Gi.7:56> 
19"265 
<Amend) 
19269 
<Anlend) 
19e86.8 
<Amend> 
19310 
.and 
19311 
<New> 
IRC 
SE:CTlON 
6334 
6621 
PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM LEVY <SC> Cor,fot~ms 
to federal law in allowing certain exemp-
tions to a tax levy. Operative September 
26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
PRIVATE COLLECTION AGENCIES <SC> Author~­
izes the FTB to enter into .an agreement 
with a private collection agency to col-
lect delinquent accounts of taxpayers 
within the state. Operative January 1, 
1988. <AB f:.'048, Ch. 87-613) 
"DELINQUENT TAX COLLECTION FUND" <SC> 
Establishes a Delinquent Tax Collection 
F1...md fot~ deposit of monies collected by 
private collection agencies <Section 
18838) ~ and fot~ t~eimbw·~:.emer't of FTB~ s 
implementation, administrative, and con-
tract costs related to this program. 
Oper~at i ve ~lanuar~y 1, 1988. <AB 2()48, 
Ch. 87-613> 
Administration of Tax 
LIABILITY OF FIDUCIARY FOR NONPAYMENT OF 
ESTATE OR TRUST TAXES <SC> Pr~ovides that 
wage claims, as defined in the Probate 
Code, may be paid by the fiduciary prior 
to the payment of an income tax debt. 
Operative July 1., 1988. CAB 708, Ch. 87-
923> 
INTEREST RATE <SC> Pt~ovides that the in-
ter~est rate shall be deter~mined in accot~d­
ance with 1RC Section 6621, except that 
the overpayment rate shall be the same as 
the ur,der~payment t~ate. Oper~.at i ve Septem--
ber 26,1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> The in-
terest rate for the period January 1 thru 
Septembet~ 30, 1987 is 8 pet~cent, for~ the 
per~iod October~ 1 thr·o1...tgh December~ 31, 1987, 
10 percent, and for the period January 1 
thr~o<.cgh Mar~ch 31, 1988, 11 per~cent. 
INFORMATION REPORTING REQUIREMtiNTS <SC> 
Pr~ovides that the ir,fot~mation r~epor~ting 
t~eq<.dr~ement!'-::: applicable to cer~tain cities 
shall be prescribed by forms and instruc-
tions <formerly by regulations). Opera-
tive Jar,uar~y 1, 1988. <AB 1c:9, Ch. 87-918> 
TAX FORMS < SC> Specifies new pt~ov i si ons 
relating to the design of tax forms by 
the FTB. Opet~ative September~ 26, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
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SECTION 
!RC 
SE:CT:j:ON 
19414 
<Amersd) 
6573 
19420 
<Amend) 
<i.?f>.t-191) 
19421 
<New> 
SCPTA & PL 
_$ECTION 
~03 
<Amend> 
,e()563 
<Amend> 
7430 
Violations 
PENALTY FOR UNMERITORIOUS PROCEEDING BY 
TAXPAYER I.SC) Conf'ot~ms to f'edet~al changes 
in the penalty for failure to exhaust ad-
ministrative remedies. Operative Beptem-
bew 26, 1987. <AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
AWARDING OF COURT COSTS AND CERTAIN FEES 
<SC> Conforms to federal changes relating 
to awards of attorney fees in litigation 
cases. Oper~at i ve September~ 26, 1987. 
<AB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANTS <SC> Pt~ovides 
that any employer or agent of an employer 
who provides a wage statement to any cur-
r~ent ot~ for~met~ undocumented wot~ket~ at 
that individual's request for the purpose 
of documenting that person's eligibility 
for naturalization pursuant to the fed-
eral Immigration Reform Control Act, shall 
not be liable for any penalty or criminal 
or civil violation under the PITL based on 
any facts disclosed in that wage statement. 
Opew~tive Beptembet~ 29, 1987. CAB 426. 
Ch. 87-1363> 
SENIOR CITIZENS PROPERTY !BA 
ASSISTANCE AND POSTPONEMENT LAW 
"INCOME" CTC> Substitutes "alternative 
minirsH.cm t.:~x" .:~rsd ".:~lter~n.:~tive minimum 
t.:~xable income in excess of the regular 
tax.:~ble income" for~ "t.:~H on pr~efer~ence 
i l'lcome" .:~nd "tCIH pt~efet~ence i nc•::<me in 
excess of net business loss which r~e­
sulted in the preference t.:~H li.:~bility" 
in p.:~r.:~graph <15> of subdivision <.:~>, 
defining income. Operative September 
f:6, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 87-1138> 
TIME FOR FILING AND FOR ASSISTANCE <SC> 
Removes the r~equi r~ement that a med :i.c.:~ll y 
incapacitated claimant be medic.:~lly cer-
tified to file a l.:~te claim for homeowner~s 
or renter's assistance. Operative for 
claims filed for fiscal years 1988-89 and 
Slcbsequent. <SB 78, Ch. 87-440) 
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SECTIQN 
23041 
23042 
<Amend> 
23045.1 
<New) 
< 17020. 1) 
23045.2 
<New> 
< 17020. c..·> 
23045 .. 3 
<New) 
( 17020. 3) 
23045.4 
<New) 
< 17020. 4) 
IRC 
SECTION 
7701(.a) 
{23) 
770l{a) 
< "-J2) 
7701{a) 
1.44) 
7701(a) 
<45> 
23045.5 7701<a> 
<New) < 19> 
( 17020. 9) 
23048 7701 { i) 
<New> 
23049 
<New> 
< 17020. 11) 
7701(h) 
BANK AND CORPORATION TAX LAW 
General Provisions and De~initions 
"TAXABLE YEAR" 
••tNCOM£ YEAR.. <TC> Adds t~erewence tc• 
Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 
23081>, relating to taxation of limited 
pat•tner~shi ps. Opet~at i ve September· 26~ 
1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
"SUBSTITUTED BAS IS PROPERTY •• < SC > See 
summary for~ PIT Section 17t)20.1. Opet•a-
t i ve For· .i ncome yea t•s beg .i nn .i ng on ot• 
aftet• JarH.tat•y 1, 198'1. <SB 572. Ch. 
87-1139) 
"TRANSFERRED BASIS PROPERTY" <SC> See 
summat•y for PIT Sect ion 17t)20. 2. Opera-
tive for· ir1come yeat~s beginning on or• 
after~ .J anuat~y 1, 1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
"EXCHANGED BASIS PROPERTY'' <SC> See 
summat·y for· PIT Sect ion 17t)20. 3.. Oper~a­
t i ve for· income year•s beginning on or• 
aftet• .Jam.fat•y 1, 1987. <SB 572. Ch. 
87-1139> 
"NONRECOGNITION TRANSACTION" <SC> See 
s<.cmmary for~ PIT Section 17t)20.4. Oper·a-
t i ve for· .income year•s beginning on ot• 
aftet· .January 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
".t)OMESTIC BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION" 
<SC> See summar•y fot• PIT Sect ic<n 17020. 9. 
Oper•ative For• income year•s beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. <SEt 572. Ch. 
87-1139) 
TAXABLE MORTGAGE POOLS <SC> Pr~ovides 
that taxable mortgage pools will be 
treated in accordance with the provi-
sions of IRC Section 7701Ci>. Opera-
tive for~ income year•s beginning or1 or• 
a ftet• J anuar•y 1, 1987. < SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATING LEASES <SC> 
See SH.Hnmar•y for· PIT Sect ion 17t)2l). 11. 
Oper•ative for~ ir1come yeat'S beginning on 
or after· January 1 ~ 1987. <SEt 572. Ch. 
87-1139> 
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SECTION 
~3051.5 
<Amend) 
!RC 
SECTION 
;? 3051 • 5 < a > 
< 1 7024 .. 5 <a) < 1) > 
23051 .. 5(b) 
<17024.5(a) (3)) 
23051. 5 (c) <;.=?> 
and < 3> 
2 3051. 5 (c) ( 4 ) 
( 17024. 5 ( i)) 
23051.7 
<New) 
( 17029. 5> 
2'3053.5 
<New> 
1366 
EFFECTIVE DATES AND GENERAL PROVISIONS 
<SC> Oper~at i ve fot~ income ye.;;.ws begi r,-
ning on or after January 1, 1987. <SB 
572, Ch. 87-1139> 
See summar~y for~ PIT Sectior, i7024.5<a>'.3>. 
Provides that in applying any section of 
the IRC for purposes of the B&CTL, due 
account shall be made for differences in 
federal and state terminology, effective 
dates, substitution of "income year" for 
"taxable year~", substitution of "Ft~anchise 
Tax Bc•at•d" for~ "secr~etary", arsd other~ c•b-
vious differences. 
Pr~ovides t:hat any pr~ovision of the IRC 
that becomes oper~at i ve <or i noper~at i ve> 
on or~ after• t:he IRC specified date shall 
a 1 so become opera t i ve <or~ i noper~a t i ve > 
c<n the same date for~ pur~poses of the 
B&CTL. 
See s<.cmmar~y for~ PIT Sect ion i 7024. 5 < i). 
TRANSITION RULES <SC) See summar~y for~ 
PIT Section 17029.5. In addition, pro-
vides that car~r•yover~ cr~edi ts are not 
allowed against the altet~native minimum 
tax. Alsc• pt•ovides., for~ income year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987 
and befor•e Jar1uar•y i, i 988, that r~efer~­
ences to "alternative minimum tax" shall 
be deemed to be r~efer•ences to the "tax 
on pr•eference income". Operative fot• 
income years beginrdng on or• after~ Jan-
<.cary 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CREDIT CARRYOVERS - S CORPORATIONS <SC> 
Pr•ov ides that fot• a cor~por~a t ion e 1 ect i ng 
to be treated as an B corporation, any 
credit cat~ryover from income years begin-
ning pr•ior~ to 1987 shall be allowed to be 
passed through to the shareholders during 
the fit·st income year~ beginning on or• 
after Jan<.!at~y 1, 1987. Operative fot~ 
income year"s beginning or, or• after• Jan-
ur..:wy 1, 1987.. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
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SECTION 
23081 
<New) 
( 17851) 
23151 
23153 
<Amend) 
23181 
<Amend> 
23184 
<Amend) 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY 0~ CHANGE 
Tax 2n Limited Partnerships 
TAX ON LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS <SC> Pr~o­
vides that limited partnerships, as de-
fined, are subJect to the corporation 
minimum tax. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1988. 
cs& 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Tax 2n Banks and Corporations 
TAX ON GENERAL CORPORATIONS < SC> 
MINIMUM TAX <SC> Reduces the tax on 
general cor~por~at ions to 9. 3 per~cent 
<was 9. 6 pet~cent >, and i ncr~eases the 
minimum tax from $200 to $300 for in-
come year's beginning a ftet' Decembet' 
31, 1986, to $600 for income years 
beginning aftet' December' 31, 1988, 
and to $800 for income years begin-
ning after December 31, 1989. Opera-
tive feet' income year's beg i nni r1g on 
C•t' after~ Januat'Y 1, :!.987. <S.B 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> NOTE: Fot' income years 
ending in 1987, the tax rate is a 
composite rate based on the number 
of mon,ths',of the income year' falling 
in 19S6 and the m.Ullber~ of months 
falling in 1987 {see page ix) (Section 
24251J 
TAX ON BANKS <SC) Ir1ct'eases the mini-
mum tax on banks as specified above. 
Opet'a t i ve for~ income year~s beginning 
on ot~ aftet~ January 1, 1987. <SB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139) Note: This pr~ovisior, 
was inadvertenly chaptered out by 
SB 570., Ch. 87-1442. 
Provides that a franchise tax shall 
be imposed on every bank doing busi-
ness <formerly located) in this state. 
Operative feet' income yeat'S beginning 
on or after January 1, 1988. <SB 570, 
Ch. 87-1442> 
FINANCIAL CORPORATION OFFSET <SC> In-
creases the minimum tax on financial 
cot'pot'ations as specified above. Opet'-
ative for income years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. <BB 572., Ch. 
87-1139) 
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SECTION 
~3333 
<Amend> 
~3-400 
to 
e3405 
<Repeal> 
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to 
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( 1706.2> 
~3400 
<Amend> 
( 17t1t';2) 
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<New> 
( 17063) 
!RC 
SECTION 
55-59 
57(.a) 
53 
SUMMARY 0~ CHANG~ 
DISSOLUTION OR WITHDRAWAL OF BANI< OR 
FINANCIAL CORPORATION BEFORE DETERMIN-
ATION OF THE TAX RATE CTC> Deletes .an 
incorrect tax rate .applicable to gen-
et~.al corpor~.at ions .and i ncorpot~.ates the 
correct tax rate by reference. Opera-
tive for income years beg i nrd ng on or 
.a ftet~ Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 78. Ch. 
87-.t+4t)) 
I.i!l!, 2!1 Pref'erenc;e Income 
TAX ON PREFERENCE INCOME CSC> Repeals the 
provisions relating to the .add-on tax on 
tax pr~efet~ence income i terms. Oper~.at i ve 
for~ income ye.ar~s beg i rmi ng on or .after~ 
January 1, 1988. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
<See Alternative Minimum Tax below.) 
Alternative Minimum Tax 
ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX CSC> Conforms to 
fedet~.a 1 1 aw < 1 RC Sections 55-59>, except 
<1> the regular tax is tax imposed on 
gener~.al cor~por~at ions ur.der the B&CTL r~e­
duced by .all credits allowable under the 
B&CTL; <2> the tax rate is 7 percent; <3> 
the provisions of IRC Section 56Cc><2>, 
t"elating to Mewchant M.ar~ine Capital Con-
struction Funds are not applicable; (4) 
.adJustment fot" Pr~ivate Activity Bonds 
is req1..ti t"ed or•l y fot~ those bonds, the 
interest on which is exempt under C.alif-
Ot"ni.a law Cbut see below>; and <5> other 
specified differences relating to the 
timing of pr~operty placed in service .and 
cer~tain fedet".al Ct"edits. Oper~ative fot" 
income years beginning on or after J.an-
u.at"Y 1, 1988. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
See summ.at"Y f'or PIT Section 17062. Dper~­
.ative f'or~ income ye.ar"s beginning on or~ 
.after January 1, 1988. CSB 2. Ch. 87-5, 
First Extraordinary Session> 
ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX CREDIT CSC> 
See summat"Y fot~ PIT Section 17063 (but 
s1..cbst i tute 1987 for" 198&>. Oper.at i ve 
for~ income ye.ar~s beginning on or~ .after" 
Januar~y 1, 1988. <SEt 572. Ch. 87-1139> 
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SECTION 
23601.4 
<New> 
( 17052. 4) 
ea&oa 
<Amend> 
e3604 
<Repeal> 
( 17052. ;2) 
23605 
<Repeal) 
( 17053> 
23607 
<Repeal> 
ea609 
<Repeal> 
<17081.3) 
easM 
<New> 
( 17052. 12> 
23609.5 
<New> 
( 17057> 
IRC 
SECTION 
41 
;28 
SUMMARY QE CHANGE 
Tax Credits 
SOLAR ENERGY - COMMERCIAL <SC> See sum-
mary for PIT Section 17052.4. Operative 
for~ income year~s beginning on or' after~ 
Januar~y 1, 1987 and before Januar'y 1, 
1989. The r~efer~ences to "al ter~nat i ve 
minimc.tm tax" ar~e oper~ative for~ income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1988 [Section 23051.7<e>J. <SS 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
ALCOHOL FUEL DEVICE <TC> Substitutes 
"alternative minimum tax" for "tax on 
preference income"). Operative for in-
come years beginning on or~ after~ Janu-
ary 1, 1988. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
POLLUTION CONTROL - METAL FINISHERS <SC> 
See sc.uumat'Y for PIT Section 17052.2> 
Oper~at i ve for~ income year"s beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. <SB 572. Ch. 
87-1139) 
RIDESHARING TAX CREDIT <SC> See. summar~y 
for PIT Section 17053. Operative for 
income year~s beginning on or" after~ Jan-
c.tat"Y 1, 1987. <SB 57i2, Ch. 87-1139> 
SOLAR PUMPS - AGRICULTURAL IRRIGATION 
<SC> Inoperative credit repealed as of 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
MOTOR VEHICLE TAX CREDIT <SC> See sc.cm-
mar~y for PIT Sect ion 17061. 3. Operative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januat"y 1, 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES <SC> 
See summat"Y for~ PIT Section 17052.12. 
In addition, corporations are allowed 
a credit of 1i2 percent <20- federal> of 
basic resear~ch payments. Opet"at i ve for~ 
amoc.cnts incurr~ed on or~ after~ Januat"Y 1, 
1988 and paid or incurred before January 
1, 1993. Section is t"epealed effective 
Janc.car"y 1, 1994. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CLINICAL TESTING - ORPHAN DRUGS <SC> 
See summary for PIT Section 17057. 
Oper'at i ve for~ income yeat"s beginning 
on or a ftet~ J anc.tat"Y 1, 1987. The r~ef­
er"ences to "alter"native minimum tax" 
at~e oper"a t i ve for income year~s begin-
ning on or after January 1, 1988 rsec-
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23610.5 
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< 17058> 
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SECTIO".! 
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851 
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23701r 
<Amend> 
501<c> 
I, 17) 
527Cg> 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
tion 23051.7<e>J. Section repealed 
effective Januar~y 1, 1993.. <SEt 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
LOW-INCOME HOUSING CREDIT <SC> See sum-
mary for PIT Section 17058. Operative 
for~ cr~ed its gr~anted for~ income year~s 
beginning on or after" J'anuat"Y 1, 1987 
and befor~e Januar~y 1, 1990. Any unused 
Ct"edit may be car·t~ied over after that 
date. The r·efer"ences to "al ter~nat i ve 
mi nimwn tax" are operative for~ income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1988 £Section 23051.7<e>J. CSB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
SALES AND USE TAX CREDIT ON PURCHASE OF 
QUALIFIED PROPERTY < SC> See sw'imJary for 
PIT Sect ion 17t..)S;i?. 13. Also, rot" income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1988., substitutes "alternative minimum 
tax" for "tax on pt"efet•ence income" l:Sec·-
tion 23051.7Ce>J. Operative for income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987, and r·epealed as of Januar·y 1., 1993. 
CSB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
ExeMpt Organizations 
REGULATED INVESTMENT COMPANIES <SC> Re-
peals specific provisions relating to 
divet"sified and nondiversified management 
companies, and provides that !RC Sections 
851 to 855, inclwsive, [except IRC Section 
852 <b) C 1) J sha 11 apply. Opet"at i ve for 
income year~s beginning on or~ after~ 
January 1, 1987. SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
SUPPLEMENTAL UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
TRUSTS CTC> Conforms to technical changes 
to I RC Sect ion 501 Cc> C 17) by TRA 1986. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1987. CSB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS CSC> Confor~ms to 
change in IRC Section 527Ch) t~elating to 
definition of a candidate for public of-
rice. Operative fot~ income yeat"S begin-
ning on or~ after" Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
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SECTION 
23701& 
<Amend> 
23701u 
<New> 
23701u 
<New> 
a3701v 
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aa7to 
<Repeal) 
23731 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECTION 
501<c> 
{18) 
501<c> 
<25> 
513 (f) 
511 
VOLUNTARY EMPLOYEES• PENSION TRUSTS <SC> 
Conforms to changes in IRC Section 501<c> 
<18>, relating to plans under which em-
ployees may designate certain contribu-
tions as deductible. Operative for in-
come year~s beginning on or• after• Januar~y 
1, 1987. <SS 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
TITLE-HOLDING COMPANIES <SC> Pt•ovides an 
exemption from tax for certain title-
holding companies described in IRC Sec-
tion 501 <c> <25>. Oper•;ative for• income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATION <SC> 
Provides an exemption from tax for a non-
profit public benefit corporation organ-
ized under the Nonprofit Public Benefit 
Law whose specific put•pose is to r·endet• 
fin;ancial assistance to gover•nment. Opet·-
ative for• income ye.:;ws beginning on or• 
;after ~Tanuar·y 1, 1987. <SS 570, Ch. 
87-1442> CAB 430, Ch. ~7-1481> 
MOBILEHOME PARKS - TENANT PURCHASES CSC> 
Exempts from taxation certain tenant or-
ganizations which are for•med for• the pur-
pose of pt.wchasi ng mobi lehome pat•ks and 
convert i ng them into condom in i t.tms or 
stock cc•oper•at i ves. Opet"at i ve for in-
come ye;ars beginning on or after Jan-
uar·y 1, 1987. CSB 98, Ch. 87-399> 
BINGO GAMES CONDUCTED BY EXEMPT ORGANI-
ZATIONS CSC> Pr•ovi sions r•el at i ng to the 
nondisqualif'ication of' tax-exempt status 
of or•ganizations conducting bingo games 
repealed. Oper•ative for income year•s be-
ginning on or• after• Januar·y 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
UNRELATED BUSINESS - IMPOSITION OF TAX 
<SC> Corrects the tax rate that exempt 
organization trusts must pay on their 
unr·elated business income. Oper•ative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januat•y 1, 198?. CSS 78., Ch. 87-440> 
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23734a 
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<Repeal> 
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<Amend> 
23800 
to 
~3810 
<New> 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY Q£ CHANG~ 
512 UNRELATED BUSINESS TAXABLE INCOME <SC> 
Separate provisions relating to the 
taxation of unrelated business income 
of exempt organizations repealed and 
new provision added confor~ming to IRC 
Section 512M Opewative for~ income 
ye,;;u·~s beginning on ot~ .after Jan(.t.ar~y 1, 
513 
513<c> 
513t.d) 
513<e> 
512 
514 
1987M <SB 572, Ch. 87--1139> 
UNRELATED TRADE OR BUSINESS <SC> 
ADVERTISING, ETC., ACTIVITIES <SC> 
CERTAIN ACTIVITIES OF TRADE SHOWS, STATE 
FAIRS, ETC. <SC> 
CERTAIN HOSPITAL SERVICES <SC> 
UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME - LAWYER RE-
FERRAL SERVICE <SC> Separ~ate pt~ovi sions 
relating to the definition of "unrelated 
trade or business" and specific activ-
ities r~epealed and new pr~ovi sion added 
con for~m i ng to I RC Sect ion 513. Oper~a-
t i ve for~ income year~s beginning on or~ 
after~ J.anuat~y 1, 1987. <S.Et 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
UNRELATED DEBT-FINANCED INCOME <SC> 
"ARTICLE 2.' LEASE" <SC> 
"ARTICLE 2 LEASE INDEBTEDNESS" <SC> 
PERSONAL PROPERTY LEASED WITH REAL 
PROPERTY < SC> Sepo::wate pr~ov i si ons r~e­
pealed and new pr~ovisior' added confor·m-
ing to IRC Section 514. Operative for 
income yeat•s begirming on ,~r after~ 
J'anuat~y 1, 1987. <S.Et 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
REINSTATEMENT OF EXEMPTION <SC> Cot~r·ects 
the filing fee for the reinstatement of 
an exemption of an organization whose ex-
emption was r~evoked. Operative for in-
come years beginning on or after January 
1, 1987. <S.Et 78, Ch. 87-440> 
~ Treatment Q! ~ Corporations and Their Shareholders 
136.1 
to 
1379 
TAXATION OF S CORPORATIONS AND THEIR 
SHAREHOLDERS <SC> Ccmforms to fedet•al 
provisions relating to the treatment of 
S Corporations, with specific exceptions 
and modi f i cat i or1s. An B Cot~por~at ion < 1 > 
is subJect to a 2.5 percent tax on its 
39 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-5 
87-9 
acT 
SECTION 
e.~te7t 
<f'~epeal/ 
New) 
e4e7e.e 
<New> 
e.~te7e.s 
<Repeal> 
IRC 
SECTION 
61 
72Cu> 
1272 
SUMMARY OF kt:IA,NGE 
income, or minimum tax, whichever is 
greater, <2> for :1.987, S Corporations 
are subJect to a 0.5 percent "add-on" 
pr~efer~ence tax; for~ 1988 and s<.1bsequent 
years, the AMT tax rate is 2.0 percent~ 
<3> must have a valid federal election; 
C4) cannot be a member of a combined 
r·epcwt <unless c•wner~ship of all membet•s 
is identical>; and <5> must include 
consent forms and an estimated tax pay-
ment <9.3 percent) for the income allo-
cable to nonresident shareholders. A 
shat•eholdet~' s shat•e of the cot•por•at ior'' s 
ct•edits shall include the cr•edit for• 
political contt•i but ior1s allowed under 
PIT Section 17053.14. IRC Section 1372 
is modified so that r~efer~er,ces to p.at•t-
net•sh i p tt·eatment shall include modi f i-
cations under the PITL. Built-in capi-
tal gains are taxed at the rate appli-
cable to general corporations <currently 
9.3 percent>. Other technical modifi-
cations are included in Sections 23801Cb) 
(3) C4>, 23801Cd>, 23803Cb>, 23804~ 23805~ 
23806, 23808, and 23810. Operative for 
income yec:ws beginning c•n or· after~ Janu-
ary 1, 1987. <BB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Gross Income 
BROSS INCOME CSC> Repeals sepat•ate pt·o-
visions and confot•ms to IRC Section 61. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
ot• a ftet• J anuar·y 1, 1 987. C SB 572., Ch. 
87-1139) 
TREATMENT OF ANNUITY CONTRACTS NOT HELD 
BY NATURAL PERSONS <SC> Provides that 
IRC Section 72Cu>, r·elating to the treat-
ment of annuity contracts not held by 
natural persons, shall apply. Operative 
for income year•s beg i nrd ng on ot• aft et• 
Janu.at•y 1, 1987. <S:B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT BONDS CSC> Pt·o-
vi sions t·el.at i ng to the amount included 
in gross income of a holder of an origi-
r,.a 1 issue discount bond t•epea 1 ed. Opet•-
at i ve for• income yeat•s beginning on c•r 
after• J.anu.at•y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
40 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24274 
<Repeal./ 
New> 
24307 
<Repeal./ 
New> 
24330 
<Amend) 
24331 
<Amend) 
< 17053. 8) 
24333 
t.Amend> 
( 1 "1053 .. 11) 
24342 
<Repeal> 
IRC 
SECT 1 ON SUMMARY DE_ !;.HA_NGE_ 
81 INCREASES IN VACATION PAY SUSPENSE 
ACCOUNT <SC> Pt'Ovides that 1 RC Sect ion 
81, relating to increases in vacation 
pay suspense account, shall aoply. 
Opet'at i ve fe•t' income year~s beginning 
on or~ after~ J arH.«ar~y 1, 1 987. < SB 5'72., 
Ch. 87-1139> 
108 INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS 
<SC> Sepat~r:Rte pt~ovisiorls repealed .and 
new provision .added that IRC Section 
108 [except for subsection (b)(2) <B> 
and CE>J shall apply. Operative for 
income ye~rs beginning on or after 
51-52 
J anu,;n~y 1 ~ 1987. ( SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Credits Against ~ 
TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT <TC> Substi-
tutes "alternative minimum tax" for 
"tax on pt'efet'ei""!Ce income". Oper~ative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Jam.1at'Y 1, 1988. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CREDIT FOR WAGES PAID TO DISADVANTAGED 
EMPLOYEES IN AN ENTERPRISE ZONE '.SC> 
See s<.«mmat~y f'ot~ PIT Section 1 7053. S. 
Opet'oative for~ ir,come yeat~s beginning 
on or after January 1, 1987. The ref-
er~er.ces to "altet'native minim<.cm tax" 
are opera t i ve fe•t' income yea t's begin-
ni ng or, Ot' after~ JarH.tat'Y 1, 1988 (Sec-
t ie•n 23051.7 <e> J. <SB 572, Ch.. 87-1139> 
<AB ;.:::009, Ch. 87-·1428> 
CREDIT FOR HIRING UNEMPLOYED RESIDENT 
OF HIGH DENSITY UNEMPLOYMENT AREA <SC> 
See summat'y f'e•t~ PIT Sect ion 17053. 11. 
Opet'at i ve f'ot' income year's beginning 
on or after January 1, 1987. The ref-
erences to "alternative minimum tax" 
.ar~e e•pet'at i ve for~ i r1come year's begin-
ning on or oaf'ter January 1, 1988 [Sec-
tion 23051.7<e>). <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
<AB 2009, CI'J. 87-1428> 
Qeductions 
SMALL BUSINESS STOCK CSC) Pr~ovisions 
relating to the taxation of small busi-
ness stock repealed. <But see Section 
24 9()4) Opet'a t i ve rot~ i Y'!COme yea r~s be-
ginning on or af'ter January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
41 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
.and 
87-13 
87-9 
and 
87-13 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24343 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24343.2 
<New) 
{ .172.'69> 
24343.5 
<Repeal) 
24344 
<Amend) 
24344.5 
<Amend> 
<17224> 
24345 
<Amend> 
{ 17220> 
IRC 
SECTION 
162 
163 <a) 
163(e) 
164 
TRADE OR BUSINESS EXPENSES r.sc> Sep.:wate 
provisions repealed and new provision 
added that the deduction for trade or 
business expenses shall be determined 
in accordance with IRC Section 162, ex-
cept that IRC Section 16iE=:<g>, r·elatir•g 
to treble damage payments under anti-
trust laws under specified circumstances 
shall not apply. Operative for income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
DISALLOWANCE OF EXPENSES - DISCRIMINA-
TORY CLUBS <SC> See surmnat·y fot ... PIT 
t ion 17269. Oper~.at i ve for• income year'S 
beginning on or after January 1, 1990. 
<SEt 570:::, Ch. 87-1139> <AB 239, Ch. 87-· 
1463> NOTE: Regulation Section 24343, 
effective January 1, 1988, provides for 
the disallowance of business expenses 
under similar criteria. 
RIDESHARING TAX DEDUCTION <SC) Ded<.1ct ic<n 
repealed as of January 1, 1987. Ooera-
t i ve fot· income year·s beg i nni r1g on c•t' 
after· Jam.tat·y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-
1139> 
INTEREST <SC> Amends subdivision <a> to 
provide that the deduction for interest 
exper.ses is deter·mined in accor·dance 
with IRC Section 163. Operative for in-
come yeat•s beginning on or ... aftet• Januar·y 
1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT BONDS <SC> See 
summar ... y for ... PIT Sect ior. 17224. Opet·a-
t i ve for• income year·s beginning on ot• 
after Januar ... y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
TAXES <SC> See summat·y fot• PIT Sect ion 
17220. Als•:< confoJ· ... ms tc• federal law 
relating to the allowance of sales and 
use tax incurred in a trade or business 
or for the production of income, and 
the capitalization of such taxes <except 
wher ... e claimed as a taH ct•edit under· the 
provisions of Section 23612> in connec-
tion with the acquisition or disposi-
t ion of proper ... t y. Opera t i ve for• i ncome 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
87-9 
87-9 
and 
87-12 
87·-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
24349 
<Amend) 
24357 
<Amend) 
~4357.8 
<Amend) 
24373.5 
<Repesl > 
24379 
<New> 
< 17088> 
24382 
<Repesl/ 
New> 
{ 1 7;,:::25) 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
168 <h) DEPRECIATION <SC> Pt~ovides thst the de-
duction for property lessed to govern-
ments snd other~ tsx-exempt entities 
shsll be limited to the amount deter-
mined l..mder IRC Section 168(h). Opet~a­
tive for income years beginning on or 
17(Hk) 
170Ce) 
(4) 
189 
83 
216 
s fter~ Sanl..<r.:~t~y 1, 1987.. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND GIFTS <SC> 
Conforms to federr.:~l lr.:~w denying chari-
table deduction for traveling expenses 
where there is a significant element of 
personal pleasure, recreation, or vaca-
tion in that travel. Operative for in-
come yeat~s begi rm.i r,g on or~ after~ Janu-
at~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
EQUIPMENT TO SCHOOLS <SC> Extends the 
date for making contributions of qual.i-
f ied pt~operty to Decembet~ 31, 1990 <was 
December~ 31, 1987). Oper~at i ve for~ .irs··· 
come years beginning on or after Janu-
ar~y 1, 1987. <AB 4::.10, Ch. 87-1481> 
AMORTIZATION OF REAL PROPERTY CONSTRUC-
TION PERIOD INTEREST AND TAXES <SC> 
Provisions repealed in conformity with 
the repeal of IRC Section 189 by the 
TRA 1986. Oper~at i ve for~ income year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
PROPERTY TRANSFERRED IN CONNECTION WITH 
PERFORMANCE OF SERVICES t.SC> Reinstates 
provisions in former Section 24343Ch>, 
relating to the deduction of the value 
of property transferred in exchange for 
services provided only .in the same year 
in which the amount is included in the 
transferee's gross income. Operative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januat~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
TENANT-STOCKHOLDERS OF COOPERATIVE HOUS-
ING CORPORATIONS <SC> See summat~y for~ 
PIT Section 17225. Operative for in-
come yer.:~rs beginning on or after Jan-
uat~y 1, 1987. <SB 57f:. Ch .. 87-1139> 
43 
87-9 
87-9 
87 .. -16 
87--9 
87-9 
BCT 
se:c·riON 
24405 
<Amend> 
24413 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24413.2 
<New> 
24413.3 
<New> 
24416 
<Amend) 
24417 
<Repeal> 
< 172.76 
and 
17276. 5> 
IRC 
SECTION 
856 
to 
858 
858 
859 
172 
Special Deductions 
COOPERATIVE OR MUTUAL ASSOCIATIONS NOT 
PRINCIPALLY ENGAGED IN SELLING TANGIBLE 
PERSONAL PROPERTY {SC> Allo!o'~s cr~ed.i t 
unions a deduction for income from "sur-
plus member~ savings capital" .i rsvest:mersts. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or after January 1, 1988. CAB 1581, Ch. 
87-1455) 
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUSTS <SC> Cc<l''l-
for~ms to IRC Sections 855 to 858, incl{.l--
sive, with respect to the treatment of 
Real Estate Investment Trusts CREITs>, 
except that IRC Section 857<b> <1>, r~e-­
lating to the imposition of tax, is not 
applicable. Operative for income years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
DIVIDENDS PAID BY REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
TRUST AFTER CLOSE OF THE INCOME YEAR t,SC> 
Provides that dividends paid by a real 
estate investment trust after the close 
of the income year~ sha 11 be accounted 
for in accordance with IRC Section 858. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or~ after~ ~Tanuar~y :1., 1987. < SB 572. Ch. 
87-1139> 
ADOPTION OF ANNUAL ACCOUNTING PERIOD <SC> 
Provides that the annual accounting per-
iod of a r~eal estat;e investment; tt~{.!St 
shall be adopted in accor~dance with IRC 
Section 859. Operative for income years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<BB 57~, Ch. 87-1139> 
NET OPERATING LOSSES <SC> 
NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYOVER - QUALIFIED 
fo1·~ PIT TAXPAYERS <SC> See summat~ies 
Sections 17276 and 17276.5. 
for~ income year~s beginning 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 57i.:::, 
Oper•at i ve 
on or~ aft et• 
Ch. 87-1139> 
44 
87-15 
87-9 
87-9 
87··-9 
87-9 
acT 
SECTION 
e44ee.a 
<New> 
IRC 
S£CT10N 
263A 
2'442'2'. 5 278 
<Repeal> 
< 17261> 
2'4423 263 { i ) 
<Amer,d> 
24424 
<Amend) 
264<a> 
(4) 
24437 277 
<Repeal/ 
New) 
2'4439 
<Amend> 
249 
Items Not Deductible 
CAPITALI2ATION AND INCLUSION IN INVEN-
TORY COSTS OF CERTAIN EXPENSES <SC> 
Provides that the capitalization and 
inclusion in inventory costs of cer-
tain expenses shall be determined in 
accc•t~d a nee with I RC Sect ion 26.3A. 
Oper•ative fot• income year•s beginning 
on or• after· ~Tar,(.l,;.:wy 1, 1987. <SB 57~::, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES INCURRED IN PLANT-
ING AND DEVELOPING FRUIT AND NUT GROVES 
eSC> Bee summary for PIT Section 1726.1. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
ot• aftet• Sanut:~t•y 1, 198"1. <SB 57~?:, Ch. 
87-1139> 
INTANGIBLE DRILLING AND DEVELOPMENT 
COSTS IN THE CASE OF OIL AND GAS WELLS 
<SC> Pt•ovides tht:~t IRC Section 263<1>, 
relating to special rules for intangi-
ble dt•i 11 i ng and development cc•sts .in-
curred outside the United States, shall 
apply to costs paid or incurred after 
December• 31 , 1 986.. Opera t i ve fot• i n-
come yeat•s beginning on or• after~ Jar,u-
ar~y 1, 1987. <BB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CERTAIN AMOUNTS PAID IN CONNECTION WITH 
INSURANCE CONTRACTS <SC> Confot~ms tc• 
IRC Section 264<a> <4>, r~elating to the 
nondeductibility of interest with re-
spect to insurance policy contracts 
pur•chased aftet• June 20, 1986. Opet•a-
tive fot• income year~s begir,n.ing on or 
aftet~ Jan(.lat~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
DEDUCTIONS INCURRED BY CERTAIN MEMBER-
SHIP ORGANIZATIONS IN TRANSACTIONS WITH 
MEMBERS <SC> Provides that deductior,s 
incurred by certain membership organ-
izations in transactions with member•s 
shall be 1 imited in accot•dance with 
I RC Sect ion 277. Opet•at i ve for~ :t ncome 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
LIMITATION ON DEDUCTION OF BOND PREMIUM 
ON REPURCHASE <TC> Cor·r·ects r•efet•ence to 
IRC Sections 1273<b> and 1274 twas IRC 
Sect iccn 1232 <b) J. Opet•at i ve fot~ income 
year•s beginning on ot• after· Januar·y 1, 
1987. <S.B 572., Ch. 87-1139> 
45 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
.BCT 
SECTION 
2'4443 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24444 
24445 
24445.5 
24446 
<Repeal> 
( 17270) 
24449 
<New) 
24457 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
2'4481 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24482 
2'4483 
24483.5 
<Repeal) 
24484 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24485 
24486 
24487 
24489 
24490 
24491 
2'4491.1 
24492 
24493 
<Repeal> 
24495 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
IRC 
SECTION 
274<h> 
291 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN ENTERTAINMENTy 
ETC. y EXPENSES <SC> Pr~ovides that the 
provisions of IRC Section 274, relat-
irsg to the disallowance c•f cer~tain en-
tertainment, gift, travel, etc., ex-
penses, shall apply. Operative for~ 
income years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 57;.;:, Ch. 87-1139> 
SPECIAL RULES RELATING TO CORPORATE 
PREFERENCE ITEMS <SC> Pr~ovides that 
IRC Section 291, relating to special 
r<..tles r~elating to corporate pr'efer~ence 
items, shall apply. Operative for 
income years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <BB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Corporate Distributions and AdJustments 
304 
311 
312 
316 
REDEMPTION THROUGH USE OF RELATED COR-
PORATIONS <BC> Provides that IRC Sec-
tion 304, r~elating to r~edempt.ion thr•u 
the use of r~elated cor~por•ations, shall 
apply. Oper~ative for· income year•s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
TAXABILITY OF CORPORATION ON DISTRIBU-
TION <SC> Pr~ovides that the taxabi 1 i ty 
of a corporation on distribution shall 
be deter·mi ned in accor•dance with I RC 
Section 311. Operative for income year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND PROFITS <SC> 
Provides that the effect of corporate 
distributions on earnings and profits 
shall be determined in accordance with 
I RC Sect ion 312. Oper~at i ve for• income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1 :!.39) 
DIVIDEND DEFINED <SC> Pt•ovides that IRC 
Section 316, relating to the definition 
of dividends, shall apply. Operative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januat•y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
46 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
.BCT 
SECTION 
2'4496 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24497 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
IRC 
?..£G.!J OJ\! §JJf>'!MARY OF CHANGE: 
317 OTHER DEFINITIONS <SCi Pt~ccvides that I RC 
Section 317, relating tee other defini-
tions, shall .apply. Operative for income 
years beginning on or .after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
318 CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERSHIP OF STOCK <SCi 
Provides that IRC Section 318, relating 
to cccnst r~<.tct i ve ccwner~sh i p of stock, 
sha 11 apply. Opet~at i ve feet~ i ncccme yeat~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Corporate Liquidations 
2'4502' 332 COMPLETE LIQUIDATIONS OF SUBSIDIARIES 
<SC> Provides that IRC Section 332, 
relating to complete liquidations of 
subsidiaries, shall apply. Operative 
fot~ income years beginning on ot~ .aftet~ 
January 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
2'4503 
<Repeal i 
333 
24504 334 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
2'4511 335 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24512 337 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
ELECTION AS TO RECOGNITION OF SAIN IN 
CERTAIN LIQUIDATIONS <SCi Pt~ccvisions 
t~epea 1 ed :i. n con fcc1·~m i t y with t~epea l of 
I RC Sect ion 333 by TRA 1986. Oper~a­
t i ve "for income yeat~s beginning c•n cct~ 
after January 1, 1987. CSB 572. Ch. 
87-1139> 
BASIS OF PROPERTY RECEIVED IN LIQUIDA-
TIONS <SCi Provides that IRC Section 
334, relating to the basis or property 
received in liquidations, shall apply. 
Oper~a t i ve for~ income year~s beg i rm i ng 
on or after January 1, 1987. <BB 572, 
Ch. £r7-1139> 
GAIN OR LOSS RECOGNIZED ON PROPERTY 
DISTRIBUTED IN COMPLETE LIQUIDATION 
<SC> Pt~ovides that IRC Section 336, 
relating to gain or loss recognized 
on pt~oper~ty distributed ir1 complete 
liquidation, shall apply. Operative 
for income years beginning on or 
after~ Jarsuat~y 1, 1987. CSB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
NONRECOGNITION FOR PROPERTY DISTRIB-
UTED TO PARENT IN COMPLETE LIQUIDA-
TION OF SUBSIDIARY <SCi Pt~ovides that 
IRC Section 337, relating to nonrec-
ognition for property distributed tee 
parent in complete liquidation of 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24513 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24514 
24515 
e4516 
24517 
24518 
<Repeal) 
IRC 
SECTION 
337<c> 
337{d) 
337{e) 
337 {'f) 
337(g) 
24519 338 
t.Repeall 
New> 
2'452'0 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
346 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
subsidiary, shall apply. Operative 
for~ income year~s beg .i rmi ng on or~ 
after .Jam.tar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572., Ch. 
87-1139) 
APPLICATION OF SECTION 633, P.L. 99-514 
Provides that, for purposes of Sections 
24511 and 24512, the provisions of Sec-
tion 633 [except 633Ce>J, relating to 
other transition rulesl of Public Law 
99-514, shall apply. Operative for in-
come years beginning on or after Janu-
ar~y 1, 1987. CSB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
87-9 
LIMITATIONS CSC) 87-9 
SPECIAL RULE FOR MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS <SC> 
INVOLUNTARY CONVERSION LIQUIDATION <SC> 
SPECIAL RULE FOR LIFO INVENTORIES CSC> 
NONRECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS UPON 
LIQUIDATION <SC) Pr~ovisior,s r~epealed. 
See Section 24511 and Section 24512. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or· after~ Jan<.t.:wy 1, 1987. CSB 572~ Ch. 
87-1139 
CERTAIN STOCK PURCHASES TREATED AS ASSET 
ACQUISITIONS <SC> Pr•ovides that I RC Sec-
tion 338, relating to certain stock pur-
chases treated as asset acq<.lisitions, 
shall apply. Oper~ative for• income year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
CS8 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
DEFINITION AND SPECIAL RULE CSC> Pr·o-
vides that lRC Section 346, relating 
to definition and special rule, shall 
apply. Oper~ative for• ir,come year~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
87-'3 
87-9 
Corporate Organizations and Reorganizations 
e4S51 361 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
NONRECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS TO TRANS-
FEROR CORPORATION; OTHER TREATMENT OF 
TRANSFEROR CORPORATION; ETC. <SC> Pr~o­
vides that IRC Section 361, relating 
to nonrecognition of gain or loss as a 
transferor corporation and other rela-
ted matters, shall apply. Operative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januar•y 1, 1987. <BB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
48 
87-9 
acT 
se:c-riON 
24561 
<Repeal/ 
New) 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
367 FOREIGN CORPORATIONS <SC> Pr~ovides that 
IRC Section 367, r·elating to for~e:i.gn 
corporations, shall apply to Section 
24502, 24521, 24531, 24535, 24537, 
24538, 24539, or~ 24551. Opet•.at i ve rot• 
income years beginning on or .after J.an-
u.ar·y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
Miscellaneous Corporate Provisions 
24585 386 TRANSFERS OF PARTNERSHIP AND TRUST IN-
TERESTS BY CORPORATIONS <SC> Pr·ovides 
that IRC Section 386, relating to trans-
fers of partnership and trust interests 
by corporations, shall apply. Operative 
for income years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
<Repeal/ 
New) 
24593 
<Amend> 
381 
382 
383 
Carryovers 
CARRYOVERS IN CERTAIN CORPORATE ACQUI-
SITIONS <SC> Pt•ovides that IRC Section 
381, relating to carryovers in certain 
corporate acquisitions, shall apply to 
the acquisition of assets by another 
corporation to the extent the corporate 
attributes enumerated are applicable 
under~ the B&CTL. Oper•at i ve for• i r1come 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
LIMITATION ON NET OPERATING LOSS CARRY-
FORWARDS AND CERTAIN BUILT-IN LOSSES 
FOLLOWING OWNERSHIP CHANGE <SC> Pr·ovides 
that IRC Section 382, relating to spec-
ial limitation on net operating loss 
carryforw.ards and certain built-in losses 
following ownership change, shall apply. 
Oper•.at i ve fot• income ye.ar•s beg i nrd ng on 
ot• .after Jan<..tar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
SPECIAL LIMITATIONS ON EXCESS CREniTS 
<SC> Pt•ovides that I RC Sect ion 383, t•e-
l.ating to special limitations on cer-
tain excess credits, etc., shall apply 
to ct•ed.t ts allowable <..mdet• the B&CTL. 
Opet•.at i ve fot• income year•s beginning 
on or• after· Janu.ar·y 1, 1987. <SEt 572, 
Ch .. 87-1139> 
49 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECT!ON 
IRC 
SECTION 
24601 404 
to to 
24615 419A 
<Repeal) 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE: 
Pension Plans 
PENSION PLANS <SC> Pr~ovisions t~epe.aled. 
See Pension, Pr~ofit-Sh.aring, Stock Bonus 
Plans, below. Oper~.ative for~ ir-,cc•me ye.ar~s 
beginning on or .after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Pension, Profit-Sharing, Stock Bonus Plans 
24601 
<New> 
24602 
<New> 
24603 
<New> 
404 
404A 
406 
407 
419 
419A 
404 (.a) 
< 3 > < B> 
404(k) 
PENSION, PROFIT-SHARING, STOCK BONUS 
PLANS <SC> Provides that IRC Sections 
404, 404A, 4(>6, 407, 419, .ar1d 419A 
shall apply, except .as otherwise pro-
vided. Oper~.ative for~ income ye.ar~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
COMBINED REPORTS <SC> Pt~ovides that 
the r~efer~ence tc• "a consol.tdated r~e­
tl..u·~n" in I RC Sect ion 404 <.a> C3> <B> 
shall be modified to r~efer~ to a com-
Operative for~ income 
years beginning on or .after January 
1, 1987.. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
DIVIDENDS PAID DEDUCTION <SC> Pr~o­
vides that IRC Section 404<k>, rela-
ting to dividends paid deduction, 
shall not .apply. Operative for in-
come ye.ar~s beginning on or~ after~ 
.Janu.ar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Accounting Periods and Methods or Accounting 
2'4633 .. 5 442 
<New> .ar1d 
<17551. 5) 443 
24651 
<Amend> 
446 
2'4652' 447 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
REQUIRED CHANGE OF ACCOUNTING PERIOD 
<SC> See summar~y for~ PII Sect ion 
17551. 5.. Oper~.at i ve for~ income ye.::~r~s 
beginning on or .after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
GENERAL RULE FOR METHODS OF ACCOUNTING 
<SC> Makes minor technical cor~r~ect ion 
.ar1d .adds r~efer~ence to Sect ion 24654 .. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or .after January 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
METHOD OF ACCOUNTING FOR CORPORATIONS 
ENGAGED IN FARMINB <SC> Pr~ovides 
that the method of .accour1t: i ng for~ cor~­
por~.atiorss ersg.aged in far~mirsg shall be 
50 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
24653 
<Repeal> 
SUMMABY QE CHANGE 
deter~mi ned in accor~dance with I RC Sec-
tion 447. Oper~ative for~ income yer.;ws 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, 87-1139> 
FARMS ON ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING esc> Pro-
visions t•epealed. See Sect ion 24652. 
Operative fot• income year~s beginning 
on or• after• Jam.!at•y 1, 1987. <S.B 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
24654 448 LIMITATION ON USE OF CASH METHOD OF 
ACCOUNTING <SC> Provides that the 
use of the cash method of accounting 
shall be limited in accordance with 
<New> 
I RC Sect ior• 448. Oper•at i ve for in-
come years beginning on or after Jan-
uar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
24661 451 GENERAL RULE FOR INCOME YEAR OF IN-
CLUSION <SC> Provides that IRC Sec-
tion 451, relating to the general 
r~ule for• year• of i ncl us ion shall 
apply. Operative for i nconJe years 
beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. CSB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
2'466.2 
<Repeal> 
24667 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
451 Cd> <e> INCOME YEAR FOR INCLUSION OF CROP IN-
SURANCE PROCEEDS CSC> Pt•ovisions re-
pealed. See Sect ion 24661. Opet•at i ve 
ror income years beginning on or after 
Januat•y 1, 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
453 
to 
453C 
INSTALLMENT METHOD <SC> Provides that 
installment sales shall be tr·eated in 
accot•dance with IRC Sections 453, 453A, 
453B, and 453C, with the following mod-
ifications: <1> in the case of any tax-
payer who made sales under• a t•evol vi ng 
ct"'edit plan and was on the installment 
method under~ For•met• Section 24667 or• 
i24GG8 fot• the taxpayet•' s last income 
yeat• beginrdng after· 1986, the pr•ovi-
sions of this section shall be treated 
as an appt•oved change in method of ac-
counting; and <2> the period for taking 
into account adJustments under Article 
6 !,commencing with Section 24721> by 
r•eason of that change shall not exceed 
four years. Oper~at i ve fot• income years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1988. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
51 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24668 
24669 
24673.5 
<Repeal> 
24673.2 
<New> 
24681 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24682 
<New> 
24683 
24684 
24686 
24&86.2 
24&86.4 
<Repeal> 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
453A INSTALLMENT METHOD FOR DEALERS IN PER-
SONAL PROPERTY <SC> 
453B DISPOSITION OF INSTALLMENT OBLIGATIONS 
<SC> 
453A C b) CARRYING CHARGES NOT INCLUDED IN TOTAL 
CONTRACT PRICE <SC> Pt"ovisions t"epealed. 
See Section 24667. Opet"ative for income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
460 
461 
464 
461(d) 
461 (f) 
461<g> 
461(h) 
461(i) 
1988. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
SPECIAL RULES FOR LONG-TERM CONTRACTS 
CSC> Provides that long-term contracts 
entered into after February 28, 1986 
shall be accounted fot" in accor"dance 
with IRC Section 460. In the case of 
a contract entered into after February 
28, 1986, during an income year begin-
ning befor"e Januat"Y 1., 1987, an adJust-
ment to income shall be made 1..cpon com-
pletion of the contract, if necessary, 
to insure that all profits from the 
contract have been included in gt"oss 
income. Opet"at i ve for income yeat"s be-
ginning on ot" after" January 1, 1987. 
<S9 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
GENERAL RULE FOR YEAR OF DEDUCTION <SC> 
Pt"ovides that IRC Section 461, relating 
to the genet"al t"ule fot" year" of deduc-
tion, shall apply. Operative for income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <S& 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
LIMITATIONS ON DEDUCTIONS FOR CERTAIN 
FARMING EXPENSES <SC> Provides that the 
limitations on deductions for certain 
fat"ming expenses shall be detet"mined in 
accot"dance with IRC Section 464. Opet"-
ative for income years beginning on or 
a ftet" Januat"Y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139> 
LIMITATION ON ACCELERATION OF ACCRUAL 
OF TAXES <SC> 
CONTESTED LIABILITIES, TIMING OF DEDUC-
TION FOR <SC> 
PREPAID INTEREST <SC> 
CERTAIN LIABILITIES NOT INCURRED BEFORE 
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE <SC> 
SPECIAL RULES FOR TAX SHELTERS <SC> 
Pt"OV is ions t"epea 1 ed. See Section 2.'4681. 
Opet"at i ve for income yeat"S beginning on 
ot" after Jantcat"Y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
52 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
246&5 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECTlON SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
463 ACCRUAL OF VACATION PAY <SC> Con~orms to 
amendment to IRC Section 463, relating 
to the provision that acr.r<.tal o~ vaca-
tion pay can be made only ~or~ amounts 
paid dw·~i ng the income yeat~ ot~ within 
8-1/2 months thereafter~. Oper·at i ve for• 
income years beginning on or a~tet• Jan-
uar·y 1, 1987. <SB 572., Ch. 87-1139> 
24687 466 QUALIFIED DISCOUNT COUPONS REDEEMED 
AFTER CLOSE OF YEAR <SC> Provisions 
r•epealed. ConForms to repeal of IRC 
Section 466 by TRA 1986. Operative 
for~ income years beginning on or after 
Januat"'Y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
<Repeal> 
e4&aa 467 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
e4689 468 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
e4690 468A 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
CERTAIN PAYMENTS FOR THE US£ OF PROP-
ERTY OR SERVICES <SC> Provides that 
cer~tai n payments for the use of prop-
erty or ser·vir.es shall be accounted 
for in accordance with IRC Section 
467. Oper•ative ~or· income year~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987, 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
SPECIAL RULES FOR MINING AND SOLID 
WASTE RECLAMATION AND CLOSING COSTS 
<SC> Pr~ovides that I RC Sect ion 468, 
relating to special rules for mining 
and solid waste reclamation and 
closing costs, shall apply. Opera-
tive for i nconte years beginning on 
or after .. January 1, 1987. <SB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
SPECIAL RULES FOR NUCLEAR DECOMMIS-
SIONING COSTS <SC> Provides that IRC 
Section 468A, relating to special 
r<.tles For~ nuclear decommissioning 
costs, shall apply, except <1> the 
deduction allowed for~ the 1987 in-
come year~ may include contr .. ibutions 
to a f1..md up to the balance it would 
have contained if allowable contr~i­
butions had been made For the 1985 
and 1986 income year~s, and <2> the 
provisions of IRC Section 468A<e><2> 
ar·e modified to pr•ovide that the tax 
imposed <.tpon the gt"'oss income of the 
Nuclear Decommissioning Reser·ve Fund 
for any taxable year shall be imposed 
at the rate in effect under Section 
i235()1 <c<.trrently 9.3">. Operative for 
income year~s beginning on or after·-
Janl..!ary 1, 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
53 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
acT 
SECTION 
24692 
<New> 
24701 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24708 
<New> 
24725 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
24726 
<New> 
24831 
to 
24840 
<Repeal> 
<17681 
to 
17720) 
24831 
to 
24834 
<New> 
< 176EH 
to 
1?684) 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
469 PASSIVE ACTIVITY LOSSES AND CREDITS 
LIMITED <SC> Pr~ovides that the tt~eat­
ment of' passive activity losses and 
cr~edits shall be deter~mined in accor~d­
ance with IRC Section 469. Operative 
for income year~s beg i rmi ng on or~ after~ 
January 1, 1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
471 
474 
482 
483 
611 
to 
636 
611 
to 
636 
GENERAL RULE FOR INVENTORIES < SC> Pro-
vides that I RC Sect ion 471, t~el at i ng 
to the general rule for inventories, 
shall apply. Operative for~ income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
SIMPLIFIED DOLLAR-VALUE LIFO METHOD FOR 
CERTAIN SMALL BUSINESSES <SC> Pr~ovides 
that cer~tai r• small businesses may elect 
to use the simplified dollar-value LIFO 
method in accor~dance with IRC Section 
474. Oper~at i ve for~ income years begin-
ning on or~ after Janumwy 1, 1987. 
<SEt 572, Ch. 897-1139> 
ALLOCATION OF INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS 
AMONG TAXPAYERS <SC> Provides that IRC 
Section 482, relating to allocation of 
income and deduct ions among taxpayer~s, 
shall apply. Operative for~ ir•come year~s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, 87-1139> 
INTEREST ON CERTAIN DEFERRED PAYMENTS 
Provides that the tax treatment of in-
terest on certain deferred payments 
shall be deter~mined in accor~dance with 
I RC Section 483. Oper~at i ve for income 
year~s beginning on or~ after~ Januar~y 1, 
1987. <SEt 572, 87-1139> 
Natura~ Reagurces 
NATURAL RESOURCES <SC> See summary for 
PIT Sections 17681 to 17720, and new 
pt~ovisions below. Oper~ative for income 
year~s begi nrd ng on or~ after Jan<.car~y 1, 
1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
NATURAL RESOURCES <SC> See summary for 
PIT Sections 17681 to 17684. Operative 
for income year~s beginning on or after~ 
January 1, 1987. <SEt 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
54 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24870 
and 
24871 
<New> 
( 17940) 
24872 
<New> 
2490"c.t 
<New> 
24902.2 
<New> 
24903 
<Repeal> 
24903 
<New> 
IRC 
SECTION SUMMARY 0~ CHANG~ 
Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits 
860A 
to 
860G 
1256 
1257 
1232B 
1221 
to 
1257 
TAXATION OF REAL ESTATE MORTGAGE INVEST-
MENT CONDUITS <SC> Pr~ovides that the 
taxation of a Real Estate Mot~tgage In-
vestment Conduit <REMIC> and the holdet~s 
of regular or residual interests therein 
shall be determined in accot~dance with 
the IRC, except that IRC Section 860F<a>, 
relating to the lOOK tax on prohibited 
tr~ansactions, shall not apply. Dper~ative 
for income years beginning on or after 
Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 574, Ch. 87-339> 
REMIC SUBJECT TO MINIMUM TAX <SC> Pro-
vides that a Real Estate Mortgage In-
vestment Conduit <REMIC> .is Sl..tbJect to 
the minimum t:ax applicable to gener~al 
cot~porat ions < cut~r·ent 1 y 9. 3"). Opera-
t .i ve for• income yeat•s beginning or• or~ 
aftet~ Januat•y 1, 1987. <SB 572., Ch. 
87-1139> 
Gain ~ Loss Disposition of Property 
CONTRACTS MARKED TO MARKET <SC> Pt•ovides 
that IRC Section 1256, relating to con-
tracts marked to market, shall apply. 
Opet•at i ve for· income years beg i nn:i ng on 
ot• after Januat~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
DISPOSITION OF CONVERTED WETLANDS OR 
HIGHLY ERODIBLE CROPLANDS <SC> Prov-
vides that IRC Section 1257, relating 
to dispositions of converted wetlands 
or highly erodible croplands, shall 
a pp 1 y. Opera t i ve for income ye.:u~s be-
ginning on or· after~ Januar•y 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, 87-1139> 
TAX TREATMENT OF STRIPPED BONDS <SC> 
Pt~ovisior•s repealed. Conforms to t~e­
pea1 of IRC Section 1232B <TRA 1986>. 
Operative for income yeat'S beginning 
on or• after~ Januar~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
RULES FOR DETERMINING CAPITAL BAINS 
AND LOSSES <SC> Pr~ovides that the 
character of the gain or loss <cap-
t a 1 or• ordinary>, t•esl..t 1 t i ng frc•m the 
sale or~ exchange of pt•oper·ty, shall 
be determined in accot~dance with 
55 
87--9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
24904 
<New> 
< HH61 > 
24916 
<Amend> 
( 18036> 
24917 
<Amend> 
IRC 
SECTION 
1016 
1016(b) 
24918 1017 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
~4953 1039 
<New> 
( 18035> 
Parts I I I and IV of' St..1bchapter P of' 
the IRC, except as otherwise provi-
ded. Opet~at i ve for~ income year~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
GAINS ON DISPOSITION OF SMALL BUSINESS 
STOCK <SC> See summary for PIT Section 
18161. Oper~at i ve for~ income year~s be-
ginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<S& 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
ADJUSTMENTS TO BASIS <SC> Pr~ovides that 
no adJustment to basis shall be made 
for <1> sales or use tax incurred in 
connection with acquisition of pr~oper~ty 
for which a tax credit is claimed undet~ 
Sect ion 23612, and <2> taxes, car~r~yi ng 
char~ges or othet~ expenditures for which 
deduct ions have been taken in deter~mi ni ng 
net income for~ the ct..trrent ot• any priot• 
income year. Deletes r•eferer,ce to ex-
penditut·es treated as deferr•ed expenses 
under• Section 24368. 1., r~elating to tr~ade­
name and trademark expenditures, and makes 
other"' technical changes. Oper·at i ve for~ 
income years beginning on or after Jan-
uary 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
SUBSTITUTED BASIS <SC> Deletes last sen-
tence relating to the meaning of the 
term "substituted basis". Conforms to 
similar• deletion in IRC Section 101E>fb) 
made by TRA 1986. Operative for income 
year~s beginning on or~ aftet• January 1, 
1987. <Sa 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
DISCHARGE OF INDEBTEDNESS <SC> Provides 
that IRC Section 1017, relating to dis-
ch.:n•ge of indebtedness, shall apply, ex-
cept that t•ef'erences to af'f'i 1 iated groups 
which file a consolidated retut•n undet"' 
IRC Section 1501, shall be treated as 
meaning members of the same unitary group 
which f'i le a combined t"'eport t..cnder the 
B&CTL. Opet•ative for• income years begin-
ning on or af'tet"' January 1, 1987. <Sa 
572, Ch. 87-1139> 
CERTAIN SALES OF LOW-INCOME HOUSING 
PROJECTS <SC> See summary for• PIT Sec-
tion 18035. Operative for income yeat•s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
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87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24953.5 
<New> 
( 18035. 5) 
24966.1 
<New> 
24966.2 
<New> 
24967 
<Ne.,.t) 
IRC 
SECTION 
.1059A 
1060 
.1059A 
24981 1081 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
2'-4988 1082 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
CERTAIN SALES OF QUALIFIED HOUSING 
PROJECTS <SC) See surslmat~y rot~ PIT Sec-
tion 1 8(.135. 5. Operative for income y•eat~s 
beginning on or carter January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
LIMITATION ON TAXPAVER•S BASIS OR IN-
VENTORY COST IN PROPERTY IMPORTED FROM 
RELATED PERSONS <SC> Provides that IRC 
Section 1059A, relating to limitation 
on taxpayer's basis or inventory cost in 
pr~opet~ty impot~ted rt~om t~elated persons, 
shall .apply. Opet~ative f'ot~ income years 
beginning on or .after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
SPECIAL ALLOCATION RULES FOR CERTAIN 
ASSET ACQUISITIONS <SC> Pt~ovides that 
IRC Section 1060, relating to special 
allocation rules for certain .asset 
.acc:p .. lisitions, shall .apply. Operative 
fot• i ncc•me ye.ar·s beginning on or~ after· 
January L 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139) 
VALUE OF PROPERTY IMPORTED FROM ANOTHER 
COUNTRY <SC> Pt•ovides that the value of' 
property imported from .another country 
sh.a 11 be detet•mi ned in accor~dance with 
I RC Sect ion 1059A. Oper~.at i ve f'ot~ income 
ye.at•s beginning on or aftet• • ..Tanu.at•y 1, 
1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
NONRECOGNITION OF GAIN OR LOSS ON EX-
CHANGES OR DISTRIBUTIONS IN OBEDIENCE 
TO S. E. C. <SC> Pt•ovides that norH·~ecog­
nition of' gain or loss on exchanges or 
distributions made pursuant to .an order 
of the federal Securities and Exchange 
Commission shall be detet•mined in .accol"•d-
a nee with I RC Section 1 (l81. Opet•.a t i ve 
rot· i rscome yeat•s beginning on or a ftet" 
J'at1u.at•y 1, 1987. <S.B 57;.:::, Ch. 87-1139> 
BASIS FOR DETERMINING GAIN OR LOSS <SC> 
Provides that the basis for determining 
gain or loss on transactions coming within 
the provisions of Section 24981 shall be 
determined in accordance with IRC Section 
1082. Dperat i ve f'ot• income ye.at•s begin-
n:ing on Ot" aftet• .Jan<.cat•y 1, 1987. <SB 
572, Ch. 87-1139> 
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87-9 
BCT 
SECTION 
24989 
<Repeal/ 
New) 
24990 
<New) 
24991 
<New) 
{ 18177> 
24992 
<New) 
( 18803 • .::> 
24993 
<New> 
24994 
<New) 
( 113178> 
IRC 
SECT!O~ SUMMARY OF CH£l~~E 
1056 BASIS LIMITATION FOR PLAYER CONTRACTS 
TRANSFERRED IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE 
OF A FRANCHISE <SC> Provides that the 
basis oF player contracts transferred in 
connection with the sale of a franchise 
shall be deter~mined in accor·dar1ce with 
1 RC Sect i or• 1 056.. Opet•a t i ve fot• income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 
1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
Special Rules for Bonds and Other Debt Instruments 
1271 
to 
12713 
1275 
1275 
7872 
SPECIAL RULES FOR BONDS AND OTHER DEBT 
INSTRUMENTS <SC) Pt•ovides that the tax 
treatment of bonds and other debt instru-
ments sh.a 11 be detet•m:i ned i r1 .accot•dance 
with Part V of Chapter 1 of Subtitle A 
of the IRC, except as otherwise provided. 
Operative for income years beginning on 
or~ after• Janu.:n~y 1, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
137-1139) 
TAX EXEMPT OBLIGATIONS - DEFINITION <SC> 
See SI..U'llfllat~y fot• PIT Section 18177. Oper~-
at.i.ve for~ .income year~s beginning on or• 
aftet• . Janl..<at•y 1' 1987. <SB 572, Ch • 87-1139> 
INFORMATION RETURNS - ORIGINAL ISSUE 
DISCOUNT <SC> See s1..1mmar~y fot• PIT Sec-
tion 18803.2. Oper~at i ve fot• income y•ear~s 
beginning on ot· after· Jan1..car•y 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
TREATMENT OF LOANS WITH BELOW-MARKET 
INTEREST RATES <SC> Pro•.tides that the 
treatment of loans with below-market 
interest rates shall be determined in 
accot~dance with !RC Section 71372. 
Opet•.ative for· .income yeat•s beginning 
on or after January 1, 1987. <SB 572, 
Ch. 87-1139> 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
1272 CURRENT INCLUSION IN INCOME OF ORIGINAL 87-9 
ISSUE DISCOUNT <SC> See summat•y fot• PIT 
Sect ion 18178. Dpet•at .i. ve fc•r· income year•s 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
<SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
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EtCT 
SECTION 
25106 .. 5 
<New> 
IRC 
SECTION 
25663d 7609 <e) 
<Amend) 
<18586.7) 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
Allocation of Inc:'OinE' 
REGULATIONS - AVOIDANCE OF TAX LIABILITY 
CSC> Provides that the FTB shall adopt 
t~egul at ions to pt•ever1t avoidance of tax 
liability by a taxpayet• which is ot• was 
a membet• of a group of taxpayet•s whose 
income and appot•t ionment factors are ot• 
wer··e requi r·ed to be detet•mi ned by a com-
bined report. Operative January 1, 1988. 
<AB 129, Ch. 87-918> 
Assessments 
bC 
87-7 
SUSPENSION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS <SC> 87-9 
See summary for PIT Section 18586.7. Oper-
ative Septembet• 26, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 
87-1139) 
Interest. Addition$ to Tax ~ Penal Provisions 
25901b 
<Amer1d) 
{ 18688> 
25906 
<New> 
25934 
<Repeal/ 
New> 
~935 
C Repeal> 
( 18684) 
< 18685) 
25934.2 
<Amend) 
( 18684. 2> 
25951.5 
<New> 
( 18682. 5) 
6404<e> 
6601 (f) 
6653 
6651 
6654 
ASSESSMENT AND PAYMENT <SC> See summary 
fot• PIT Sect ion 18688.. Opet•at i ve Sept-
ember• 25, 1987. <S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
INTEREST ON CREDIT OF OVERPAYMENTS <SC> 
Confot•ms to IRC Section 6601 (f) and PIT 
Section 18694, t•egar•ding the computation 
of interest when a ct•edit is applied. 
Opet·at i ve Januar•y 1, 1988. <AB 129, Ch. 
918) 
NEGLIGENCE AND FRAUD PENALTIES CSC> See 
swmna t•y fot· PIT Sect ions 18684 and 18€.85. 
Operative Septembet• 26, 1987. <S.B 57;::. 
FAILURE TO PAY TAX BY DUE DATE CSC> See 
summary for PIT Section 18684.2. Opera-
tive Sept em bet• 26, 1 987. < SB 572. Ch. 
87-1139> 
WAIVER OF ESTIMATED TAX PENALTIES <SC> 
See swnmary for• PIT Sect ion 18682.5, 
substituting March 16, 1988 for April 
16, 1988, and S.B 572, Ch. 87-1139 fot• 
AB 53, Ch. 87-1138. Operative Septem-
ber 26, 1987. Pt•ovision repealed as of 
January 1, 1993. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
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87-9 
87-7 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
acT 
SECTION 
25957.3 
<New> 
( 18€.-81. 5) 
26131 
<Amend> 
( 18805> 
.IRC 
SECTlON SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
6706 ORIGINAL ISSUE DISCOUNT INFORMATION RE-
QUIREMENTS < SC > See summ.::n~y for~ P 1 T 
Section 18681.5, substituting Section 
24992 for~ Sect ion 188()3. 2. Operative 
September"' 2G, 1987. SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> 
1445 
Collection o~ Tax 
AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE WITHHOLDING <SC> 
See summary for PIT Section 18805. 
Operative September 26, 1987. <SB 572. 
Ch. 87-1139> 
estae.os 6334 
<New> 
PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM LEVY {SC> See sum-
mat"'Y for"' PlT Section 18817.3. Oper--ative 
September• 26, 1987. <SB 572, Ch. 87-1139> <18817. 3) 
26132.3 
<New> 
<18810) 
26255 
<New) 
( 18838) 
26256 
<New> 
( 18839> 
26491 
<Amend> 
( 1940::()) 
7430 
WITHHOLDING EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES t.SC> 
See summary for PIT Section 18810. Oper-
ative Januat"'Y 1, 1988. <AB 129, Ch. 87-
918) 
PRIVATE COLLECTION AGENCIES <SC> See 
st.cmma t"'Y for• PIT Sect ion 1 8838. Oper"'a-
tive Januat"'y 1, 1988. <AB 0::048, Ch. 
87-G13> 
"DELINQUENT TAX COLLECTION FUND•• <SC> 
See summary for PIT Section 18839, sub-
stituting Sect ion 26i255 fot"' Sect ion 
18838. Opet"'at i ve January 1, 1988. <AB 
>2048, Ch. 87-613> 
Administrative Provisions 
AWARDING OF COURT COSTS <SC> See summat"'Y 
for PIT Section 19420. Oper~at i ve Septem-
ber"' i26, 1987. <BB 572, Ch. 87-·1139> 
so 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-9 
87-4 
87-4 
87-9 
GOVERNMENT 
CODE SECTION 
7082 
<Amend) 
12419.3 
<Amend) 
14913 
<New> 
PRC 
SECTION 
9150 
<New> 
GOVERNMENT CODE 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC INCENTIVE ACT - DEFI-
NITIONS <LC> Redefines a qualified business 
as any person, corporation, or other entity 
certified during the taxable or income year 
by the Department of Commerce as meeting pre-
scribed requirements. This change permits a 
qualified business to obtain incentive tax 
credits for equipment purchased for use in, 
but prior to engaging in, the active conduct 
of a trade or business in the program area. 
Operative for taxable and income years be-
girw·.ing c•r• m" aftet" Jar.ltat"Y 1, 1987. <AB 292, 
Ch. 87-504> 
PRIORITY OF OFFSET ACCOUNTS - ANNUAL REPORT 
(SC> Extends until December 31, 1990 the 
specified priority of delinquent accounts 
for which the Controller must offset personal 
income tax refunds which have been certified 
by the FTB. Operative January 1, 1988. <AB 
1064, Ch. 87-473) 
LIBRARIES - AVAILABILITY OF TAX FORMS CSC> 
Requires all libraries in California to make 
state income tax forms available to the pub-
lic. Operative January 1, 1987 through June 
30, 1991. Section repealed as of January 1, 
1992. CAB 129, Ch. 87-918> 
PROBATE CODE 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
DECEDENT'S ESTATES - FILING OF CLAIMS <SC> 
Requires the FTB, as a creditor, to file a 
claim with the court and mail a copy to the 
personal representative if the FTB is noti-
fied of the probate proceedings or if an 
assessment is proposed as a result of the 
fiduciary's request for audit. Operative 
July 1, 1988. <AB 708, Ch. 87-923> 
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87-7 
87-10 
UIC 
SECTION 
2739.5 
<New> 
13009 
<Amend) 
13050 
<Amend) 
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE ~ 
SUMMARY OF CHANGE 
OVERPAYMENTS OF DISABILITY INSURANCE CSC> 
Requires the FTB to aid the Director of the 
Employment Development Department in the re-
covery of overpayments of disability pay-
ments, through the exchange of information. 
Operative January 1, 1988. CAB 423, Ch. 
87-226) 
WITHHOLDING TAX ON WAGES <SC> Changes ref-
erence in paragraph <4> of subdivision (i) 
to IRC Section 219 <was R&TC Section 17272>; 
and adds paragraph (5) to subdivision Ci>, 
referencing wages paid under a cafeteria 
plan, within the meaning of IRC Section 125. 
Operative September 26, 1987. CAB 53, Ch. 
87-1138) 
REPORTS, RETURNS AND STATEMENTS <SC> Adds 
paragraph <7> to subdivision <a>, providing 
that the total amount of elective deferrals 
[within the meaning of IRC Section 402Cg> (3)] 
and compensation deferred pursuant to IRC 
Section 457, shall be included in the annual 
statement of wages and amounts withheld there-
from furnished to employees. Operative Sept-
ember 26, 2987. CAb 53, Ch. 87-1138) 
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87-1 
87-9 
87-9 
87-1 
87-2 
87-3 
87-4 
87-5 
87-6 
87-7 
87-B 
87-9 
8"1-11 
87-12 
87-13 
87-14 
87-15 
87-16 
87-17 
1987 LEGISLATIVE CHANGE REPORTS 
Sub.tect 
Di sclostwe of FTB I nfot~m.at ion 
to EDD 
Real Estate Mortgage Invest-
ment Condtcits <REM!Cs> 
f.ti ll Nc•. 
AB 423 
SB 574 
Exempt Ot•ganization - Mobilehc•me SB 98 
Parks 
In-State Collection Agencies -
Delinquent Tax Collection Fund 
Miscellaneous Changes to PITL 
and B&CTL 
Contr~i but ions to Al zheimet•' s 
Disease and Related Disor~der•s 
Reseat•ch Ftmd 
Omnibus Tax Bill 
Contributions to Alzheimer's 
Disease and Rel rated Di sor•der~s 
Reseat•ch Fund 
Probate/Creditor Claims - Pay-
ment of Debts 
AB 2048 
SB 78 
AB 1865 
AB 129 
SEt 214 
AB 53 
SEt 572 
AB 708 
Contr·ibutions fot• Btdlding the AB 992 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Disallowance of Business Expen- AB 239 
ses Incurred by Patrons of Clubs 
Which Disct•iminate 
Entet•pt•i se Zone ar1d Pr•ogt•am AB i2:009 
Area Employer Hiring Credit 
Tax Rebate Act of 1987 SB 47 
Cr•edit Union Deductions AB 1581 
Exempt Organizations and Char- AB 430 
itable Contributions of Scien-
tific Equipment 
Exempt Organizations and Taxa- SB 570 
tion of Out-of-State Banks 
63 
87-226 
87-339 
87-399 
87-613 
87-440 
87-945 
87-918 
87-944 
87-1138 
87-1139 
87-923 
87-1193 
87-1463 
87-1428 
87-·908 
87-1465 
87-1481 
87-1442 
65 
65 
66 
67 
68 
70 
71 
72 
74 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
113 
114 
115 
LC No. Sub,1ect ~till No. 
87-18 Di sastet• Relief AB 7X 87-3X 
87-19 Alternative Minimum Tax SB 2X 87-SX 
No Legislative Repor·ts !s?ued_....f.Q!.:. the Fo11owin.g_J,3i;Lls...!. 
Employment arsd Econc•mic Incen- AB 292 
tive Act - Definitions <Section-
by-Section Summary Page 61) 
Irmnigt•ation Consultants (Sec- AB 426 
tion-by-Section Summary Page 31> 
Pr·iot•i ty of Offset Accounts - AB 1064 
Annual Report <Section-by-Sec-
tion Summary Page 61) 
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87-504 
87-1363 
87-473 
i 16 
1.17 
Author: Seastrand 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-1 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 423 
SubJect: Disclosure of FTB Information to EDD 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 2627.5, 2712.5, and 2739.5 
of the Unemployment Insurance Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: July 23, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-226 
SUMMARY 
This act makes a number of changes in the Unemployment Insurance code. 
This legislative change is limited to the provision that impacts the 
Franchise Tax Board. 
Sect ic•n 2739.5 
This act requires the Franchise Tax Board to aid the Director of the 
Employment Development Department in the recovery of overpayments of 
disability payments through the exchange of information. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
The provisions of this act are effective January 1, 1988. 
Author: Garamendi 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-2 
SENATE BILL NO. 574 
SubJect: Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 17940, 24870, and 24871 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: July 31, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-339 
SUMMARY 
This Act conforms both the Personal Income Tax Law and the Bank and 
Corporation Tax Law to federal law regarding Real Estate Mortgage 
Investment Conduits CREMICs>. A REMIC is an entity which holds a fixed 
pool of mortgages and issues multiple classes of interests to 
investors. It is not subJect to state income tax or franchise tax. 
The income of a REMIC is taxable to the holders of the interest in the 
REM I C. 
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This Act does not conform state law to the federal provision which 
imposes a 100 pet"cent tax on the net income frc•m prohibited 
transactions, as specified. 
The operative date of this act is January 1, 1987. 
This act does not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Cravey, 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-3 
SENATE BILL NO. 98 
SubJect: Exempt Organization - Mobilehome Parks 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Section 23701V of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 3, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-399 
SUMMARY 
Section 23701V 
This act makes certain tenant organizations, which are formed for the 
purpose of purchasing mobilehome parks and converting these parks into 
condominiums or stock cooperatives, exempt from taxes under the Bank 
and Corporation Tax Law. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
The act becomes law on January 1, 1988 but is operative for income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. This means that 
exemptions cannot be granted under this provision until January 1, 
1988, but at that time the exemption could be granted for the 1987 
year. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-4 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 2048 
Author: O'Connell 
SubJect: In-State Collection Agencies/Delinquent Tax Collection Fund 
Laws Affected: Sections 18838, 18839, 26255 and 26256 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: 9/12/87 
Chapter Number: 87-613 
SUMMARY 
Sections 18838 and 26255. 
These provisions authorize the department, under the Personal Income 
Tax and Bank and Corporation Tax Laws, to enter into an agreement with 
private collection agencies to collect certain tax debts within the 
state, provided the agreement does not cause the net displacement of 
civil service employees. The contract costs charged by the collection 
agency cannot be added to the tax debt. 
Sections 18839 and 26256. 
These provisions require the Franchise tax Board to determine the 
amounts collected by the private collection agencies and the costs of 
implementing and administering this act, including the contracting 
costs. The Controller is required to reimburse the Franchise Tax Board 
for these costs from the amounts collected by the private collection 
agencies. 
This act requires the Franchise Tax Board to submit an implementation 
report to the Legislature on or before July 1, 1990. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
This act is effective January 1, 1988 and will sunset January 1, 1992, 
if not otherwise extended. 
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Author: Presley 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. a7-5 
SENATE BILL NO. 7a 
SubJect: Repeals, Clarifies, Deletes, and Changes Various Sections of 
the Personal Income Tax Law and the Bank and Corporation Tax Law 
Laws Affected: Sections 35, 17061.5, 17063.2, 17133, 1a521, 20563, 
23333, 23731, and 2377a of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code and Section 45 of Chapter 1490 of the Statutes 
of 19a4 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September a, 19a7 
Chapter Number: a7-440 
SUMMARY 
This act was sponsored by the Franchise Tax Board and makes several 
changes to the Revenue and Taxation Code provisions administered by the 
department. The changes as they affect the department are as follows: 
1. Section 17061.5: Repeals the tax credit that was available for 
tax year 1979 to those taxpayers whose employer withheld worker 
contributions to a disability fund from wages paid the employee 
during that calendar year. This provision is repealed as of 
January 1, 19a7. 
2. Section 17063.2: Clarifies, for preference tax purposes, that 
only itemized deductions and not other deductions are used in 
determining the amount of excess itemized deductions subJect to 
preference tax. This provision is operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 19a7. 
3. Section 17133: Deletes surplus language which stated that gross 
income does not include income which California is prohibited from 
taxing under the Constitution or laws of the United States of 
America or under the California Constitution and conforms to the 
current federal treatment of tax-exempt stripped bonds. That is, 
for tax-exempt stripped bonds and coupons, the original issue 
discount <OID> would be equal to the amount of OID that produces a 
yield to maturity, based on the purchase price of the coupon or 
bond on the purchase date, equal to the lower of: 
o the coupon rate before separation of coupor-1s; or 
o the actual yield to maturity of the stripped bond or coupon. 
The amount of OID would be tax exempt, but would be required to be 
taken into account in determining the taxpayer's adJusted basis. 
This provision is operative for taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 19a7. , 
4. Section 1a521: Authorizes the Controller to transfer to the 
Franchise Tax Board the actual costs of collecting and processing 
of contributions to the Rare and Endangered Species Preservation 
Program. This provision is operative September a, 19a7. 
6a 
s. Section 20563: Removes the requirement that a medically 
incapacitated assistance claimant be medically certified to be 
permitted to file a late claim for homeowner's or renter's 
assistance. This provision is operative for claims filed for 
fiscal years 19a8/a9 and thereafter through operation of Sec. 
20646. 
6. Section 23333: Makes a technical change in the tax rate that is 
imposed when a bank or financial corporation dissolves or 
withdraws. Currently, a bank or financial corporation is taxed at 
the maximum rate and is entitled to a refund if the actual rate is 
later determined to be less. This change removes an incorrect tax 
rate and incorporates the general tax rate by reference. This 
provision is operative for income years beginning on or after 
January 1, 19a7. 
7. Section 23731: Corrects the Bank and Corporation Tax Law that 
sets the tax rates for exempt trusts on their unrelated business 
taxable income. This provision is operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 19a7. 
a. Section 2377a: Corrects a provision of the Bank and 
CorporationTax Law that incorrectly recites the filing fee for 
the reinstatement of tax exemptions, by deleting the specific 
fee amount of ten dollars, which is no longer correct. This 
provision is operative September a, 19a7. 
9. Section 45 of Chapter 1490 of the Statutes of 19a4: Deletes the 
provision that regulat iorts required by AB 3230 be adopted as 
emergency regulations. This provision is operative September a, 
19a7. 
In addition to those provisions sponsot•ed by the department, a 
provision is contained in this act which is unrelated to the provisions 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code administered by the department. It 
provides that any general law city located in a county of the 11th 
class which has been given a population estimate of 3a,925, as 
validated by the Department of Finance, will use that population number 
for purposes of the Cor.troller and all state and county public agencies 
in the allocation and distribu,tion of grant funds and subventions until 
the date of certification of the 1990 Federal Census. This stated 
population will, however, be adJusted annually by the percentage of 
population growth of the state as a whole. This provision will be 
operative September a, 19a7. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-6 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 1865 
Author: Filante 
SubJect: Taxpayers' Voluntary Contributions to the California 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Research Fund 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 18540, 18541. 
18542, 18543, 18544, and 18545 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 22, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-945 
SUMMARY 
Sections 18540, 18541, and 18542. 
This act provides for taxpayers to voluntarily designate on the tax 
form, a contribution of money in excess of their tax liability to the 
California Alzheimer's and Related Disorders Research Fund, for 
research relating to the care, treatment, and cure of Alzheimer's 
disease victims and their families. Contributions must be made in full 
dollar amounts and once made are irrevocable. If the taxpayer makes 
contributions to more than one fund and does not provide enough money, 
then the contributions would be allocated on a pro rata bases. 
These contributions would be deductible for the tax year during which 
the contribution was made. If a taxpayer makes a contribution on his 
or her 1987 form filed in 1988 a deduction would be allowed for that 
amount on his or her 1988 form filed in 1989. 
Sections 18543 and 18544. 
These sections provide language for: 
<1> The Franchise Tax Board to notify the Controller of both the 
amount of money paid by taxpayers in excess of their tax 
liability and the amount of taxpayer refund money, and 
<2> for these amounts to be transferred to the California 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Research Fund. 
Upon appropriation by the Legislature, all money transferred to the 
Fund shall be allocated to the Franchise Tax Board for reimbursement of 
its costs associated with the Fund and to the appropriate state 
department as established by the Secretary of the Health and Welfare 
Agency. 
The voluntary contribution provision is effective January 1, 1988. The 
contribution may be designated on the 1987 tax return filed on or after 
January 1, 1988. Technically the operative date of the contribution 
deduction is for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
However, since deductions are allowed only for the year of designation 
the deduction would be taken on the 1988 return filed in 1989. 
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Section 18545. 
This act will remain in effect only until January 1, 1992, unless a 
later enacted statute extends that date. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Jones 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-7 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 129 
SubJect: Omnibus Tax Bill 
Laws Affected: Section 14913 of the Government Code; Sections 
18408.5, 18681.1, 18802, 18810, 19286.8, 25106.5, 
25906, and 26132.3 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 22, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-918 
SUMMARY 
This act was sponsored by the Franchise Tax Board and makes several 
changes to the provisions administered by the department. The various 
changes to the Revenue and Taxation Code are as follows: 
1. Section 18408.5 allows nonresident partners of a partnership doing 
business in California or deriving income from California sources 
to elect to file a group return with the partnership acting as 
agent for the electing partners. Operative for taxable years 
beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
2. Section 18681.1 excludes the penalties assessed on or after 
January 1, 1988, for failure to file specific information returns, 
from the rules applicable to deficiency assessments. Operative 
beginning January 1, 1988. 
3. Section 18802 allows a copy of the federal information return to 
be filed in lieu of the information return required under the 
Personal Income Tax Law. Operative beginning January 1, 1988. 
4. Sections 18810 and 26132.3 provide that the department may require 
employers to submit copies of employees' withholding certificates 
and provide for procedures <including appeals> to be followed if 
the department determines that the withholding certificate is 
invalid. Operative beginning January 1, 1988. 
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5. Section 19286.8 requires that the information reporting 
requirement for cities which use a computerized record-keeping or 
information system for assessing a business tax shall be 
presct"ibed by forms and instt"uctions of the Franchise Tax Bc•at"d. 
Operative beginning January 1, 1988. 
6. Section 25106.5 authorizes the Franchise Tax Board to write 
regulations necessary to prevent the avoidance of tax liability 
when a taxpayer has deferred income and is or has been a member of 
a group of taxpayers whose income and apportionment factors are or 
were required to be determined by a combined report. Operative 
beginning January 1, 1988. 
7. Section 25906 brings the Bank and Corporation Tax Law into 
compliance with federal law and provides language which parallels 
the Personal Income Tax Law regarding the computation of interest 
when a credit is applied. Operative beginning January 1, 1988. 
Section 14913 of the Government Code requires that as of January 1, 
1988, consistent with current policy, all libraries in California are 
to continue making California tax forms available to the people of the 
state. It further provides for a study by the Legislative Analyst of 
the use of libraries as distribution centers for tax forms to 
determir-•e; (1) its effectiver-.ess and efficiency, <2> the burden imposed 
on libraries, and (3) if the program is found to be effective and 
efficient, whether or not it is necessary for libraries to receive 
additional funding for continuation of the program. The Legislative 
Analyst is to submit this study to the Legislature on or before January 
1, 1990. Operative beginning January 1, 1988. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Mello 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-8 
SENATE BILL NO. 214 
SubJect: Taxpayers' Voluntary Contributions to the California 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Research Fund 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 18540, 18541, 18542, 
18543, 18544, and 18545 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 22, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-944 
SUMMARY' 
Sections 18540, 18541, and 18542. 
This act provides for taxpayers to voluntarily designate on the tax 
form, a contribution in excess of their tax liability to the California 
Alzheimers Disease and Related Disorders Research Fund, for research 
relating to the care, treatment, and cure, of Alzheimer's disease 
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victims and their families. Contributions must be made in full dollar 
amounts and once made are irrevocable. If the taxpayer makes 
contributions to more than one fund and does not provide enough money, 
then the contributions would be allocated on a pro rata bases. 
These contributions would be deductible for the tax year during which 
the contribution was made. If a taxpayer makes a contribution on his 
or her 1987 form filed in 1988, a deduction would be allowed for that 
amount on his or her 1988 form filed in 1989. 
Sections 18543 and 18544. 
These sections provide language for: 
(1) the Franchise Tax Board to notify the Controller of both the 
amount of money paid by taxpayers in excess of their tax 
liability and the amount of taxpayer refund money, and 
<2> for these amounts to be transferred to the California 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Research Fund. 
Upon appropriation by the Legislature, all money transferred to the 
Fund shall be allocated tc• the Franchise Tax Board fc•r reimbursement of 
its costs associated with the Fund and to the appropriate state 
department as established by the Secretary of the Health and Welfare 
Agency. 
The voluntary contribution provision is effective January 1, 1988. The 
contribution may be designated on 1987 tax return filed on or after 
January 1, 1988. The operative date of the contribution deduction is 
for taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. However, 
since deductions are allowed only for the year of designation the 
deduction would be taken on the 1988 return filed in 1989. 
Sect ic•Y• 18545. 
This act will remain in effect only until January 1, 1992, unless a 
later enacted statute extends that date. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
AB 53 <Klehs and Hannigan) and SB 572 <Garamendi> are 
companion tax reform bills dealing with the Personal Income 
Tax Law and the Bank and Corporation Tax Law. They have been 
consolidated into a single Legislative Change Notice in order 
to eliminate much duplication where the provisions are the 
same under both laws. 
The combined impact of these bills results in the most 
significant reform of the Personal Income Tax Law and the 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law in the history of California. 
These bills place pt"'imary impc•rtance or• "f1..1ll" cortfot"'mi ty to 
federal taxable income and mark a significant change in tax 
policy from the "selective" conformity of recent years. 
Under the Personal Income Tax Law, tax returns will be 
modified to begin with federal AdJusted Gross Income. 
Taxpayers who have relatively simple financial transactions 
(about 60 percent of all filers) will have few, if any, 
adJustments for state purposes. Other taxpayers, in addition 
to copying figures from their federal return, will complete 
an adJustments schedule and attach copies of their federal 
return or portions thereof. 
Refet"'ences ir• this documertt to the "Ar.nual Report" are to the 
Summary of Income Tax Changes - 1986, submitted by the 
Franchise Tax Board to the Legislature on January 10, 1987, 
under the provisions of Section 19270 of the Revenue and 
Taxat ior. Code. 
II. CHANGES AFFECTING GROSS INCOME 
A. Conformity to Tax Reform Act of 1986 
1. Accounting Provisions <Title VIII of the Tax Reform 
Act c•f 1 986). 
a) Limitations on Cash Method of Accounting. 
California conforms to the new federal 
limitations on the use of the cash method of 
accounting. [Sec. 17024.5, 24651, and 24654] 
Annual Report Page 801 
b) Simplified Dollar Value LIFO Inventories. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
allow use of multiple indexes and expand the 
definition of taxpayers eligible to use the 
Simplified Dollar Value LIFO method. [Sec. 
17024.5 and 24708J Annual Report Page 803 
c> Installment Sales. For individuals, 
California conforms to the federal changes for 
the 1987 taxable year, except that an 
exception is added to California law to allow 
individuals to elect to have Section 453C of 
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the Internal Revenue Code, relating to certain 
indebtedness treated as payment on installment 
obl i gat ic•Y•s, nc•t to apply. [Sec. 17024.5, 
17552.5, and 17560J Annual Report Page 805 
The Bank and Corporation Tax Law is conformed, 
for income years beginning on or after January 
1, 1988. That act iort was taker• in SB 85 
<Stats. 1986, Ch. 660) [Current Law Sec. 
24667-24669, and 24673.5J Annual Report Page 
805 
d) Capitalization Rules Relating to Inventory. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
include the adoption of uniform rules for 
capitalization of costs related to 
inventories. [Sec. 17024.5, 24373.5, 24422.3, 
24652, 24653, 24681, 24701, and 24966.1] 
Annual Report Page 809 
e> Long-Term Contracts. California conforms to 
the federal changes relating to capitalization 
rules for long-term contracts and new 
limitations on use of the completed contract 
method. (Sec. 17024. 5, 246 73. 2, 24683, 24684, 
24686, 24686.2, and 24686.4J Annual Report 
Page 820 
f) Bad Debt Reserves <Nonfinancials>. For 
individuals, California conforms to the new 
federal limitations on use of bad debt 
reserves for the 1987 taxable year. 
The Bank and Corporation Tax Law is conformed, 
for income years beginning on or after January 
1, 1988. That action was taken ir• SB 85 
CStats. 1986, Ch. 660) [Current Law Sec. 
24348] Annual Report Page 805 
g) Taxable Years. California conforms to the new 
federal rules regarding adoption of a calendar 
year as the taxable year of trusts and certain 
pass-tht~c••.tgh ertt it ies. [Sec. 17024. 5, 17551. 5 
and 24633.5] Annual Report Page 827 and 1402 
h) Qualified Discount Coupons. California 
conforms to the new federal limitation that 
denies a deduction for discount coupons 
redeemed after the close of the taxable year. 
(Sec. 17024.5 and 24687] Annual Report Page 
830 
i) Accounting Method for Utility Services. 
California conforms to the federal changes 
which require a utility to include sales in 
the taxable year in which the services were 
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provided to the c•..tstomer. CSec. 17024. 5, 
24661, and 24662J Annual Report Page 832 
J) Discharge of Indebtedness. California 
conforms to federal changes which limit the 
exclusion from income to insolvent taxpayers 
and farmers who are treated as being 
ir•solver.t. CSec. 17024.5, 24307, .;md 24918] 
Annual Report Page 836 
k) Extension of At-Risk Rules to Real Estate. 
California conforms to the extension of the 
existing "at-t~isk" t"'ules tc• real estate. 
CSec. 17024.5] Annual Report Page 501. 
1) Treatment of Foreign Taxpayers. California 
conforms to federal changes <Act Section 1246> 
with respect to certain treatments of foreign 
taxpayers. [Sec. 18807 and 24967] 
m) Foreign Currency Transactions. California 
conforms to federal changes <Act Section 1261) 
with respect to foreign currency transactions. 
[Sec. 17078] Annual Report Page 1259 
2. Pension Plans 
a> California conforms to the many changes in 
federal law relating to qualification of 
pension and employee benefit plans. [Sec. 
17027, 23701n, 23701r, 23701s, 24272.2, 
24601-24615, and U.I. Code Sec. 13009 and 
13050] 
b) Taxation of Distributions. California 
conforms to federal changes relating to the 
taxation of partial and lump-sum 
distt"'ibutions. [Sec. 17024.5, 17082, 17084, 
17085, and 17503-17507] Annual Report Page 
1164 
c) Deferred Annuity Contracts. California 
conforms to federal changes relating to 
computation of income on deferred annuity 
contracts. [Sec. 17024.5, 17082, 17085, and 
24272.2] Annual Report Page 1118 
3. Capital Gains 
a> Repeal of Capital Gain peduction. California 
conforms to federal changes which include the 
entire amount of capital gains in gross 
i YICOme. [Sec. 17024. 5, 17072, 17240, 17244, 
18162.5, 18169, 18173, 18176, 24902.1, and 
24903] Annual Report Page 301 
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Note: Additic•r•al char.ges t~elating to capital 
gains appear on Page 9. 
b) Liberalization of Stock Option Rules. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
apply the $100,000 limitation to the year of 
first right to exercise, rather than year in 
which granted, and remove the restriction that 
options be exercised in the order granted. 
[Sec. 17024.5 and 23051.5J Annual Report Page 
304 
c) Year-End Rules for Qualified Covered Calls. 
California conforms to federal changes 
regarding losses on disposition of stock. 
(Sec. 17024.5] Annual Report Page 306 
4. Life Insurance -- California conforms to the 
federal repeal of the $1,000 exclusion on amounts 
in excess of death ber.ef its. [Sec. 17024. 5 and 
23051.5J Annual Report Page 1001 
5. Other Provisions Affecting INDIVIDUALS 
a) Scholarships and Fellowship Grants. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
limit the income exclusion to candidates for a 
degree and eliminate the exclusion for amounts 
received as payments for performance of 
pt"esent •:•t~ f1..1ture services. (Sec. 17024. 5J 
Annual Report Page 120 
b) Prizes and Awards. California conforms to the 
new federal limitations on achievement awards 
and limits the exclusion of qualified awards 
to an employee to the amount that is 
deductible by the employet". [17024.5 and 
24443J Annual Report Page 122 
6. Other Provisions Affecting CORPORATIONS 
a) Treatment of Extraordinary Dividends. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
require a reduction of basis in situations 
where the stock has been held for less than 
two years. 
606 
CSec. 23051.5J Annual Report Page 
b) Stock Redemption Payments. California 
conforms to federal changes which deny a 
deduction for amounts paid or incurred in 
connection with a redemption of stock. [Sec. 
17024.5 and 24343J Annual Report Page 609 
c) Limitations on Net Operating Loss Carryovers. 
California conforms to new limitations on the 
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d) 
e) 
deduction of net operating losses after a 
change in ownership. [Sec. 24591-24593] 
Annual Report Page 611 
California conforms to the 
repeal of the General Utilities Rule which 
allowed nonrecognition of gain in certain 
corporate liquidations. [Sec. 17024. 24457, 
24481-24497, 24502-24520, 24551, 24561, 24585, 
and 24989] Annual Report e 621 
California 
conforms to the denial of the formula method 
for allocating will to the of 
assets of a going concern. [Sec. 24966.2] 
Annual Report Page 626 
f) Related Part~ Sales. California conforms to 
federal changes which reduce the ownership 
requirement from 80 to 50 percent in 
determining related parties. [Sec. 17024.5 
and 23051.5] Annual 628 
g) Real Estate Investment Trusts CREITs>. 
h) 
California conforms to numerous federal 
changes with respect to the taxation of Real 
Estate Investment Trusts. [Sec. 17740, 24413, 
24413.2, and 24413.3] Annual Report Page 633 
Regulated Investment Companies. California 
conforms the Bank and Corporation Tax Law to 
revisions in federal law relating to Regulated 
Investment Companies. [Sec. 23701mJ Annual 
Report Page 638 
i) Structured Settlements. California conforms 
to federal changes that limit rules relating 
to structured settlement agreements to claims 
involving physical inJury or physical 
sickness. [Sec. 17515 and 23051.5J Annual 
Report Page 1003 
B. Nonconformit~ to Tax Reform Act of 1986 
1. Foreign Provisions 
a> 
b) 
Sourcing_Rules for 
California did not 
regarding sourcing 
personal property. 
Sales of Personal Prooert~. 
conform to federal changes 
of income from sales of 
<Act Sec. 1211) 
Allocation Rules for Expenses. California did 
not conform to federal changes regarding 
sourcing of various expenses to foreign 
sources. <Act Sec. 1215) 
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c) Allocation Rules for Research Expens@s. 
California did not conform to federal changes 
regarding allocation of research expenses 
between the United States and foreign sources. 
<Act Sec. 1216) 
d) Tax Haven Income. California did not conform 
tc• federal changes regardir•g taxatic•n of "Tax 
Haver•" income. Ukt Sec. 1221) 
e) Intangibles Transferred to Related Parties. 
California did not conform to federal changes 
regarding the transfer of intangibles to 
related parties. <Act Sec. 1231) 
2. Irtd i v id•..tals 
a> Unemplo~ment Compensation -- California did 
not conform and retains a full exclusion from 
gross income. <Sec. 17083) Annual Report 
Page 118 
b) Tax-Exempt Bonds -- California did not conform 
to the provisions of Title XIII of the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986, relating to tax-exempt 
bor.ds. (Sec. 17143) Armual Report Page 1300 
3. Corporations 
a) Contributions in Aid of Construction. 
California did not conform to the federal 
repeal of the exclusion from income of 
contributions in aid of construction to a 
regulated public utility. Annual Report Page 
834 
b) Banks and Financial Corporations -- California 
did not conform to Title IX of the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986, relating to banks and financial 
corporations. 
1) Bad Debt Reserves of Large Banks. 
California did not conform to the federal 
repeal of the reserve method for 
com put i r.g bad debts of 1 at"'ge banks. (Act 
Section 901) Annual Report Page 901 
2) Bad De~t Reserves of Thrift Institutions. 
California did not conform to the new 
federal limitations on computation of bad 
debts fot"' tht~ift ir•stitutions. <Act 
Sect i •::.r. 90 1 ) Annual Report Page 906 
3) Interest Expense Allocable to Tax-Exempt 
Obligations. California did not conform 
to the new federal rules for financial 
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corporations regarding allocation of 
interest expense to tax-exempt 
obligations since, under The Bank and 
Corporation Franchise Tax, all interest 
income is included in the measure of tax. 
CAct Section 902) Annual Report Page 910 
4) Net Operating Losses for Financial 
Institutions. This provision is not 
applicable to California, since 
California did not previously allow net 
operating losses. <Act Section 903) 
5) Reorganization Rules for Financial 
Institutions. California did not conform 
to the repeal of special rules for 
reorganization of troubled financial 
institutions, since California had never 
adopted simi lat"' t"'ules. <Act Sect ic•Y• 904) 
Annual Report Page 914 
6> Self-Insut"'ed Medical Malpr'actice 
In•urance Pools. No language is included 
in California to adopt the provisions of 
Act Section 1031 of the Tax Reform Act of 
1986, which encourages membership in 
self-insured medical malpractice 
insurance pools. However, Section 24415 
of current law appears to be adequate. 
C. Repeal of Pre-Existing Differences 
1. Electing Small Business Corporations California 
conforms to federal provisions relating to the 
treatment of S Corporations, with some 
modifications. <Sec. 17024.5, 17072, 17087.5, 
18001.5, 18175, 23053.5, and 23800-23810) 
a> S Corporation is subJect to 2.5 percent tax on 
corporate income, or minimum tax, or 
alternative minimum tax, whichever is greater. 
For 1987 only, S Corporations are subJect to a 
0.5 percent "add-or•" preference tax. For 1988 
and subsequent years, the AMT tax rate for S 
Corporations is 2.0 percent. 
b) Must have valid election for federal purposes. 
c) Cannot be member of combined report <unless 
ownership of all members is identical>. 
d) If any nonresident shareholders Cor 
fiduciaries>, the corporate return must 
include consent forms and an estimated tax 
payment <9.3 percent> for the income allocable 
to the nonresidents. 
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2. Capital Gains 
a) Small Business Stock -- California repealed 
the special exclusion of gain from the sale or 
exchange of small business stock for 
transactions occurring after September 30, 
1987. <Sec. 17072, 18152, 18161, 18162.5, 
24342, and 24904) 
b) Residential Rentals -- Gains are fully 
included in gross income, but a new tax credit 
is available. See Page 26 <Sec. 17061.5) 
c> Farm Property -- Gains are fully included in 
gross income, but a new tax credit is 
available. See Page 26. <Sec. 17061.5) 
d) Community Property -- California repealed the 
exception that limited the surviving spouse's 
basis to one-half of the fair market value. 
<Sec. 18033) 
e) Low-Income Housing -- California repealed the 
exception to IRC Section 1039, relating to 
nonrecognition of gain on certain sales of 
low-income housing, and has enacted additional 
provisions that expand the nonrecognition of 
gain to other qualified proJects. <Sec. 
18035, 18035.5, 18172, 24953, and 24953.5> 
3. Capital Losses 
a) Individuals-- California repealed its $1,000 
loss limitation and conforms to the $3,000 
limitation under federal law. <Sec. 17024.5 
and 18152-18155) 
California added a new limitation on losses of 
small business stock sold or exchanged prior 
to October 1, 1987. Losses on stock held more 
than one year, but not more than three years 
are reduced by 35 percent and losses from 
stock held more than three years are reduced 
to zero. £:Sec. 18152J 
b) Corporations California retains the full 
deduct ion of capital losses. (Sec. 24902> 
4. Imputed Interest -- California repealed existing 
exceptions to federal law and provides that the 
amount reported on the state return should be the 
same amount as reported on the federal return. An 
adJustment is required on the return for the year 
in which the obligation matures or is otherwise 
d i spc•sed. (Sec. 17020. 1, 17020. 2, 17020. 3, 
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17020. 4, 
23045.4, 
17024. 5, 
23051.5, 
23045.1, 23045.2, 
ar1d 24726> 
23045.3, 
5. Original Issue Discounts -- California repealed 
existing exceptions to federal law. (Sec. 17224, 
18177, 18178, 18681.5, 18803.2, 24272.5, 24344.5, 
24439, 24903, 24990-24994, and 25957.3> 
6. Lump-Sum Distributions -- California repealed its 
separate rules for 5-year and 7-year averaging and 
conforms to federal law. Thus California will now 
impose a separate tax on lump-sum distributions and 
will allow such distributions to be subtracted from 
adJusted gross income. <Sec. 17024.5, 17072, 
17085, and 17505> 
7. Military Pay -- California repealed its $1,000 
exclusion from income for military pay from active 
duty, ret it"emer.t, and the t"'eserves. Also t"epealed 
is the exclusion for National Guard members during 
certain pet"iods c•f active duty. However", a new tax 
credit is available to replace this exclusion. See 
Page 24. <Sec. 17138, 17139, 17140, and 17142> 
8. Age 65 Exclusion -- California repealed its 
separate provision that allowed persons age 65 and 
older to exclude $1,000 from gross income if their 
adJusted gross income was $25,000 or less. 
However, a new tax credit (additional personal 
exemption> has been added to replace this 
exclusion. See Page 19. <Sec. 17134) 
9. Alimony -- California repealed its nonconformity to 
federal changes in the Tax Reform Act of 1984 and 
r.ow follows federal law. <Sec. 17090, 17091, 
17205, and 17737) 
10. Ridesharing -- California repealed its separate 
provision which allowed an exclusion from income 
for the benefits received by an employee engaged in 
a employer sponsored ridesharing program. <Sec. 
17149) 
11. Golden Parachutes -- California repealed its 
exception to federal law which establishes a 
threshold for determining whether or not certain 
lump-sum payments are classified as compensation. 
<Sec. 17288> 
12. Enterprise Zones and Program Areas -- California 
has amended its provision relating to the exclusion 
of certain interest income from investments in 
Enterprise Zones and Program Areas to provide that 
the provision is automatically repealed as of 
Janltary 1, 1993. <Sec. 17231> 
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I I I. 
13. Capital Gain Dividends. California conforms to 
federal law. CSec. 23701mJ 
14. Property Transferred for Services. California 
conforms to federal law with respect to property 
transferred in connection with the performance of 
services. CSec. 24379J 
CHANGES AFFECTING DEDUCTIONS 
A. Conformity to Tax Reform Act of 1986 
1. Itemized Deduct ioras -- Cali forrlia, in general, 
conformed to all of the federal changes relating to 
itemized deductions. 
a) Nonbusiness Interest Expense. California 
conforms to the federal denial of a deduction 
for nonbusiness interest experase, iracluding 
the phase-in rules. CSec. 17024.5J 
b) State and bocal Sales Tax. California 
conforms to the elimination of the itemized 
deduction for sales tax <Sec. 17024.5 and 
17220>. 
California also conforms to the federal change 
to require capitalization of sales tax 
incurred in the acquisition of property used 
in a trade or business <Sec. 17024.5, 24345, 
and 24916). 
California also amends provisions relating to 
Enterprise Zones and Program Areas to deny an 
adJustment to basis for sales taxes claimed as 
a credit against California taxes <Sec. 
17052.13, 18036 and 23612). Annual Report 
Page 124 
c> Increase in Floor for Medical Expense 
Deductions. California conforms to the 
federal change, iracreasing the floot"' from 5 to 
7.5 percent of federal AGI. CSec. 17024.5J 
Annual Report Page 126 
d) Repeal of Deduction for Adoption Expenses. 
California conforms to the federal repeal of 
this provision. [Sec. 17211J Annual Report 
Page 127 
e> Limitations on Emplovee Business Exoenses and 
Miscellaneous Itemized Deductions. California 
conforms to federal changes which limit the 
deduction of certain expenditures, including 
those of outside salespersons, by <1> allowing 
such expenses to be deducted only as itemized 
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deductions and <2> further limiting the 
deduction of such expenses as itemized 
deductions to the amount which exceeds 2 
percent of federal AGI. [Sec. 17076] Annual 
Report Page 136 
f) Cert~in Deductions of Clergy and Military 
Personnel. California conforms to the federal 
enactment of a specific provision to continue 
the allowance of deductions for housing 
expenses in situations where they would 
otherwise be denied because of the receipt of 
a tax-exempt housing allowance. [17024.5 and 
17280] Annual Report Page 128 
g) Limitations on Hobby Losses. California 
conforms to federal changes which modify the 
presumption of profitability test and which 
subJect these expenditures to the new 2 
percent floor on miscellaneous deductions and 
limit such expenses to the amount of net 
income generated by the "business'' activity. 
[Sec. 17024.5J Annual Report Page 141 
h) Losses on Deposits in Insolvent Financial 
Institutions. California conforms to the 
federal change that allows individuals to 
claim a casualty loss for losses on deposits 
in financial institutions. [Sec. 17024.5] 
Annual Report Page 916 
i) Cpoperative Housing Corporations. California 
conforms to the new federal provisions that 
allow tenant stockholders to deduct their 
proportionate share of the cooperative's real 
estate taxes and interest. [Sec. 17225 and 
24382] Annual Report Page 631 
2. Business Expenses -- California, in general, 
conformed to all of the federal changes relating to 
deduction of business expenses. 
a) Limitations on Expenses for Meals and 
Entertainment. California conforms to federal 
changes which add new restrictions with 
respect to qualification for the deduction and 
also limit the deduction of qualified expenses 
to 80 percent of the actual expenditures. 
[Sec. 17024.5, 24443, 24444, 24445, 24445.5, 
and 24446J Annual Report Pages 129 and 131 
b) Limitations on Travel and Investment Expenses. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
add new restrictions with respect to 
qualification for the deduction and also limit 
the deduction of qualified expenses to 80 
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percent of the actual expenditures. [Sec. 
17024.5, 24343, 24357, 24443, 24444, 24445, 
24445.5, and 24446J Annual Report Page 133 
c) Limitations on Business Use of Home. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
add new restrictions with respect to 
qualification for the deduction and also limit 
such expenses to the amount of net income 
generated by the business activity. [Sec. 
17024.5J Annual Report Page 139 
e) Health Insurance Premiums for Self-Employed. 
California conforms to the new federal 
provision which allows self-employed 
individuals to deduct as a business expense up 
to 25 percent of amounts paid for health 
insurance for the self-employed individual, 
spouse, and dependents. [Sec. 17024.5J 
Annual Report Page 1202 
f) Interest Deduction on Policyholder Loans. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
deny an interest deduction on loans of more 
than $50,000 to employees, officers, or 
owners. [Sec. 17024.5 and 24424] Annual 
Report Page 1004 
3. Passive Losses and Credits -- California conformed 
to the federal changes relating to limitations on 
current deduction of passive losses and credits, 
including the limited exclusion for certain real 
estate losses. [Sec. 17024.5 and 24692J Annual 
Report Page 503 
4. Farmers -- California, in general, conformed to all 
of the federal changes relating to farming. 
a) Soil and Water Conservation Expenses. 
California conforms to federal changes which 
require expenses to be consistent with 
conservation plans approved by the Soil 
Conservation Service of the Department of 
Agriculture. [Sec. 17024.5 and 23051.5] 
Annual Report Page 401 
b) Land Clearing Expenses. California conforms 
to the repeal of the federal deduction for 
land clearing expenses. However, the state 
repeal is effective only for years beginning 
after December 31, 1986, whereas the federal 
provision was repealed for years beginning 
after December 31, 1985. [Sec. 17024.5J 
Annual Report Page 403 
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c) Wetlands and Erodible Croplands. California 
conforms to federal changes which treat gain 
on disposition of certain wetlands as ordinary 
d) 
income and loss as l arm capital loss. 
[Sec. 17024.5 and 24902.2) Annual Report Page 
404 
California conforms to federal changes 
relating to capitalization and current 
expensing of various farming expanses. [Sec. 
17024.5, 17261 1 24422.5 and 24682] Annual 
Report Page 406 
e) Prepaxments of Certain Farming Expenses. 
California conforms to federal changes 
relating to the prepayment of certain farming 
expenses. [Sec. 17024.5 and 24682] Annual 
Report Page 409 
f) Discharge of Indebtedness by Certain Farmers. 
California conforms to federal changes 
relating to the di of indebtedness by 
certain farmers. [Sec. 17024.5, 24307, and 
24918J Annual Report Page 411 
5. Natural Resources -- California, in general, 
conformed to all of the federal changes relating to 
natural resources. However, California retained 
pre-existing differences relating to oil and gas. 
a) Taxation of Gains on Cutting of Timber. 
California does not directly incorporate the 
federal act language which allows revocation 
of the capital gains election without 
permission of the Secretary. However, since 
California law does not preclude such an 
election, the structure of California law is 
such that the federal election will also apply 
for state purposes. [17024.5 and 23051.5] 
Annual Report Page 413 
b) Limitation on Intangible Drilling Costs. 
California conforms to the federal change 
which requires 30 percent of intangible 
drilling costs to be capitalized and amortized 
over 60 months and requires that foreign costs 
be capitalized and amortized over 10 years. 
[Sec. 24423 and 24449] Annual Report Page 415 
c) Recapture of Intangible Drilling Costs. 
California conforms to the federal changes 
that require recapture of intangible drilling 
costs. [Sec. 17681 and 24831] Annual Report 
Page 417 
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d) Lease Bonuses and Advance Royalties. 
e> 
f) 
g) 
California conforms to the federal 
which the deduction of age 
depletion for certain s having no 
to actua •.tctic•YI. (Sec. 17681 ar1d 
24831] Annual 416 
Costs. California conforms to the federal 
change which requires 30 of mining 
exploration and devel costs to be 
capitalized and amortized over 60 months. 
[Sec. 17681 and 24831] Annual Page 419 
Costs. California conforms to the federal 
changes that require recapture of mining 
exploration and development costs. [Sec. 
17681 and 24831] Annual Report Page 422 
Iron Ore. California conforms to the federal 
chartge that requires the t:>,.~,..,.,..v-.~age let ic11· .. , 
for coal or iron ore in excess of adJusted 
basis to be reduced by 20 [Sec. 
17681 and 24831J Annual 
a) ~mployee Funded Tax-Exempt Trusts. California 
conforms to federal changes allowing employees 
to make contributions to certain tax-exempt 
trusts. [Sec. 17024.5 ar1d 23701sJ Armual 
Repot"'t Page 1128 
b> Employer Deductions for Contributions. 
California conforms to federal changes 
relating to employer deductions for 
cor.tributic•r•s to qualified plans. (Sec. 
17024.5] Annual Report Page 1177 
c) Additions to Reserve for Accrued Vacation Pay. 
California conforms to federal changes 
limiting the time period for making 
contributions to a reserve account for 
vacation pay. [Sec. 17024.5, 24274, and 
24685] Annual Report Page 1212 
7. Amortizable Bond Premiums. California conforms to 
federal changes which treat amortizable bond 
premiums as payments of interest. [Sec. 17024.5] 
Annual Report Page 630 
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B. Nonconformity to Tax Reform Act of 1986 
1. Corporate Bad Debts -- California partially 
conformed to the federal changes which eliminated 
the use of bad debt reserves, effective for income 
yeat'& beg i r•rli Y'tg •::.r, ot~ aft et~ J arn.1ary 1, 1988, i r. SB 
85 <Stats. 1986, Ch. 660). Califot~rtia. law applies 
the new limitations only to regular corporations. 
All banks and financial corporations are allowed to 
continue the reserve method. <Current Law Sec. 
24348) 
2. Business Expenses in Certain Clubs -- California 
adopted a new provision, effective January 1, 1990, 
which denies a deduction for expenses incurred in 
connection with a club which engages in 
d i sct"'imi r.atot ... y practices. <Sec. 17269 and 24343. 2 
of the Revenue and Taxation Code, and Section 23438 
of the Business and Professions Code) 
3. Amortization of Motor Carrier, Bus, and Freight 
Forwarding Operating Authorities. California did 
not conform to the federal changes, but continues 
existing state tax policy (no provision). Annual 
Report Page 239 
4. Contributions of Scientific Property to Schools. 
California did not conform to federal changes, but 
retains the current state provisions which are 
similar to fedet ... al law. [Cut"rent Law Sec. 24357.8, 
24357.9, and 24358J Annual Report Page 234 
C. Regeal c•f Pt"e-Existing Differer,ces 
1. Net Operating Losses -- California repealed its 
provisions which limited the deduction of net 
operating losses to new small businesses, farmers, 
and qualified businesses in Program Areas and 
Enterprise Zones. 
California now conforms to federal law, except that 
California allows only 50 percent of losses to be 
carried forward and does not allow any carryback to 
prior years. <Sec. 17276, 17276.5, 24416, and 
24417) 
Losses from 1985 and 1986 can be carried forward 
only to 1987, 1988, and 1989. 
Losses incurred in taxable (income) years beginning 
on or after January 1, 1987, can be carried forward 
for 15 years, including losses of commercial banks 
which are limited to a 5 year carry forward under 
federal law. 
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As under federal law, an S Corporation is not 
entitled to a net operating loss deduction, nor can 
its losses be carried forward to another year. 
2. Depreciation and Amortization 
a) Individuals -- In general, California conforms 
to federal law for property placed in service 
on or after January 1, 1987. 
1> Modification of Cost Recovery System 
<ACRS>. California repealed its 
exception to federal law which limited 
the use of ACRS to certain residential 
rental property. Thus, California now 
conforms to the new federal recovery 
classes, allowable methods, accounting 
rules, and Alternative Cost Recovery 
System. [Sec. 17024.5, 17250, 17250.5, 
17254, 17255, and 18037J Annual Report 
Page 202 
2) Expensing of Certain Business Assets. 
California conforms to federal changes 
which allow expensing of up to $10,000 of 
of new business assets placed in service. 
(Sec. 17024.5, 17252, 17252.5, and 17260J 
Annual Report Page 222 
3) Trademarks and Trade Names. California 
conforms to the federal repeal of the 60 
month amortization of expenses for 
trademarks and trade names. [Sec. 
17024.5J Annual Report Page 236 
b) Corporations -- California has not conformed 
to federal law and continues to use the 
mid-range ADR provisions. <Current Law Sec. 
24349- 24356.2) 
However, the old ACRS or new ACRS, as 
applicable, can be used for residential rental 
property on which construction is commenced on 
or after July 1, 1985, and before July 1, 
1988. <Current Law Sec. 24349.5) 
3. Depletion -- California repealed its entire chapter 
relating to natural resources and adopted the 
federal provisions by reference for both 
individuals and corporations, except that 
California retains its different rules for 
percentage depletion of oil, gas, and geothermal 
wells. <Sec. 17681-17720 and 24831-24840) 
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4. Pension Plans 
a> Individual Retirement Accounts <IRA's> --
California conforms to the federal changes 
relating to deductions for contributions to 
IRAs and acquisition of basis for 
nor.dedl.,tctible contt--ibutic•ns. <Sec. 17085, 
17272, 17508, and 18681.9> Annual Report Page 
1102 
b) Qualified Cash or Deferred Arrangements. 
California conforms to the new federal 
limitations on deductions to qualified cash or 
deferred arrangements. [Sec. 17024.5J Annual 
Repot"'t Page 1108 
Keogh's --California repealed 
exception to federal law which 
limited deductions to $2,500. 
17513) 
its 
previc•usly 
<Sec. 
2) Defined Benefit Plans -- California 
repealed its exceptions to federal law 
which previously limited deductions to an 
amount which was equivalent to the Keogh 
dedt.tct ion. <Sec. 17503, 17510, and 
17513) 
3) Defined Contribution Plans -- California 
repealed its exceptions to federal law 
which previously limited deductions to an 
amount which was equivalent to the Keogh 
deduct ion. <Sec. 17510 and 17513) 
c> Reduce Limitations on Co~tributions to 
Tax-Sheltered Annuities. California conforms 
to the new federal limitations on 
contributions to tax-sheltered annuities. 
[Sec. 17024.5J Annual Report Page 1121 
5. Charitable Contributions 
a) AGI Limitation -- California repealed its 20 
percent limitation on charitable 
contributions. (Sec. 17240 and 17241) 
b) Artistic Property -- California repealed its 
exception to federal law which allowed the 
artist to value contributions at fair market 
value. <Sec. 17240 ar•d 17243> 
c) Certain Students -- California repealed the 
special tax credit for certain students 
residing with the taxpayer and now conforms to 
federal law which allows deduction of up to 
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$50 per month as a charitable contribution. 
<Sec. 17054.5, 17054.6, and 17240) 
6. Political Contributions -- California repealed the 
deduction for political contributions, however, a 
new tax credit is available. See Page 27. (Sec. 
17240, 17245, 17672, and 17852) Annual Report Page 
142 
7. Architectural Barriers for ~he Elderly and 
Handicapped California repealed its separate 
provision which permitted the deduction of 
nonbusiness expenses <unlike federal law) for 
removal of architectural barriers and certain other 
expenses related to the elderly and handicapped. 
<Sec. 17262 and 17270) Annual Report Page 241 
8. Travel in the Caribbean Basin -- California 
repealed its exception to federal and now allows 
the deduction of travel expenses to the Caribbean 
Basin to the same extent as allowable under federal 
1 aw. (Sec. 17270 artd 24443) 
9. Ridesharing -- California repealed its separate 
provision which allowed a deduction by employers to 
expenses to subsidize employees participating in 
vanpools and commuter buses. <Sec. 24343.5) 
10. ~ineyard and Orchards -- California repealed 
its separate provisions relating to the 
capitalization of certain expenses in connection 
with the planting and development of vineyard and 
cet'tain fr~uit artd r.ut grr.wes. <Sec. 17261, 
24422.5, and 24682> 
11. Enterprise Zones -- California repealed (for 
individuals, but not corporations) the provision 
allowing immediate expensing of certain property in 
an Enterprise Zone. This provision was repealed 
because the immediate expensing under the revised 
California law <IRC Sec. 179) is greater than that 
allc•wed t.mdet~ the fc•t~met~ state provisic•r•. <Sec. 
17252.5) 
1.-. c.. Program Areas -- California retained (for both 
individuals and corporations) the provision 
allowing immediate expensing of certain property in 
a Program Area, because it is more beneficial than 
the deduction under IRC Sec. 179. However, 
California has added an automatic repeal date (for 
individuals, but not corporations) of January 1, 
1993. (Sec. 17265] 
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IV. CHANGES AFFECTING COMPUTATION OF TAX 
A. Individuals 
1. 
I ax Rate 
1 ~ 
2 ~ 
4 ~ 
6 ~ 
8 ~ 
9.3 ~ 
Deduction 
New Tax Brackets and Rates -- California conforms 
in concept to the federal change by reducing the 
number of tax brackets from 12 to 6 and by reducing 
the top marginal tax rate from 11.0 percent to 9.3 
percent. California indexing provisions are 
modified to provide that bracket amounts shall be 
rounded to the nearest $1 (rather than nearest 
$10). <Sec. 17041, 18654, and 18681.6) Annual 
Report Page 102 
1987 TAX RATE SCHEDULE 
Single or Joint or 
Separate Surviving Spouse Head of Household 
1 3,650 1 7,300 1 7,300 
3,651 8,650 7,301 17,300 7,301 17,300 
8,651 13,650 17,301 - 27,300 17,301 22,300 
13,651 18,950 27,301 37,900 22,301 27,600 
18,951 23,950 37,901 47,900 27,601 - 32,600 
23,951 and over 47,901 and over 32,601 and over 
Standard Deduction -- California has partially 
conformed to federal law by repealing the zero 
'bracket amount and returning to a standard 
deduction. However, California has not conformed 
to the federal dollar amounts. For 1987 the dollar 
amounts will be similar, but not the same. For 
1988 and subsequent years, the California amounts 
will be substantially lower than the federal 
amounts. The amounts for 1987 are shown below and 
will not be increased for 1988 other than being 
indexed for inflation. <Sec. 17041, 17073, and 
17073.5> Annual Report Pages 105 and 107 
Standard 
Filing Statua 1987 Amount 
Single or Married Separate 
Married Joint, Head of Household, 
or Surviving Spouse 
• 1,880 
• 3,760 
The amounts shown above are not increased (as under 
federal law) if the taxpayer is elderly or blind. 
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3. Personal Exemgtions -- California conforms in 
concept to the federal changes which increase the 
dollar amount of personal exemptions and to deny an 
exemption for a person who is eligible to be 
claimed as a dependent upon the tax return of 
another person. However, California continues to 
allow credits against the tax rather than 
deductions from income <as under federal law). The 
new credit amounts for 1987 and 1988 are shown 
below. Beginning in 1989 the 1988 amounts will be 
indexed for inflation. <Sec. 17054> Annual Report 
Page 109 
Filing Status 
Single or Married Separate 
Married Joint, Head of 
Household, or Surviving Spouse 
1 Each Dependent 
Each Person Age 65 or 
1These credits are in addition 
for personal exemptions. 
t·~ the 
1987 1988 
Amount Amount 
$ 51 $ 52 
$102 $104 
$ 51 $ 52 
$ 51 $ 52 
basic credit 
4. Filing Status -- California repealed its unique 
filing status for Joint Custody Head of Household. 
However, a new tax credit has been added for these 
individuals. See Page 26. <Sec. 17042, 17042.5, 
17043, and 18410J 
5. Taxation of Minor Children -- California conforms 
to federal rules which look to the marginal tax 
rate of the parent for taxing unearned income of 
minor children. <Sec. 17041) Annual Report Page 
1408 
6. Income Averaging -- California conforms to federal 
law by repealing the provisions allowing income 
averaging. <Sec. 18241-18245) Annual Report Page 
115 
7. Indexing of Tax Brackets, Exemgtions, and Standard 
Deduction. California retains the existing state 
provisions for indexing of tax brackets <Sec 
17041), exemptions <Sec. 17054), and the new 
standard deduction (Sec. 17073.5). Annual Report 
Page 112 
B. Corgorations 
1. Tax Rates -- California conforms in concept to the 
federal changes by reducing the tax on general 
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corporations from 9.6 to 9.3 percent. Banks and 
financial corporations receive an equivalent 
reduction. <Sec. 23151, 23181, and 23501) Annual 
Rep<:•rt Page 601 
2. Mirtimum Tax 
a) General and Financial Corporations --
California has increased the minimum tax as 
shown below. <Sec. 23151, 23153, 23181, and 
23184) 
Income Years Beginning In !:!.! i Yt i rn•.tm Tax 
1987 01""' 1988 $ 300 
1989 $ 600 
1990 and subsequent $ 800 
b) Limited Partnerships -- California has added a 
new tax on limited partnerships for the 
privilege of doing business in this state. 
Limited partnerships are now subJect to the 
minimum tax shown above. <Sec. 17851, 23041, 
23042, and 23081) 
c) Real Estate M.::n--tgage Irtvestmer,t Cortd...\:.\.U.§. 
CREMIC> -- California law now provides that 
REMICs are subJect to the minimum tax (as 
shown above>. <Sec. 24872) 
C. Nonconformity 
1) Asset Reversions. California did not conform to 
the imposition of an excise tax on recipients of 
asset reversions under a qualified plan. Annual 
Report Page 1180 
2) Penalty for Ove~statement of Pension Liabilities. 
California did not conform to the new federal 
penalty for overstatement .of the deduction for 
pension liabilities. Annual Report Page 1189 
V. CHANGES AFFECTING PREFERENCE <ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM> TAX 
<Sec. 17062-17064.8 and 23400-23405) 
California has adopted the federal AMT provisions, effective 
for individuals with taxable years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987, and for banks and corporations with income 
yeat .. s beg i YtYt i Ytg <:•Y• Ot"' after J ar.uat"'Y 1, 1988. The exist i Ytg 
"add-art" pt"'eferertce tax will c<:•Yttint.te to apply to ba·nks artd 
corporations for income years beginning in 1987. 
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A. Alternative Minimum Taxable Income 
1. Private Activity Bonds -- California has enacted an 
exception providing that an adJustment for Private 
Activity Bonds is required only for those bonds on 
which the interest is exempt from taxation under 
Cali for~rda Law. <Sec. 17062 .::n'"•d 23400) 
2. Net Operating Losses (computational difference) 
Although California has adopted the federal rules, 
the amount of the carryovers will differ because 
California allows only 50 percent of the losses to 
be carried forward, does not allow carrybacks, has 
special rules for losses incurred in 1985 and 1986, 
and was not previously conformed to federal law. 
3. Depreciation (computational difference) -- Although 
California has adopted the federal rules for assets 
placed in service on or after January 1, 1987, 
there were many differences between state and 
federal law for assets acquired prior to 1987. 
Thus, the difference between regular depreciation 
and the amount allowable under the Alternative 
Depreciation System will frequently be different. 
B. Alternative Minimum Tax Rate -- California has adopted a 7.0 
percent flat rate for both individuals and corporations. No 
credits are allowed in computing AMT. Unlike federal law, S 
Corporations are also subJect to the alternative minimum tax. 
The tax rate for S Corporations is 2.0 percent (0.5 percent 
preference tax for 1987). <Sec. 17062 and 23400) 
C. Alternative Minimum Tax Credit -- California conforms in 
concept to federal law by allowing a tax credit for the 
difference between the alternative minimum tax and the 
regular tax. The amount of the credit will, of course, be 
differ~er.t. <Sec. 17063 artd 23401> 
VI. CHANGES AFFECTING CREDITS AGAINST THE TAX 
A. Repeal of Certain Tax Credits 
1. Pollution Control Abatement Equipment of Metal 
Finishers. (Sec. 17052.2 and 23604) 
Ridesharing Arrangements. 
and 23605> 
<Sec. 23607) 
<Sec. 17053, 17053.1, 
B. Modification of Certain Tax Credits 
1. Hc••.tsehr:•l d artd Depertder,t _!;at:g -- Ca 1 i fot~n i a has 
i nct~eased the "Chi 1 d Car~e" Ct'ed it t C• an ametur.t 
equal tCt 30 percent of the federal credit, 
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regardless of income level. This credit is 
repealed as of January 1, 1993. <Sec. 17052.6) 
2. Low-Income Credit -- California has modified this 
credit to eliminate the gross income test and added 
an automatic repeal date of January 1, 1992. <Sec. 
17069) 
3. Elderly and Disabled -- California has modified 
this credit by adding a automatic repeal date of 
January 1, 1992. <Sec. 17052.9) 
4. Sales Tax on New Property - Enterprise Zones --
California has modified these credits to deny an 
adJustment to basis for the amount of sales taxes 
paid and by adding automatic repeal dates of 
January 1, 1993. <Sec. 17052.13 and 23612) 
5. Wages Paid - Enterprise Zones -- California has 
modified these credits by adding automatic repeal 
dates of January 1, 1993. <Sec. 17053.8 and 24331) 
6. Wages Paid - Program Areas-- California has 
modified these credits by adding automatic repeal 
dates of January 1, 1993. <Sec. 17053.11 and 
24333) 
7. Wages Received - Enterprise Zones -- California has 
modified this credit by adding an automatic repeal 
date of January 1, 1993. <Sec. 17053.9) 
C. Addition of New Tax Credits 
1. Research and Development Expenses. California 
conforms to the federal credit, except as shown 
below. <Sec. 17052.12 and 23609) Annual Report 
Page 232 
a) The amount of the credit is equal to 8 percent 
of the incremental expenses and 12 percent of 
the basic (university) research payments. 
b) The California credit is limited to amounts 
incurred on or after January 1, 1988, and paid 
or incurred before January 1, 1993. 
c) The California credit is limited to research 
conducted in California. 
d) The California credit for basic (university> 
research also includes payments for applied 
research. 
2. Low-Incom@ Housing -- California conforms to the 
federal credit, except as shown below. <Sec. 17058 
and 23610.5) Annual Report Page 245 
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a> The amount of the credit for new and existing 
property placed in service during 1987 is nine 
percent for each of the first three years and 
three percent for the fourth year, whether or 
not federally subsidized. 
For property placed in service after 1987, the 
amount of the credit for the first three years 
is equal to the highest percentage allowable 
for federal purposes. For the fourth year, 
the amount of the credit is the difference 
between 30 percent and the sum of the 
percentages for the first three years. 
No credit is allowed for state purposes after 
the fourth year <other than carryover 
credits>. 
b) The low-income housing proJect must be located 
in California. 
c> The length of the compliance period for state 
purposes is 30 years rather than 15. 
d> The taxpayer's cumulative cash distribution on 
cash invested cannot exceed 8 percent per 
annum. Any cash in excess of this limitation 
must be used to reduce rents or to increase 
the number of rent restricted units. 
e> This section is repealed as of January 1, 
1990, however taxpayers who have previously 
qualified will be allowed to continue to claim 
the credit for the remainder of the four year 
period. Any credits in excess of tax 
liability will continue to be available as 
carryover credits after January 1, 1990. 
3. Clinical Testing of Certain Drug§ -- California 
conforms to the federal credit, except as shown 
below. <Sec. 17057 and 23609.5) 
a> The amount of the credit is equal to 15 
percent of the qualified clinical testing 
expenses. 
b) The California credit applies to taxable 
(income) years beginning on or after January 
1, 1987, and before January 1, 1993. 
c) The California credit is limited to testing 
conducted in California. 
4. Solar Energy -- This credit is basically a 
reenactment of the credit which expired at the end 
of 1986, except that it applies only to commercial 
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applications and the amount of the credit is equal 
to 12~ for 1987 installations and 10~ for 1988 
installations. No credit (other than carryovers) 
is allowed after 1988. (Sec. 17052.4 and 23601.4) 
5. Militar~ Compensation -- This new credit replaces 
the previous exclusions from income. The amount of 
the credit is equal to four percent of the military 
compensation, not to exceed $40. Qualifying 
compensation includes pay for active duty, re~erve 
duty, retirement pay, and active duty pay of 
certain members of the National Guard. This credit 
is automatically repealed effective January 1, 
1992. <Sec. 17053.13> 
6. Capital Gains -- Although the capital gains 
exclusion has been repealed, a new credit against 
the tax has been enacted for two specific types of 
property. However, no credit is allowed <other 
than carryovers> after 1991. 
a) Residential Rental Propert~ -- For property 
held more than five years, this new credit is 
equal to 4.5 percent of the capital gain. For 
property held for more than one year, but not 
more than five years, the credit is equal to 
3. 0 perceY•t c•f the capital gairt. <Sec. 
17061. 5) 
Qualifying residential rental property is 
property located in California which complies 
with the requirements of Section 167(J) C2> <B> 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 
b> Farm Propert~ -- For property held more than 
five years, this new credit is equal to 4.5 
percent of the capital gain. For property 
held for more than one year, but not more than 
five years, the credit is equal to 3.0 percent 
of the capital gaiY•. <Sec. 17061. 5> 
Qualifying farm property is property located 
in California which complies with the 
definitioy, of "farm pt~c.pet~ty" specified ir• 
Section 1252(a) <2> of the Internal Revenue 
Code. 
7. Joint Custody Head of Household -- This new credit 
replaces the unique filing status of JOint custody 
head of household. The amount of the credit is 
equal to 30 percent of the net tax, not to exceed 
$200. The maximum limitation is indexed for 
inflation beginning in 1988. This credit does not 
irtclude aY• autc•matic r~epeal date. <Sec. 17054.5) 
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VI I. 
a. Political Contributions -- This new credit is equal 
to 25 percent of the amount contributed, not to 
exceed $25 ($50 on a Joint return). No credit 
(other than carryover credits> is allowed after 
1991. <Sec. 17053.14) 
D. New Federal Credits Not Adopted. California did not 
enact a credit for rehabilitation of historic 
structures. Annual Report Page 242 
OTHER CHANGES 
A. Estimated Tax 
1) Increase Requirements for Estimated Tax Payments. 
California did not conform to the federal change 
which increases required payments of estimated tax 
from 80 to 90 percent of tax liability. [Sec. 
18682J Annual Report Page 1528 
2> Waiver of Estimated Tax Penalties. California 
conforms in concept to the federal provision that 
allows waiver of estimated tax penalties that are 
attributable to changes in the 1986 Tax Reform Act 
by waiving penalties attributable to changes in 
Cali forYiia. (Sec. 18682. 5 and 25951. 5J AY'1Y'1Ual 
Report Page 1532 
B. Interest Rates -- California conformed to quarterly 
redetermination of the interest rates, but did not 
establish differential rates for overpayments and 
underpayments. <Sec. 19269 and 25901> 
C. Penalties -- California generally conformed to federal 
changes relating to penalties. 
1> Penalties Relating to Information Returns. 
2) 
California generally conforms to the simplification 
and consolidation penalties relating to failure to 
file informatic•Y'• returns. (Sec. 17932, 18405, 
18681. 1, 18681.7, 18681.9, 18685.07, 18802, 
18802.1, 18802.4, 18802.5, 18802.6, 18802.8, and 
18803J Annual Report Page 1502 
Penalty fgr Failure to Pay Tax. California did not 
conform to the federal change increasing the amount 
of this penalty. However, it does amend the Bank 
and Corporation Tax Law to conform to the Personal 
Income Tax Law. [Sec. 25934.2J Annual Report Page 
1504 
3) Negligence and Fraud eenalties. California 
conforms to the increase in the fraud penalty (from 
50 to 75 percent> and partially conforms to other 
federal changes relating to these penalties. 
California does not, however, apply the negligence 
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penalty to failures to report when the amount 
disclosed on information returns is less than $100. 
[Sec. 18684, 18685, 18698.5, 25934, and 25935] 
Annual Report Page 1506 
4> Substantial Understatement of Tax Liability. 
California conforms to the federal increase in the 
penalty for substantial understatement of tax 
liability. [Sec. 17024.5 artd 23051.53 Anrtual 
Report Page 1508 
D. Tax Shelters 
1> Registration of Tax Shelters. California conforms 
to federal changes with respect to the requirement 
to register tax shelters and the increase in the 
penalty for failure to register. [Sec. 17024.53 
Annual Report Page 1521 
2) Failure to Furnish Tax Shelter ID Number. 
California conforms to the increase in the federal 
penalty for failure to furnish on the return the 
tax shelter identification number. [Sec. 17024.53 
Annual Report Page 1524 
3> Failure to Maintain Lists of Investors. California 
did not conform to the federal change which 
increases the penalty for failure to maintain a 
list of investors, since the existir•g state penalty 
is already greater than the federal penalty. <Act 
Sec. 1534> Annual Report Page 1525 
4) Interest on Tax Shelter Deficiencies. California 
conforms to the expansion of the special interest 
rate <120 percent of normal rate> to shams, as well 
as tax motivated transactions. [Sec. 19269J 
Annual Report Page 1526 
E. Computation of Interest 
1) Abatement of Interest. California conforms to the 
federal changes allowing abatement of interest 
where the Internal Revenue Service has unduly 
delayed collect iort of the tax. [Sec. 18688 artd 
25901bl Annual Report Page 1547 
2> Suspension of Compounding of Interest. California 
did not conform to the federal changes relating to 
suspension of the compounding of interest when a 
taxpayer has waived rights to protest and appeal of 
an assessment. <Act Sec. 1564> Annual Report Page 
1549 
F. Information Returns -- California generally conformed to 
federal changes relating to information returns. 
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1) Information Returns on Real Estate Transactions. 
California did not conform to the new federal 
requirement for filing information returns on real 
estate transact ic•r.s. <Act Sec. 1521 > Ar.nual Report 
Page 1512 
2> Information Returns on Government Contracts. 
3) 
California conforms, in concept, to the new federal 
requirement for filing information returns on 
contracts with the federal government by requiring 
state information returns on contracts with the 
State of Cali for~rda. [Sec. 18802. 9J Ar.nual Repot~t 
Page 1514 
Ir,format ic•n 
conforms to 
i r.fc•rmat ic•n 
$10. [Sec. 
Returns for Royalty Income. California 
the federal change which requires 
returns on royalty payments exceeding 
18802.6J Annual Report Page 1515 
G. Exemgt Organizations -- California generally conformed 
to federal changes relating to exempt organizations, 
including the exemption of certain title-holding 
companies. [Sec. 23701u, 23732, and 23734-23735cJ 
H. Transition Rules -- California enacted transition rules 
to insure that no taxpayer would be denied any carryover 
of a tax credit, excess contribution, or loss deduction 
to which the taxpayer was entitled under prior law. 
Other rules specify how to determine the adJusted basis 
of assets acq•.tit~ed pric•r to Jar.uary 1, 1987. [Sec. 
17029.5 and 23051.7] 
I. Voluntary Contributions -- California retained these 
provisions, but added automatic repealers as of January 
1, 1992. <Sec. 18504, 18513, 18525, 18534, and 18765) 
J. Legal Procedure~ 
1> Awards of Attorneys' Fees. California conforms to 
the federal changes relating to awards of attorney 
fees in litigation cases. [Sec. 19420 and 26491] 
Annual Report Page 1533 
2) Failure to Exhaust Administrative Remedies. 
California conforms to federal changes in the 
penalty for failure to exhaust administrative 
remedies. [Sec. 19414] Annual Report Page 1535 
3) Suspension of Statute of Limitations. California 
conforms to federal changes regarding suspension of 
the statute of limitations because of third party 
delays during the summons <subpoena> process. 
[Sec. 18586.7 and 25663dl Annual Report Page 1544 
4) Exemption From Levy. California conforms to 
federal changes in allowing certain exemptions to a 
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tax levy. [Sec. 18817.3 and 26132.05] Annual 
Report Page 1551 
K. Estates ar•d Tr•Jsts 
1> Tax Brackets of Estates and Trusts. California 
changes the tax brackets of estates and trusts, but 
only to the extent that they are modified for other 
taxpayers. [Sec. 17041] Annual Report Page 1401 
2) Taxable Year of Trusts. California conforms to the 
federal requirement that all trusts must adopt a 
caler.da~~ taxable yeat~. [Sec. 17024. 5J Armual 
Report Page 1402 
3) 
4) 
Ten-Year Exemption for Grantor 
conforms to the federal repeal 
exception for grantor trusts. 
Annual Report Page 1404 
Trusts. California 
of the 10-year 
[Sec. 17024.5] 
Estimated Tax for Estates and Trusts. Ca 1 i fot"f'• i a 
did not conform to federal changes requiring 
payment of estimated taxes by estates and trusts. 
[Sec. 18682] Annual Report Page 1406 
L. Internal Revenue Service Agents. California conforms to 
the federal provision which exempts IRS agents from 
certain recordkeeping requirements. Under California 
law, this provision also applies to special agents of 
state agertcies. [Sec. 17135] Artrtual Repc•t"t Page 1552 
M. Tax Forms. California contains new provisions relating 
to the design of tax forms by the Franchise Tax Board. 
It directs the Franchise Tax Board to design forms which 
provide for taxpayers to copy figures from, or attach a 
copy of, their federal return Cor portions thereof). It 
also directs the Franchise Tax Board to reduce the 
number of state schedules (by relying upon federal 
schedules) and to choose paper and ink that will 
facilitate the process of preparing tax returns <making 
copies). It also permits the Frar.chise Tax Boat"d to 
utilize a separate schedule <rather than the primary 
return) for designation of voluntary contributions. 
[Sec. 18431.5, 19310, ar•d 19311) 
N. Disposition of California Real Estate. California adds 
new provisions relating to the disposition of California 
real estate by foreign pet"sor.s. [Sec. 18805 artd 26131J 
D. Technical Corrections. California conforms to Act 
Sections 1800 through 1899A, inclusive, of the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986, relating to technical corrections of 
federal law. CAB 53 Act Sec. 187 and SB 572 Act Sec. 
231] 
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P. Departmental Studies -- SB 572 <Garamendi) requires the 
Franchise Tax Board to conduct four studies: 
1> Accelerated Cost Recovery System <ACRS> - by 
October 1, 1989. [SB 572 Act Sec. 236J 
2) S Corporations - by October 1, 1989. 
Sec. 235J 
[SB 572 Act 
3) Alternative Minimum Tax - by February 15, 1991. 
[SB 572 Act Sec. 233J 
4) Net Operating Losses - by February 15, 1991. 
572 Act Sec. 234J 
[SB 
Q. Jechnical Corrections -- California also made technical 
changes in the following sections: 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Sections 16702, 16704, and 16710. 
Skipping Taxes. 
Sect i c•r• 17020. 9. Definition of a domestic building 
and loan association. 
Section 17020.11. 
Lease. 
Sect ic•r• 17021. 5. 
Section 17024.5. 
Definition of Motor Vehicle 
Determination of marital status. 
Two-Earner Married Deduction. 
6> Section 17061.3. Tax Credit for Sales Tax on New 
Car <obsolete provision>. 
7) Section 17061.5. Tax Credit for 1979 SDI 
(obsc•lete). 
8> Section 17072. Definition of AdJusted Gross 
Ir.come. 
9) Sect ior. 17073. Definition of taxable income. 
10) Section 17087. Exclusion from income of Social 
Security and Railroad Retirement Benefits. 
11) Sect ior. 17088. Transfer of property in 
connection with performance of services. 
12) Section 17137. Exclusion from income for 
certain ship contractors. 
13> Section 17143. Taxation of interest income on 
federal obligations. 
14) Sect ic•r• 17144. Dividend Exclusion. 
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15) Section 17225.5. Denial of deduction for taxes 
paid by covenant bonds. 
16) Section 17250. Depreciation of railroad 
pt"c•pert y. 
17) Section 17323. Reinvestment of dividends in a 
public utility. 
18) Section 17651. Tax on unrelated business 
income. 
19) Section 18040. Nonrecognition of gain on 
disposition of certain vessels. 
20) Section 18401. Filing Requirements 
21) Section 18402. Filing Requirements 
22> Section 18684.2. Penalty for failure to pay 
tax. 
23) Section 20503. Definition of Income CSCPTA 
Program)~ 
24> Section 23045.5. Definition of Domestic 
Building and 
25) 
26) 
27) 
28) 
29) 
30) 
31) 
32) 
33) 
34) 
Loan Association. 
Sect ion 23048. 
Pool. 
Section 23049. 
Lease. 
Sect ior. 23603. 
Conversion. 
Sect ioy, 23609. 
Definition of Taxable Mortgage 
Definition of Motor Vehicle 
Tax Credit for Alcohol Fuel 
Tax Credit for Sales Tax on New 
Car (obsolete provision). 
Section 23710. 
orgar.izat ior.s. 
Sect icon 24271 • 
Sect ior, 24330. 
Section 24344. 
Sect ior-1 24349. 
Sect icon 24437. 
Members. 
Bingo games conducted by exempt 
Definition of Gross Income. 
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit. 
Interest Expense. 
Depreciat icon. 
Deductions for Transactions With 
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35) Section 24688. 
property. 
Payments relating to use of 
36> Section 24689. Mining and solid waste 
reclamation costs. 
37) Section 24690. Nuclear decommissioning costs. 
38> Section 24725. Allocation of income and 
deductions among taxpayers. 
39) Section 24917. 
property. 
AdJustments to basis of 
40> Section g4981. Nonrecognition of gain or loss 
on exchanges or distributions in obedience to 
orders of F.S.E.C. 
41) Section 24988. Stock or securities received 
after 1942 pursuant to liquidation order of 
F.S.E.C. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Harris 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-10 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 708 
SubJect: Probate/Creditor Claims; Payment of Debts 
Laws Affected: Section 9150 of the Probate Code and Section 19265 of 
the Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 22, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-923 
SUMMARY 
This act, as it affects the department, makes the following changes 
with respect to creditor claims and payments of debts during probate. 
o Section 9150 of the Probate Code. 
Requires the department, as a creditor, to file a claim with the 
court and mail a copy to the personal representative, if the 
department is notified of the probate proceedings or if the 
department proposes an assessment as a result of the fiduciary's 
request for an audit. 
o Section 19265 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
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Allows wages, as defined in the Probate Code, to be paid by the 
fiduciary prior to payment of an income tax debt. This conforms 
to the existing Probate Code. 
The above provisions are operative July 1, 1988. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Govet .. rtmer.t Cc•de. 
Author: Hannigan 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-11 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 992 
SubJect: Taxpayer Contributions for the Building of the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial 
Laws Affected: Sections 18513, 18513.1 and 18513.2 of the Revenue and 
Taxat ior, Cc•de. 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 26, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-1193 
SUMMARY 
Sect ic•r• 18513. 
This act allows a taxpayer to contribute through the tax form a 
contribution to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Account and once made 
would be irrevocable. The contributions would be used to build a 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial at the State Capitol. 
The contribution must be in full dollar amounts and may be made by each 
signatory on the return. Should a taxpayer designate to more than one 
account and the contribution is insufficient to accommodate the amount 
designated, the contribution would then be allocated on a pro rata 
basis. If ar.y paymer.ts and ct .. edits assc•ciated with the retut .. r• de• not 
exceed the tax liability, the return shall be treated as if no · 
designation was made. 
All contributions designated to this Fund would be deductible for state 
income tax purposes. 
The Franchise Tax Board would be responsible for allocating space on 
the return labeled the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund. 
The contributions may be made for any taxable year beginning on 
after January 1, 1987, and before January 1, 1991. This allows 
contributions to be made on the 1987 tax return filed in 1988. 
deduction would then be allowed on the 1988 tax return filed in 
Sections 18513.1 and 18513.2. 
or 
for the 
A 
1989. 
The Franchise Tax Board shall determine annually the amount designated 
to the Fund and notify the Controller of the amount. The Controller 
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would then transfer from the Personal Income Tax Fund the amount 
designated to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Account in the General 
Fund. All money transferred to the Vietnam Account would be allocated 
first to the Franchise Tax Board for its administrative costs 
associated with the Fund and to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Commission, as specified. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
This act is operative for designations made for taxable years beginning 
on or after January 1, 1987 and before January 1, 1991. 
Authc•r: 
SubJect: 
Moot"'e 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-12 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 239 
Disallowance of Business Expense Deductions Incurred by 
Patrons of Clubs which Discriminate 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Section 23438 of the Business 
and Professions Code, and 
Sections 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: 
Chapter Number: 87-1463 
17269 and 24343.2 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code 
September 30, 1987 
Section 23438 of the Business and Professions Code. 
Requires any alcoholic beverage club licensee which restricts 
membership or the use of its services or facilities on the basis of 
age, sex, race, religion, color, ancestry or national origin when 
issuing a receipt for expenses (which may be used by taxpayers for tax 
deduction purposes) to incorporate a printed statement on the receipt 
as fc•llows: "The expe1"1ditures cc•vered by this t"'eceipt are 
nondeductible for state income tax purposes or franchise tax purposes. 
Sections 17269 and 24343.2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code. 
Disallows business expense deductions for expenditures made at, or 
payments made to, a club (except American national fraternal 
organizations) which restricts membership or the use of its facilities 
or services on the basis of age, sex, race, religion, color, ancestry, 
or national origin. 
A club <except American National fraternal organizations) which holds 
an a~coholic beverage license is required to have printed on its 
receipts the follc•wir1g statemel"rt: "The exper.dit•..tt"'es covet"'ed by this 
receipt are nondeductible for state income tax purposes or franchise 
tax put"'poses. " 
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"Expenses" include but at"e rtot 1 imited to, club membership dues artd 
assessments, food and beverage expenses, expenses for services 
furnished by the club, and reimbursement or salary adJustments to 
officers or employees for any of the preceding expenses. 
A 11 Ytat iortal fratet"nal ot"ganizat iort" is defirted as any chapter", parlor, 
) 
lodge or local unit of an American national fr~ternal organization 
which has as the owner, lessee, or occupant an establishment for 
fraternal purposes. These organizations must operate in 20 or more 
states and must have been in active continuous existence for 20 years 
ot" rtlOt"e. 
The act specifies that it is not intended: <1> to affect the tax 
exempt status of any church or other organizations, as specified, nor 
(2) to preclude administrative regulations by the Franchise Tax Board 
which disallow business expense deductions based on public policy prior 
to the acts operative date of January 1, 1990. 
Note: Under FTB regulations, effective January 1, 1988, business 
expenses incurred at all clubs which discriminate will be disallowed. 
The differences between the FTB regulations and this act are that the 
regulations do not: <1> exclude American National fraternal 
organizations; (2) require clubs holding liquor licenses to stamp their 
receipts with a statement regarding nondeductibility for state income 
tax purposes, and: (3) contain as broad of a definition of the term 
"clt.tb." The t"egulati•:•n is effective Januat"Y 1, 1988, whet"eas this act 
is effective January 1, 1990. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Nolar• 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-13 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 2009 
SubJect: Enterprise Zone and Program Area Employer Hiring Credit 
Laws Affected: Sections 17053.8, 17053.11, 24331, and 24333 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 30, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-1428 
SUMMARY 
This act makes the fQllowing changes to the Personal Income Tax Law and 
Bank and Corporation Tax Law regarding the allowance of tax credits for 
the hiring of certain employees by employers who operate in an 
enterprise zone or in a program area. 
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Sections 17053.8 & 24331. <Enterprise Zones> 
o Expands the definition of a qualified employee eligible for 
the employer's hiring credit to include individuals certified 
under the federal Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program as long as 
that program is in effect. 
Sections 17053.11 & 24333. <Program Areas) 
o Modifies the definition of a qualified business, for purposes 
of obtaining the employer's credit available to businesses 
operating in a designated program area. 
The act also requires the Auditor General to submit a report regarding 
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit program to the Legislature no later than 
June 30, 1988. It further requires this department and other state 
departments to cooperate with the Auditor General to the maximum extent 
feasible to ensure the Auditor General timely collection of data for 
the report. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
The provisions of this act will be operative for taxable or income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
Authc•r: Mello 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-14 
SENATE BILL NO. 47 
SubJect: Tax Rebate Act of 1987/refund 
Laws Affected: Section 17070 of the Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 21, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-908 
SUMMARY 
This act and AB 2609 <Chpt. 915, Stats. 87) comprise the 
Condit-Mello-McClintock Tax Rebate Act of 1987. This act provides for 
a tax rebate through a refund. 
This legislative change is based •::.Y• legislative il"tteY•t as deterrniY•ed 
through various meetings with legislative staff, as well as the law. 
Any amendments to this act that are necessary to reflect the intent 
will be made in January. 
Sect i oY• 17070. 
This act provides a rebate to every qualified taxpayer. A qualified 
taxpayer is (1) an individual who has filed a timely income tax return 
for the calendar year 1986 or a taxable year ending in 1986, or in the 
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situation where a income tax return has not been filed, (2) a blind, or 
disabled, or age 62 claimant who has filed a claim for property tax 
assistance (homeowner or renter) for the fiscal year 1986-87 by October 
15, 1987. Cin the case where an individual files an income tax return 
for renter credit and also a renter assistance claim, a rebate will be 
issued only as a result of the filing of the income tax return.) 
The rebate amount is equal to 15 of the tax imposed on income, 
including the tax on preference income, and early withdrawals of IRA's, 
Keo , and annuities, less all credits except for renter credit, 
excess SDI, withholding and any other refundable credits. However, 
there is a minimum and maximum rebate amount, as follows 
o minimum amount --
$32 for those who file an income tax return as either single 
(which includes Joint custody head of household) or married 
filing separate, or a property tax assistance claim and have 
not filed an income tax return. 
$64 for those individuals filing a JOint income tax return or 
an income tax return as head of household or surviving 
spouse. 
o maximum amount --
An amount determined by the Franchise Tax Board that, after 
taking into consideration the minimum rebate amount, will 
result in a rebate of the excess revenue, as certified by the 
Controller no later than November 1, 1987. 
The Franchise Tax Board will. certify to the Controller no later than 
November 15, 1987 the names, addresses, and amount of the rebate. 
However, taxpayers whose accounts contain a bad address, or who file 
returns or claims requiring manual resolution (i.e., amended returns, 
returns or claims requiring questionnaires and other correspondence) 
will be certified to certified to the Controller no later than January 
7, 1988. The rebate amounts for those taxpayers whose account 
previously contained a bad address will be certified to the Controller 
beginning January 7, 1988 and ending no later than the date the 
provision sunsets. In addition, the Franchise Tax Board will work with 
the Controller to reissue the rebates which were previous returned by 
the U.S. Postal Service.) 
Once the amount is certified, it is not subJect to adJUstment (increase 
or decrease) unless the taxpayer contacts the department and it is 
determined that the rebate amount was incorrectly computed as a result 
of the department's processing of the taxpayer's return or claim. 
The rebate is subJect to offset against tax debts and other state 
obligations as provided under existing law. 
Pursuant to d1rection received from the Internal Revenue Service <IRS>, 
the Franchise Tax Board will report the rebate to the IRS and the 
taxpayer, with respect to taxpayers who itemized for Federal purposes 
in 1986, as a refund of income tax. 
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This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
Author: Bal<et"' 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-15 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 1581 
SubJect: Credit Union Deductions 
Laws Affected: Section 24405 of the Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: 9/30/87 
Chapter Number: 87-1465 
SUMMARY 
Sect :i. c•r• 24405. 
This act include~ as a deduction ln computing taxable income, the 
ir•cc•me from Ct"'edit urdc•Y• "sut"'plus membet"' savings capital" iY• 
investments permitted for credit unions. 
"Surplus membet"' savings capital" is defirted as the savir-.gs capital of 
credit union members which is in excess of the amount of savings 
capital which is loaned to its members. 
This act specifically defines the activity of investing ''surplus member 
savings capital" as "fcq·"' Ot"' with" the members c•f the credit ur-d•::.n. 
This act takes immediate effect, and specifies that its provisions are 
applicable for income years beginning on or after January 1, 1988. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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Author: O'Connell 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-16 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 430 
SubJect: Exempt Organizations and Charitable Contribution of Scientific 
Eq u i pmer.t. 
Laws Affected: Sections 23701u and 24357.8 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 30, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87 - 1481 
SUMMARY 
Sectior• 23701u. 
This act adds an exemption for an organization that is organized 
exclusively for exempt purposes, as specified, the net earnings of 
which are devoted exclusively to charitable purposes if 
o such organization is a nonprofit public benefit corporation, as 
specified, artd 
o the specific and primary purpose for which the corporation is 
formed is to render financial assistance to government by 
financing, refinancing, acquiring, constructing, improving, 
leasing, selling or otherwise conveying property of any kind to 
g•::.verr.mer.t. 
"Gcove'r"Y"tl'l1er.t" is defirted as meartirtg the State of Califc•t"rtia, a city, 
city and county, county, school district, board of education, public 
corporation, hospital district or any other special district located in 
Cali fot"rlia. 
This act provides that the dedication of assets requires that, in the 
event of dissolution of an organization, or the impossibility of 
performing the specific organizational purposes, the assets would 
continue to be devoted to exempt purposes. Assets would be deemed 
irrevocably dedicated to exempt purposes if the articles of 
organization provide that upon dissolution the assets would be 
distributed 
o to an organization which is exempt, as specified, 
o to the federal government, or 
o in trust for exempt purposes ~y a provision in the articles of 
organization that is satisfactory to the Franchise Tax Board 
<FTB>, or by establishing that the assets are irrevocably 
dedicated to exempt purposes by operation of law. 
This provision applies with respect to taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1987. 
Note: AB 53, which was chaptered 5 days before this bill, also has a 
Section 23701u. This should be cleaned up in a technical correction 
bi 11. 
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Sect icY• 24357.8. 
This act extertds, Lmt i 1 December 31, 1990, the provisions •=•f the Bank 
and Corporation Tax Law pertaining to the deduction allowable for 
charitable contributions of scientific equipment or apparatus to 
institutions of higher learning. 
This provision will be operative for income years beginning on or after 
January 1, 1987. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Govet'Ytment Code. 
Author: Garamendi 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-17 
SENATE BILL NO 570 
SubJect: Exempt Organizations and Taxation of Out-of-State Banks 
Laws Affecting Franchise Tax Board: Sections 23701u and 23181 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: September 30, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-1442 
SUMMARY 
Sect i or. 23701 u. 
This act exempts from tax under the Bank and Corporation Tax Law a 
nonprofit public benefit corporation organized under the provisions of 
the Nonprofit Public Benefit Law <Part 2 of Division 2 of Title 1 of 
the Corporation Code), if specified conditions are met. However, this 
Act was superseded by Assembly Bill 430 <Stats. 1987, Ch. 1481). 
See Legislative Change No. 87-16 for a discussion of this provision. 
Sect ion 23181. 
This act amends the Bank and Corporation Tax Law by changing the 
Jurisdictional standard for taxing banks from "located" in California 
to "doi Ytg business" in California. 
Under the "doing b•.tsiness" standard, an out-of-state bartk which is 
regularly and systematically availing itself of the California 
marketplace but does not have an actual office here will be subJect to 
California tax. 
This act requires the department to adopt regulations dealing with 
apportionment and allocat ior. of income with respect to banks and 
financial corporations which consider the laws and regulations of other 
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states with an obJective of preventing multiple taxation or 
circumstances where income is taxed in no state. 
The provisions pertaining to the change in the Jurisdictional standard 
for taxing banks and the adoption of regulations as specified above are 
effective for income years beginning on or after January 1, 1988. 
Author: Hill 
LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-18 
ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 7X 
SubJect: Diaster Relief 
Laws Affected: Section 17207 of the Revenue and Taxation Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: November 16, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-3X 
SUMMARY 
Section 17207 
Expands the disaster loss carryforward provisions to apply to losses 
sustained during 1987 as a result of forest fire or other related 
casualty, and to residential losses sustained during October 1987 as 
the result of the earthquake, aftershock, or any other related 
casualty. For the provision to apply, the loss must have occurred in a 
county of this state which was proclaimed by the Governor to be in an 
state of disaster. 
Applies to taxable year beginning on or after January 1, 1987. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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LEGISLATIVE CHANGE NO. 87-19 
SENATE BILL NO. 2X 
Author: Garamendi 
SubJect: Alternative Minimum Tax 
Laws Affected: Sections 17062 and 23400 of the Revenue and Taxation 
Code 
Date Filed with Secretary of State: November 16, 1987 
Chapter Number: 87-SX 
SUMMARY 
Sections 17062 and 23400 
Amends existing law with respect to alternative minimum tax to delete 
the provision which required interest income from certain bonds issued 
by the state and local governments in the state to be included in 
income for alternative minimum tax purposes. 
Applies, for Personal Income Tax, to taxable years beginning on or 
after January 1, 1987, and, for Bank and Corporation Tax, to income 
years beginning on or after January 1, 1988. 
This act will not result in any program changes for the department 
requiring a report to the Legislature pursuant to Section 11017.5 of 
the Government Code. 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
SUBJECT LAW SECTION* 
* GC = Government Code; PR = Probate Code; UI = Unemployment Insurance 
Code. Nondesignated sections = Revenue and Taxation Code. 
Accounting Methods 
Cash method, limitations on 
Farming corporations 
Crop insurance proceeds 
Installment method 
Installment obligations 
Long-term contracts 
Accounting Period 
Real estate investment trusts 
Required change in 
ACRS 
Additional First-Year Depreciation 
AdJusted Gross Income 
Adoption Expenses 
Alimony 
Alternative Minimum Tax 
Subchapter S corporation 
A-
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders 
Research Fund 
Amortization 
Annuities 
Cc•Y•t ract s 
Employee contributions, special rules 
Endowment and life insureance proceeds 
Overstatement of contributions penalty 
Penalties for early distribution 
Reports on, penalty 
Artistic Property, Contribution of 
Asset Acquisitions, Allocation Rules 
Automobiles 
Luxury, depreciation 
Recordkeeping requirements 
Avoidance of Tax, Regulations 
Banks, Minimum Tax 
Basis 
~~dJ ustmey,t tc• 
Player contracts 
- B -
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51 24654 
50, 51 24652-53 
51 24662 
51' 52 24667-69 
19 17552.5 
19 17560 
52 24673.2-73.5 
44 24413.3 
19 17551. 5 
50 24633.5 
14 17250 
15 17252 
9 17072 
13 17211 
11 17090-91 
12 17205 
7 17062 
35 23400 
8 17063 
35 23401 
39 23801 
25 18540-45 
14 17250 
43 24373.5 
40 24272.2 
10 17084 
10 17085 
27 18683.5 
10 17082 
26 18681. 9 
14 17240, 43 
57 24966.2 
15 17255 
11 17137 
59 25106.5 
34 23181 
22 18036 
56 24916 
1 17020.3 
32 23(>45. 3 
58 24989 
SUBJECT 
Pt~e-1 '387 assets 
Property acquired from decedent 
Property imported from another country 
Property imported from related persons 
Pt"'opet"'ty t ... eceive ir• c•:rt"p. liquidation 
SEC directed exhanges & distributions 
Substituted 
"Substituted basis prc•pet"ty" 
Bingo Games, Exempt Organizations 
Blind, Exemption Credit for 
Bonds 
Covenant, taxes on 
Original issue discount 
Special rules 
Brokers, Information Returns 
Building and Loan Association, Domestic 
Business Expenses 
Discriminatory clubs 
Fat"mir•g 
Federal conformity 
Golden parachute payments 
Rideshat ... irtg 
Travel, Carribean Basin 
California Election Campaign Fund 
California Fund for Senior Citizens 
California Real Property Interests, 
Dispositions - Withholding of Tax 
Capital Expenditures 
Expenses 
Fruit and nut growers 
Handicapped, elderly facilities 
IRC Section 17'3 property 
Program area property 
c-
Capital Gains and Losses - See Gains and 
Carryovers and Carrybacks 
Capital losses 
Corporate acquisitions 
Net operating losses 
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PAGE LAW SECTION 
2 1702'3.5 
33 23051. 7 
21 18033 
57 24967 
57 24966. 1 
47 24504 
57 24988 
56 24'317 
1 17020.1 
32 23045. 1 
1 17020.2 
32 23045.2 
37 23710 
5 17054 
13 17225.5 
40 24272.5 
58 24990 
28 18802.4 
1 17020.9 
32 23045.5 
16 17269 
42 24343.2 
46 24444 
46 24445.5 
46 24446 
52 24682 
42 24343 
17 17288 
42 24343.5 
16 17270 
46 24443 
28 18765 
24 18513 
29 18805 
60 26131 
45 24422.3 
15 17261 
45 24422.5 
15 17262 
15 17260 
15 17265 
Losses 
22 18153-55 
49 24591-93 
16 17276 
16 17276.5 
44 24416 
44 24417 
SUBJECT 
S c.:•t~pc•rat i .;:.ns 
Tt~ar.si t i or, r~ul es 2 
33 
Casualty Losses 12 
Child Care Facilit iation 15 
Child Care, Tax Credit 4 
Claims Against Decedent's Estate 61 
Clinical Testing-Orphan Drugs, Tax Credit 6 
Collection Agencies, Private 
Collection Fund, Delinquent Tax 
Commodity Straddles 
Failure to report gain, penalty 
36 
30 
60 
30 
60 
28 
Gain on 23 
Common Trust Funds 
Political contributions 19 
Tax C•l"l 19 
Compensation, Employer Ridesharing 
Arrangements 12 
Constitutionally Exempt Income 11 
Construction Period Interest and Taxes 43 
Constructive Ownership of Stock 47 
Contested Liabilities 52 
Contracts Marked to Market 55 
Contracts with State Agencies, Information 
Returns 29 
Contributions 
Artistic pr.;:.perty 14 
Des i gr.ated 
Alzheimer's Disease 25 
California Election Campaign Fund 28 
California Fund for Senior Citizens 24 
Rare and Endangered Species 25 
State Childrens' Trust Fund 24 
Tax forms 24 
U.S. Olympic Committee 25 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund 25 
Limi tat i •:•n 
Ordinary income and capital gain 
prc•pet~ty 
Pc•l it i cal 
Technological equipment 
Tt~ans it i c•r1 t~ul es 
Traveling expenses 
Converted Wetlands, Disposition of 
Cooperatives, Information Returns 
Corporations 
Allocation of income and deductions 
Alternative minimum tax 
Alternative minimum tax credit 
Carryovers .;:.f excess credits and NOLs 
Constructive ownership of stock 
D i st r~ i but i or1s 
Earnings and profits 
121 
13 
14 
14 
43 
2 
43 
5~j 
28 
54 
35 
49 
47 
46 
46 
LAW SECTION 
23053.5 
17029.5 
23051.7 
17207 
17254 
17052.6 
PR 9150 
17057 
23609.5 
18838 
26255 
18839 
26256 
18698.5 
18176 
17672 
17651 
1714':3 
17133 
24373.5 
24497 
24684 
24902. 1 
18802.9 
17240, 43 
18540-45 
18765 
18513 
18521' 25 
18504 
18431. 5 
18534 
18513-13.2 
17241 
17244 
17245 
24373.5 
17029.5 
24357 
24902.2 
18802.1 
24725 
23400 
23401 
24591-93 
24497 
24481-83.5 
24484--':33 
SUBJECT 
Dividend, defined 
Farming corporations 
Foreign corporations 
Liquidations 
M i rlimum tax 
Pension, profit sharing, stock bonus 
plar.s 
Dividends paid deduction 
Pl·~efet~ence items 
Redempt i •::trts 
Reot~gart i zat i •=•ns 
Tax rate 
Transfers of partnerships and trust 
intet~ests 
Court Costs and Fees, Awarding of 
Covenant Bonds, Taxes on 
Credits - See Tax Credits 
Credit Unions 
Crop Insurance Proceeds 
Croplands, Erodible - Disposition of 
Currency, Foreign Transactions 
- D-
Debt Instruments 
Decedent 
Claims against estate of 
Property acquired from 
Deductions - See Specific Deduction 
Gerset~a 1 n .. \ le 
Deferred Compensation - See Pensions 
Deficiency Assessments, Interest on 
Defined Benefit Plans 
Defined Contribution Plans 
Definitions 
Di vidersds 
Othet~ 
Delinquent Tax Collection Fund 
Dependent Exemption, Credit for 
Depletion, Percentage 
Depreciation 
PAGE 
46 
50 
49 
47, 
34 
34 
34 
34 
50 
50 
46 
46 
48 
34 
35 
4':3 
31 
60 
13 
44 
51 
55 
9 
·=-.... 
33 
61 
21 
52 
27 
59 
17 
18 
18 
46 
47 
30 
60 
5 
20 
54 
ACRS 14 
Child care facilities 15 
Enterprise zone property 15 
First-year 15 
Luxury automobiles & m1xed use property 15 
122 
48 
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244':35 
24652 
24561 
24502-20 
23151 
23153 
23181 
23184 
24601-15 
24603 
24449 
24457 
24551 
23151 
23333 
24585 
19420 
26491 
17225.5 
24405 
24662 
24902.2 
17078 
17024.5 
23051.5 
PR ':3150 
18033 
24681-86.4 
18688 
25901b 
17503 
17510 
17510 
24495 
244':36 
18839 
26256 
17054 
17683 
24833 
17250 
17254 
17252.5 
17252 
17255 
SUBJECT 
Property leased to tax exempt entities 
Residential rental property 
Designated Settlement Funds 
Disaster Relief 
Discount Coupons, Redemption of 
Discharge of Indebtedness 
Discriminatory Clubs 
Dissolution, Corporation 
Distributions, Corporate 
Dividends 
Defir.ed 
Dividends paid deduction 
Information returns 
Partial exclusion 
Real estate investment trust 
Reinvestment in public utility stock 
Domestic Building and Loan Associations 
- E -
PAGE 
43 
14 
18 
12 
53 
41 
56 
16 
42 
35 
46 
46 
50 
29 
12 
20 
44 
17 
1 
32 
Earnings and Profits, Corp. Distributions 46 
Effective Dates - IRC 2 
33 
Elderly 
Exemption credit 
Facilities 
Tax Ct"ed it 
Employee 
Ar•r•ll it i es 
Life insurance salesman 
Statements of earnings 
Withholding certificate 
Employee Ridesharing Arrangements 
Enterprise Zones 
Dept"eciat ior. 
Net investment interest 
Sales and use tax, qualified property 
Wages paid, tax credit 
Entertainment Expenses 
Erodible Croplands 
Estates 
Income in case of divorce 
Liability of fiduciary 
Estimated Tax 
Underpayment of, penalty 
123 
5 
15 
4 
18 
·:::. ,_ 
62 
29 
60 
12 
15 
13 
4 
13 
37 
42 
4 
41 
46 
46 
46 
55 
20 
30 
26 
LAW SECTION 
24349 
17250.5 
17515 
17207 
24687 
24307 
24918 
17269 
24343.2 
23333 
24481-83.5 
24495 
24603 
18803 
17144 
17740 
24413.2 
17323 
17020.9 
23045.5 
24484-93 
17024.5 
23051.5 
17054 
17262 
17052.9 
17506 
17027 
UI 13050 
18810 
26132.3 
17149 
17252.5 
17231 
17052.13 
17220 
23612 
24345 
17053.8 
24331 
24444 
24445.5 
24446 
25902.2 
17737 
19265 
18682 
SUBJECT 
Waiver of penalties 
Exc 1 us ions 
Mi 1 i t.:n~y 
National Guard 
65 ar.d over~ 
Exempt Income 
Constitutionally 
Related expenses 
Exempt Obligations 
Exempt Organizations 
Bi r.gc• games 
Mobilehome parks 
Nonprofit public benefit corporation 
Pc•l it ical 
Regulated investment companies 
Reinstatement of exemption 
Title holding companies 
Tr~ust, tax or. 
Unemployment compensation trusts 
Unrelated business income tax 
Unrelated debt financed income 
Unrelated trade or business 
Voluntary employees' pension trusts 
Expenses - See Specific Expense 
Capitalization of 
- F -
Failure to Furnish Certain Statements, 
Penalty 
Failure to Pay Tax by Due Date, Penalty 
Failure to Supply Identifying Number, 
Penalty 
Farming Corporations 
Accounting methods 
Expenses, limitations on 
Federal Forms W-4 and W-4A 
Federal Information Returns, Copies of 
Fiduciary, Liability of 
Filing Requirements 
Filing Status 
Joint custody head of household 
Use of fedet'al 
Financial Corporations, Minimum Tax 
First-Year Depreciation 
Fishing Boat Operators, Info. Returns 
Foreign Corporations 
Foreign Currency Transactions 
Forms, Tax 
Availability of in libraries 
Desi gr, c•f 
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PAGE 
27 
5':3 
12 
12 
11 
11 
16 
23 
58 
37 
37 
37 
37 
37 
38 
37 
1'3 
37 
37, 
38 
38 
37 
45 
26 
27 
5'3 
27 
50, 
51 
s·=· •--
2'3 
60 
28 
30 
24 
3 
3 
34 
15 
28 
i~9 
9 
61 
30 
LAW SECTION 
18682.5 
25951.5 
17138-40 
17142 
17134 
17133 
17280 
18177 
24991 
23710 
23701v 
23701u 
23701 r~ 
23701m 
23778 
23701u 
17651 
23701n 
38 23731-32 
23735-·35c 
;.:::3734-34d 
23701s 
24422.3 
18E,81. 7 
18684.2 
25934.2 
18685.07 
51 E:4652-·53 
f~4662 
24682 
18810 
2613;.:::. 3 
18802.6 
1'3265 
18401-05 
17042.5 
17043 
23184 
17252 
18802.8 
24561 
17078 
GC 14913 
19310--11 
SUBJECT 
Fraud Penalties 
Gain or Loss 
Capital loss limitation 
Contracts marked to market 
Converted wetlands 
Corporate liquidations 
Corporate reorganizations 
Erodible croplands 
GeYtet~al r~ules 
Holding pet~ ic•ds 
Involuntary conversions 
Low-income housing 
- G -
Oil, gas or geothermal property 
Qualified housing proJects 
Regulated futures contracts - commodity 
stt~add les 
Residential rental property 
SEC directed exchanges and dispositions 
Small business stock 
St t~ i pped boYtds 
Trade or business property defined 
General Provisions 
Operative and specified dates 
Gif't Expenses 
Golden Parachute Payments 
Government Obligations, Interest on 
Bross Income - See Income 
Group-Term Lif'e Insurance Inf'o. Returns 
Handicapped Facilities 
Head of' Household 
DefiYted 
Joi Ytt custc•dy 
Holding Periods, Capital Assets 
- H-
- I -
·::•7 
·-. 
5'9 
C:2 
c:.-~:;· 
..!-..) 
55 
47 
'+7' 
48 
55 
r::-c::-
...Jd 
23 
22 
21 
~===:~3 
56 
2:3 
21 
57 
23 
23 
57 
57 
22 
C~2, 
41 
56 
55 
·=•7 
'-'""' 
2 
33 
2 
33 
46 
17 
1.-. 
.::. 
28 
15 
3 
.... 
..... 
23 
Identification Number, Failure to Suppply i":~7 
Immigration Consultants 31 
L~B 
·::•7' 
..... ,J 
LAW SECTION 
1 E-!15~::-··55 
21t'JO~?.. 1 
24':302. ,;:: 
C:45<):7~ 
2Lr511-·l9 
.:::4551. 
24'302. 2 
·~~4903 
181 6~-=~. c:· ;;:) 
18037 
18035 
l817i.=:. 
2495~~ 
18175 
18035. 5 
24'353. 5 
18176 
18173 
24981 
~~4'388 
18152 
18:1.61-62. 
2434i.::: 
24904 
E~4903 
18169 
1 70E~4. 5 
23051. C" d 
17029. 5 
23051. 7 
24445 
17288 
17143 
18802. """ ....J 
17262 
17042 
17042.5 
1816;.=.:~. 5 
18685.07 
194i.=.::1 
c· 
;:.;) 
SUBJECT 
Income 
AdJusted gt~oss 
A 1 i fi1Cil"IY 
Ar.nuit ies 
Constitutionally exempt 
Discharge of indebtedness 
Exclusion, taxpayers 65 or over 
Gt~c•ss 
Military exclusion 
Nat ic!l""•al Guat~d 
Original issue discount 
Property transferred for services 
S corporations, shareholders of 
Ship contractors, earnings of 
Taxable 
Income Averaging 
Indebtedness, Discharge of 
Information Returns. 
Contracts with state agencies 
Dividends and interest 
Employee statement of earnings 
Ger•et~a 1 
Nominee interest in partnership 
Original issue discount 
Per• a 1 t i es 
Reporting requirements of cities 
Installment Sales 
Installment method 
Dealers in personal property 
Installment obligations 
Insurance Contracts 
Intangible Drilling and Development Costs 
Interest 
Below market interest rates 
Construction period 
Credit of overpayments 
Deferred payments 
Deficiency assessments 
Federal conformity 
Government obligations 
Information returns 
Insurance contracts 
Investments in enterprise zones and 
progt"'arn areas 
Original issue discount 
Prepaid 
Rate 
Tenant stockholders property 
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LAW SECTION 
9 17072 
11 17090-91 
10 17084-85 
1 1 17133 
41 24307 
11 17134 
40 24271 
11 17138-40 
11 17142 
23 18178 
58 24994 
11 17088 
10 17087.5 
11 17137 
9 17073 
23 18241-45 
41 24307 
29 18802.9 
29 18803 
62 UI 13050 
28 18802-02.8 
20 17932 
29 18803.2 
58 24992 
26 18681. 1 
60 i.7:5957. 3 
30 19286.8 
51 24667 
52 24668 
19 17552.5 
19 17560 
52 24669 
45 24424 
45 24423 
58 24993 
43 24373.5 
59 25906 
54 24726 
27 18688 
5'3 25'301b 
42 24344 
12 17143 
29 18803 
45 24424 
13 17231 
13 17224 
42 24344.5 
52 24686 
30 1'326'3 
13 17225 
Inventories 
Ger,et·a 1 t•ul e 
SUBJECT 
Imported from related persons 
Simplified dollar-value - LIFO 
Involuntary Conversions 
IRAs 
Deduct iort fen· 
Nondeductible contributions to 
Recovery of basis 
Reports on penalty 
Itemized Deductions, 2 Percent Floor 
Joint Custody Head of Household 
F i 1 i r.g stat •.ts 
Tax ct•ed it fot' 
Keogh Plans 
Leases, Motor Vehicle Operating 
Levy, Property Exempt from 
- J 
- K -
- L -
Liabilities Incurred Before Economic 
Performance 
Libraries, Availability of Tax Forms 
Limited Partnerships, Taxation of 
Liquidations, Corporate 
Loans with Below Market Interest Rates 
Long-Term Contracts 
Carrying charges 
Special t·ules 
Losses 
Limitation on capital losses 
Passive activity 
Small business stock 
Low-Income Tax Credit 
Low-Income Housing 
Federal conformity 
Sale c•f 
Tax credit 
Lump-Sum Distributions 
Luxury Automobiles, Depreciation of 
127 
54 
57 
54 
22 
16 
18 
10 
18 
26 
9 
3 
6 
18 
1 
32 
3() 
60 
52 
61 
20 
32 
34 
47, 
58 
52 
5i.7.: 
22 
54 
22 
22 
8 
23 
21 
56 
6 
37 
17 
15 
48 
LAW SECTION 
GC 
24701 
24r~66. 1 
24708 
18037 
17272 
17508 
17085 
17507 
18681. 9 
17076 
17042.5 
17054.5 
17513 
17021. 11 
23049 
18817.3 
26132.05 
24686.2 
14913 
17851 
23041-42 
23081 
24502--20 
24993 
24673.5 
246 73. f~ 
18152-55 
24692 
18152 
18161 
17069 
18172 
18035 
24953 
17058 
23610.5 
1750'+-05 
17255 
SUBJECT 
- M-
Marital Status 
Membership Organizations 
Metal Finishers - Tax Credit 
Military Compensation - Tax Credit 
Military Exclusion 
Military Housing 
Minimum tax, Banks and Corporations 
Mining and Solid Waste Reclamation Costs 
Minor Child's Unearned Income, Taxation of 
Miscellaneous Deductions, 2 Percent Floor 
Mixed Use Property, Depreciation of 
Mobilehome Parks, Exempt Organizations 
Mortgage Pools 
Motor Vehicle Operating Leases 
Motor Vehicle Purchase - Tax Credit 
National Guard Exclusion 
Natural Resources 
Negligence Penalty 
- N-
Net Interest Deduction on Investments 
Net Operating Losses 
Federal conformity 
Pre-1987 qualified losses 
Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation 
Nonrecognition Transaction 
Nonresident Partners, Group Return 
Nuclear Decommissioning Costs 
- 0-
Oil, Gas or Geothermal Property 
Gain on disposition of 
Intangigle drilling and development 
costs 
Percentage depletion 
Original Issue Discount 
Bor.ds 
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1 17021.5 
45 24437 
3 17052.2 
36 23604 
5 17053. 13 
12 127138-40 
16 17280 
34 23151 
34 23153 
34 23181 
34 23184 
55 24872 
53 24689 
2 17041 
9 17076 
15 17255 
37 23701v 
32 23048 
1 17020.11 
32 23049 
7 17061. 3 
36 23609 
12 17142 
19, 20 17681-720 
54 24831-40 
27 18684-85 
59 25934-35 
13 17231 
16 17276 
44 24416 
16 17276.5 
44 24417 
37 23701u 
1 17020.4 
32 23045.4 
24 18408.5 
53 24690 
23 18175 
45 24423 
20 17683 
54 24833 
40 24272.5 
SUBJECT 
Information requirements 
Interest 
Orphan Drugs - Tax Credit 
Overpayments 
Interest on credit of 
SDI 
Parsonages 
Partnerships 
- p-
Foreign partners, withholding of tax 
Limited partnerships, taxability of 
Nominee interest in 
Nonresident partners, group return 
Political contributions 
Passive Activity Losses and Credits 
Penalties 
Estimated tax 
Urrderpaymer.t c•f 
Waiver of penalties 
Failure to furnish certain statements 
Failure to pay tax by due date 
Failure to report unrealized gain on 
commodity straddles 
Failure to supply identifying number 
Immigration consultants 
Information returns 
Negligence and fraud 
DID information requirements 
Overstatement of annuity contribution 
Reports on IRAs and annuities 
Unmeritorious proceedings 
Unreported compensation 
Pensions 
Designated settlement funds 
Employee annuities 
IRAs 
Keogh plans 
Lump-sum distributions 
Nondeductible contributions to IRAs 
Qualified plar.s, limitatic•r•s c•r• 
Self-employed defined benefit plans 
129 
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PAGE LAW SECTION 
26 18681. 5 
29 18803.2 
59 249'32 
60 25957 
13 17224 
23 18178 
42 24344.5 
58 24994 
6 17057 
36 23609.5 
59 25906 
62 UI 2739.5 
16 17280 
29 18807 
20 17851 
32 23041-42 
34 23081 
20 17932 
24 18408.5 
20 17852 
54 24692 
26 18682 
27 18682.5 
59 24951.5 
26 18681. 7 
27 18684.2 
59 25934.2 
28 18698.5 
27 18685.07 
31 19421 
26 18681. 1 
27 18684-85 
59 25934-35 
26 18681.5 
60 25957.3 
27 18683.5 
26 18681. 9 
31 19414 
26 18681.6 
18 17515 
18 17506 
18 17507 
18 17513 
17 17504-05 
18 17508 
18 17510 
17 17503 
SUBJECT 
Personal Exemptions - Tax Credits 
Player Contracts 
Political Contributions 
Deduct i eor• 
Tax ct~edit 
Political Organizations 
Pollution Control - Tax Credit 
Preference Income 
S cc•t~peot~at i eon 
Tax Ctl"• 
Preference Items, Corporations 
Prepaid Interest 
Private Collection Agencies 
Program Area 
Business defined 
Hit~ir•g credit 
Net investment incc.me 
Sales and use tax, qualified property 
Sectieon 17265 preoperty 
Property 
Acquired freom decedent, basis 
AdJustment to basis 
Ceonstruction period interest and taxes 
Cont r i but i or• of 
Dispeosition of, withhc.lding eof tax 
Exchar•ged basis 
Exempt from levy 
Impc.rted freom another country 
Impeorted from related perseons 
Low-income hc.using 
Oil, gas eor geeothermal 
Qualified heousing proJects 
Residential rental 
Substituted basis 
Tenant stockheolders, interest and taxes 
Trade or business, definitieon of 
Transferred basis 
130 
PAGE 
5 
57 
14 
5 
37 
3 
36 
3'3 
7 
35 
46 
52 
30 
60 
61 
5 
41 
13 
4 
13 
37 
42 
15 
21 
22 
56 
43 
14 
2'3 
60 
1 
32 
30 
60 
57 
57 
21 
23 
56 
23 
21 
57 
23 
1 
32 
56 
13 
43 
23 
1 
32 
LAW SECTION 
17054 
24'38'3 
17245 
17053.14 
2370h~ 
17052.2 
23604 
23802 
17062-64.8 
23400-05 
2444'3 
2,4686 
18838 
26255 
GC 7082 
17063.11 
24333 
17231 
17052.13 
17220 
23612 
24345 
17265 
18033 
18036 
24'316 
24373.5 
17244 
18805 
26131 
17020.3 
23045.3 
18817.3 
26132.05 
24'367 
24'366. 1 
18035 
18172 
24'353 
18175 
18035.5 
24'353.5 
18173 
17020.1 
23045. 1 
24'317 
17225 
24382 
1816'3 
17020.2 
23045.2 
SUBJECT 
Transferred for services 
Transfers of, foreign corporations 
- Q -
Qualified Assets, Gain on - Tax Credit 
Qualified Housing ProJects, Sale of 
- R -
Rare and Endangered Species Preservation 
Fund 
Real Estate Investment Trusts 
Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits 
Real Property Interests, Withholding of 
Tax on Dispositions of 
Rebate, Tax 
Recordkeeping, Automobile Useage 
Redemptions, Related Corporations 
Regulated Futures Contracts 
Regulated Investment Companies 
Regulations, Tax Avoidance 
Reinstatement of Exempt Organization 
Research and Development, Tax Credit 
Residential Rental Property 
Depr~eciat ion 
Federal conformity 
Retirement Savings 
Returns 
Filing requirements 
Filir1g status 
Information - See Information Returns 
Joint after filing separate returns 
Nominee interest in partnership 
Nonresident partners, group return 
Tax fc•rms 
Voluntary contributions 
Ridesharing 
Deduct ior, 
Tax credit 
Third-party tax credit 
Rules, Transition 
S Corporations 
Credit carryovers 
- s -
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PAGE 
11 
43 
53 
49 
7 
21 
57 
25 
20 
44 
21 
55 
29 
60 
8 
11 
46 
23 
37 
59 
37 
4 
36 
14 
23 
16 
24 
3 
24 
20 
24 
30 
24 
42 
4 
36 
4 
2 
33 
33 
LAW SECTION 
17088 
24379 
24688 
24561 
17061. 5 
18035.5 
24953.5 
18521, 
17740 
25 
24413-13.3 
17940 
24870-72 
18805 
26131 
17070-70.2 
17135 
24457 
18176 
23701m 
25106.5 
23778 
17052.12 
23609 
17250.5 
18173 
17272 
18401-05 
17043 
18410 
17932 
18408.5 
19310-11 
18431. 5 
24343.5 
17053 
23605 
17053.1 
17019.5 
23051. 7 
23053.5 
SUBJECT 
Sharehc•lders of 
Treatmertt of 
Sales and Use Tax, Qualified Property -
Tax Credit 
Section 179 Property 
Section 17265 Property 
Senior Citizens Property Tax Assistance 
I r.corne 
Medically incapacitated claimant 
Ship Contractors, Earnings of 
Small Business Stock 
Solar Energy - Tax Credit 
Specified Dates - IRC 
Standard Deduction 
State Childrens• Trust Fund 
State Disability Insurance 
Overpayrnertts of 
Tax credit - 1979 
Statute of Limitations, Suspension of 
Stock, Constructive Ownership 
Stock Purchases Treated as Asset 
Acquisitions 
Stripped Bonds 
Student - Tax Credit 
Subsidiaries, Liquidation of Corporate 
Surplus Members Savings Capital, Credit 
Unions 
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit 
Tax 
Alternative minimum 
Tax avoidance - Regulations 
Corporat ior.s 
Delinquent collection fund 
- T -
Exempt trusts and common trust funds 
Failure to pay by due date 
I r.corne averag i r•g 
I r1d i viduals 
Limited partnerships 
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10 
21 
3'3 
4 
37 
15 
15 
31 
31 
11 
22 
22 
41 
56 
3 
36 
2 
33 
9 
24 
62 
7 
25 
59 
47 
48 
55 
6 
47 
47 
44 
41 
7 
35 
5'3 
34 
35 
30 
60 
19 
27 
59 
23 
2 
20 
32 
34 
LAW SECTION 
17087.5 
18001. 5 
23800-10 
17052. 13 
23612 
17260 
17265 
20503 
20563 
17137 
18152 
18161 
24342 
24904 
17052.4 
23601.4 
17024.5 
23051.5 
17073.5 
18504 
UI 273'3.5 
17061. 5 
18586.7 
25663d 
24497 
24519 
24'303 
17054.5-54.6 
24502 
24512 
24405 
24330 
17062 
23400 
25106.5 
23141 
23333 
18839 
26256 
17651 
18684.2 
25934.2 
18241-45 
17041 
17851 
23041-42 
23081 
SUBJECT 
Minor child, unearned income 
MiYdmum 
Nonpayment, fiduciary liability 
Preference income 
Real estate mortgage investment 
cc•ndui ts 
Rebate 
S corp•:n~at ions 
Built-in capital gains 
Mirrimum tax 
Rate 
Trusts 
Withholding -See Withholding of Tax 
Tax Credits 
Alcohol fuel device 
Alternative minimum tax 
Bl irrd 
Deperrderrt 
Carryovers, transition rules 
Child cat~e 
Clinical testing - Orphan drugs 
Elderly 
Joint custody head of household 
Low- i rrc•::.me 
Low-income housing 
Military compensation 
Motor vehicle, purchase of 
Passive activity 
Personal exemptions 
Political contribution 
Pollution control, metal finishers 
Qualified assets, gain on 
Research and development expenses 
Ridesharirrg 
Ridesharing, third-party 
S corporation shareholders 
Sales and use tax, qualified property 
65 arrd over 
Solar erret"'QY 
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2 17041 
34 23151 
34 23153 
34 23181 
34 23184 
55 24872 
30 19265 
7 17062-64.8 
35 23400-05 
21 17940 
55 24870 
8 17070-70.2 
39 23809 
39 23802 
39 23802 
19 17651 
36 23603 
8 17063 
35 23401 
5 17054 
5 17054 
2 17029.5 
33 23051.7 
33 23053.5 
4 17052.6 
6 17057 
36 23609.5 
4 17052.9 
6 17054.5 
8 17069 
6 17058 
37 23610.5 
5 17053.13 
7 17061.3 
36 23609 
54 24692 
5 17054 
5 17053.14 
3 17052.2 
36 23604 
7 17061. 5 
4 17052.12 
36 23609 
4 17053 
36 23605 
4 17053.1 
21 18001.5 
4 17052.13 
37 23612 
5 17054 
3 17052.4 
36 23601.4 
SUBJECT 
Solar pumps - Agricultural irrigation 
State disability insurance - 1979 
St uder.t credit 
Targeted Jobs 
Wages paid 
Entet"prise zor.e 
Wages received, qualified employee 
Tax Exempt Obligations 
Tax Forms 
Availability of in libraries 
Desigr, of 
Designated contributions 
Tax Shelters, Special Rules 
Taxable Income 
Taxes 
Accrual of 
Cover•ar•t bonds 
Sales and use tax 
Tenant stockholders 
Taxpayers 65 or Over 
36 
7 
6 
41 
4 
41 
5 
41 
5 
23 
58 
61 
30 
24 
52 
9 
52 
13 
13 
42 
13 
43 
5 
11 
Tenant Stockholders, Interest and Taxes 13 
43 
Third Party Delays, Statute of Limitations 25 
59 
37 Title Holding Companies 
Trade or Business Expenses 
Transactions, Nonrecognition 
See Business Expenses 
1 
Transition Rules 
Traveling Expenses 
Trusts 
Income in case of divorce 
Liability of fiduciary 
Real estate investment trusts 
Tax c•n 
Unemployment compensation 
Voluntary employees' pension 
- u-
32 
2 
33 
16 
43 
46 
46 
20 
30 
20 
44 
19 
37 
37 
Unearned Income, Minor Child 2 
Unemployment Compensation Trusts 37 
Unidentified Owner of Large Amount of Cash 25 
Unmeritorious Proceeding by Taxpayer 31 
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GC 
23607 
17061. 5 
17054.5-54.6 
24330 
17053.8 
24331 
17053.11 
24333 
17053.9 
18177 
24991 
14913 
19310-11 
18431.5 
24686.4 
17073 
24683 
17225.5 
17220 
24345 
17225 
24382 
17054 
17134 
17225 
24382 
18586.7 
25663d 
23701u 
17020.4 
23045.4 
17029.5 
23051.7 
17270 
24357 
24443 
24445.5 
17737 
19265 
17740 
24413-13.3 
17651 
23701n 
23701s 
17041 
23701r• 
18654 
19414 
SUBJECT 
Unrelated Business Income Tax 
Unrelated Debt-Financed Income 
Unrelated T~ade o~ Business 
Unrepo~ted Compensation Penalty 
U.S. Olympic Committee Fund 
Vacation Pay 
Accrua 1 c•f 
Susper-.se accc••.mt 
- v -
Vietnam Vete~ans Memo~ial Fund 
Volunta~y Employees' Pension T~usts 
Wages Paid - Tax C~edit 
Er-tt et~pt~ i se zone 
Program area 
Wages Received - Tax C~edit 
Withdrawal, Co~po~ation 
Withholding Exemptions 
Withholding of Tax 
- w 
Dispositions of California real prop-
erty i r-tterests 
Foreign partners 
Wages 
Zero B~acket Amount 
- z -
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38 
38 
26 
25 
53 
41 
25 
37 
4 
41 
5 
41 
5 
35 
29 
60 
29 
60 
29 
62 
2 
9 
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UI 
23731-32 
23735-35c 
23734-34d 
18681.6 
18534 
24685 
24274 
18513-13.2 
23701s 
17053.8 
24331 
17053.11 
24333 
17053.9 
23333 
18810 
26132.3 
18805 
26131 
18807 
13009 
17041 
17073.5 

